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CHAIRMAN MESSAGE

 It gives me immense pleasure to note that the PG and Research Department of English 
is organising an International Conference on “Shifting Paradigms in Subaltern Literature” 
on September 20th 2018. I am sure that this seminar would draw the attention of everybody 
at global level and inculcate critical perception in appreciating English literature. 

 I register my appreciation for the efforts undertaken by the PG and Research Department 
of English in the organizing this International Conference and hope and wish that this 
will be a key event of literary achievement of high standard in the history of English 
Department.                      
 

 





Dr. B. SANGEETH KUMAR
Vice Chairman
Pachamuthu College of Arts and Science for Women
Dharmapuri

VICE CHAIRMAN MESSAGE

 I have the pleasure and privilege of congratulating the PG and Research Department of 
English for organising an International Conference on “Shifting Paradigms in Subaltern 
Literature” on September 20th 2018. The theme of the conference covers a wide range of 
sub themes which are relevant to the present day scenario. I am sure that the faculties, 
research scholars and students will academically benefit to the maximum from this 
International Conference which I trust is being conducted to create an awareness and foster 
social changes.

 I congratulate the Principal, HOD, Staff and Students of the Department of English and 
wellwishers in making this academic festival a great success. 
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CHAIR PERSON

 I am extremely happy to learn that the Research Department of English has come out 
with a program to enhance the skills of faculty members, research scholars and students. 
Pachamuthu College of Arts & Science for Women is one of the prestigious Educational 
Institutions in Dharmapuri, affiliated to Periyar University. The Department of English has 
been strenuously working hard towards exposing students in learning English language and 
literature. It is organizing an International Conference on “Shifting Paradigms in Subaltern 
Literature” on September 20th 2018. I believe that the conference will explore new vistas 
in Subaltern areas. It is hoped that it will help the delegates to widen their horizons and 
increase the quality of the knowledge about social exclusion. The contemporary world 
has witnessed radical socio-cultural changes in an unprecedented way in the society. 
This academic programme will inspire the students and teachers to share their academic 
reviews. It is happy to know/hear that there is a good response from many quarters in 
the form of research papers. This gathering will explore and subsequently, this will 
pave way to beneficial discussion and on arriving positive conclusions about the theme. 
I congratulate the Head of the Department of English under whose dynamic leadership 
the English Department is organising the International Conference. I wish the Organising 
Secretary and her team for their efforts in the conduct of this academic fiesta. Trust, this 
conference would create new positive academic streamlines for the fulfillment of our 
student communities.   

                  
 





Dr. A. VIJAYA
Principal
Pachamuthu College of Arts and Science for Women
Dharmapuri

 

From the Principal’s desk!

 The endeavour of the Department of English is worthy of praise for initiating and 
sprouting literary, linguistic, cultural and social tempo among the faculties and scholars 
through the International Conference titled “Shifting Paradigms in Subaltern Literature” 
on September 20th 2018.

 Our daily attempt in creating a world class facility to learn has evolved from various 
ideas and involvement of academician in creating and disseminating knowledge to the 
students and learning community across the world. 

 The forth coming conference is by no means a small effort; it is undoubtedly a big 
milestone in the history of the Department of English of Pachamuthu College. I hope 
this conference will definitely facilitate knowledge exchange enriching, enlighten learning 
experiences for all and in turn will enrich their knowledge in the world literatures.

 I extend my deep felt gratitude to the delegates coming from various state for extending 
their helping hands to the Convener and Organising Secretary for the successful conduct 
of the conference.

 I laud the efforts of the P.G & Research Department of English to organise such a 
conference, where the scholarly deliberates will take place, which will open up new  vistas 
of learning in global literature and hope the same will have the way for further research.

 I wish that this conference creates an excellent way for furthering the wide spectrum 
of literary knowledge for the participants from different states and different countries. 
I am very much delighted to convey my congratulations and sincere thankfulness to 
Management, Chair Person and other noble souls who involved in making this academic 
program into a great and monumental success.  

                  
 





 Warm greetings to the Post Graduate & Research Department of English, Pachamuthu 
Colloege of Arts & Science for Women, Dharmapuri on the occasion of this wonderful 
conference on ‘Shifting the Paradigms in Subaltern Literature’.

 In the present global research scenario, subaltern theme has become so prominent that it 
is regularly used in various disciplines such as history, sociology, psychology anthropology 
and literature.

 Subaltern literature is one of the subdivisions of post colonialism. Post-colonial period 
lays down conjectures in philosophy and literature that wrestles with the legacy of colonial 
rule. Post-colonial literature is a stem from postmodern literature concerned with the 
political and cultural autonomy of the people who were subdued in colonial domains.

 Today, when globalisation seems to have taken over every form of art and culture 
everywhere in the world, there’s still one form of writing that thrives on being different, 
driving home the idea that every country, and every local community within that country 
has different cultures and different histories. These marginalised cultures which flourish 
away from the mainstream are called subaltern.

 This form of literature does not often find space in the academic syllabus. Academically, 
the challenge is to compete for space to include subaltern literature in the syllabus with 
English literature. Hence it’s a brilliant idea to organise an international seminar on this 
topic to make an effort to bring about an awareness and to promote it. Organising such 
seminars and workshops will definitely help to create awareness to shift the standards of 
subaltern literature to a higher level.

 I congratulate the Head, the staff and the students of the PG & Research Department of 
English, Pachamuthu College of Arts & Science for Women, Dharmapuri, for spearheading 
this conference envisioned to further develop the status of subaltern literature.

                 

       Prof. S. Joseph Nehru 





From the Editorial’s desk!

 In the present era, Subaltern literature across the world has emerged to be the most 
fascinating area in the research field. It is a drop unknown in the ocean. Conferring with 
each other, reaching out the minds of the fellow researchers, exchanging ideas that spring 
forth new and fresh start of global literature are enthralling experience in the field of 
research. Assimilating the concepts connecting them into meaningful patterns discovering 
new trends and techniques and drawing them together are painful process yet it gives 
enthusiasm in the researchers. This book provides a platform to the English faculty 
members and research scholars to explore the literature from the various perspectives.
 
 It is a heartening academic venture of Pachamuthu College, Dharmapuri that the PG 
and Research Department of English has taken up a scholarly initiative and pursuit to 
organise an International Conference titled “Shifting Paradigms in Subaltern Literature” 
on September 20th 2018. The call for papers to be presented in the conference has gained 
overwhelming responses from faculties, research scholars across the nation. We received 
more than 90 papers from all over India. The editorial board recommended 30 research 
articles for publication in the first volume entitled “Shifting Paradigms in Subaltern 
Literature”. It is really encouraging to receive papers from the very beginning to last few 
hours of the inauguration of the conference. 

 Many scholarly papers deal with Indian novelists and their exposition of scholarly and 
methodological writing and the various themes and issues discussed in their classics.

 It is more surprising that a group of extraordinary brilliant scholars dived deep into the 
world literatures, in particular black literature and brought out excellent discussion.

                                                                       
T. Karuthappandi
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Awaken of the Suppressed Soul  
in Shashi Deshpande’s  
That Long Silence
          
M.Anu     
Part-Time, Ph.D., Research Scholar    
Arignar Anna College (Arts & Science), Krishnagiri

 In India, women writers have put forth the problems faced by the 
educated middle class woman in her everyday life. Right from the 
ancient days, many women have strived hard to cope up with this 
male centered world, few have also raised their voice against the 
ill treatment. In modern era, the difficulties being faced by women 
may vary, but they still exist. Modern women, being educated are 
unable to put up with the hindrances of their suppressed life. Women 
in the past, barely educated, had tolerance to bear the suppression 
of the society.  But, today’s woman, being a literate, finds it hard 
to accept the old traditions as it is. She encounters inner conflicts 
while travelling with both traditional and modern values. Traditional 
values being mixed in modern woman blood right from her early age 
of growth and modernity engulfing her in her later age of maturity, 
has left her in psychological convulsions.  
 Shashi Deshpande, a renowned novelist, unfurls the issues of 
woman in the male centred society in a positive manner. Being a 
member of male dominant society, Deshpande in all her writings 
depicts the problems of modern educated women quite genuinely.  
Shashi Deshpande’s novels disclose a sensitive and careful portrayal 
of modern Indian womanhood with a focus on her search for self 
identity and her concern for the self value through the life of her 
protagonists. She throws light on the emotional issues a modern 
woman faces in the whirlpool of trauma. 
 In That Long Silence Shashi Deshpande highlights the image of 
middle class woman squeezed in between tradition and modernity. In 
India, arranged marriage is a preferred way for Indians to enter into 
matrimony in which parents and other relatives take decision in the 
selection of life partner. Woman is limited in giving her consent for 
marriage, in selecting her groom and is kept under the shackles of 
forced patriarchy, having to live under the guardianship of a man in 
all stages of life, father in her early age, husband after her marriage 
and son at her old age. Marriage is a social responsibility and the 
marriage relationship largely depends on how the marriage is settled. 
The Jaya, after her marriage yields her rights to her husband.  Jaya, 
the protagonist of the novel, know nothing about the groom Mohan 
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selected for her and Mohan too don’t know about her before marriage, both were strangers to each 
other. Deshpande portrays Jaya as a typical modern woman who has roots in tradition but her 
husband Mohan a traditionalist has his roots in customs. Their attitude varies and as a result they 
fail to understand each other. Due to differences in their point of view, their marital life grows 
tottering and unsound. Their life becomes more of a compromise than love based on social fear 
rather than mutual need of each other. For example, from the very beginning, Mohan wanted a wife 
who was well-educated and cultured and never a loving one. Jaya thus realised that so called love 
and romances were only the things in poems and stories and not in real life. 
 Shashi Deshpande describes Jays’s married life using the imagery of “a pair of bullocks yoked 
together” performing their duties mechanically. Jaya suppresses her feelings and emotions for the 
sake of her husband and sacrifices her pleasures. Women, thus, adopt a life style of compromise 
to keep their family united. The story of the Crow and the Sparrow narrated to Jaya by her ‘ai’ has 
deeply induced her mind that Jaya she as the wise and determined sparrow justifies her own role as 
a mother complying with her husband’s words, “ Stay at home, look after your babies, keep out the 
rest of the world and you are safe.” To please her husband, Jaya appears to be a contented house 
wife married to an apparently caring man and having two normal healthy children. 
 In this novel, Deshpande has portrayed the dilemma of a woman-writer who is also a housewife. 
Jaya is also presented in the image of a worm crawling into the hole hiding inner talent of creating 
writing herself and suffer the monotony of life caused by household activities. Once after her 
marriage, when Jaya was on the outset of acquiring name and fame, Mohan displays his dislike. 
She realises that the writer in her could not come to light because of her husband. Jaya did not 
want to irritate. To satisfy Mohan’s ego and expectations, Jaya is forced to curb her own creative 
genius. Later, to satisfy readers, she writes light humorous works unveiling the sufferings of the 
middle class woman under the title ‘Sita’ which brings her positive review from her readers and 
appreciation from her husband.
 Even as a writer, Jaya finds it hard to express herself completely. In the story there is victory 
whereas in real life she is mute, living a passive life like Sita following her husband Rama to the 
countryside in his exile. But in writings she opposes them as unsuitable to the present situation, can 
only be the citations of the past.
 Deshpande has aptly titled her work as ‘That Long Silence’ indicating the behaviour of the 
protagonist, Jaya. Though she is a well educated one, she holds silence as a defence mechanism 
to drive her vehicle of family continuously. She considers silence as one of the trick to maintain 
her marital relationship. Without revolting, refusing or complaining she surrenders to her husband, 
Mohan. Even when Kamat, a young widower suggested her to express her anger in her writing, she 
replies in interrogative sentences, how can she be angry, “ . . . because no woman can be angry. 
Have you ever heard of an angry young woman?”(147) Moreover she also says that a woman can 
never be angry, she can only be neurotic, hysterical, frustrated.” She realises that in the life of 
woman many cross roads and choices will be there but to a married woman only a few choices or 
no choices will be left out, except the wills and desires of her husband.      
 The hatred, in living with a man who does not love and cares the woman as she expects him, 
is a burning problem, experienced by most of the educated woman in contemporary society. 
Deshpande, through Jaya’s character, brings out the confused attitude of contemporary educated, 
independent-Indian women is brought forward who can neither reconcile themselves to a new 
situation when their husband crush their dreams nor cast off their husbands because the husband 
is everything for them. Jaya slowly transforms herself. Jaya while living in isolation in her Dadar 
flat away from her husband and two children, probes deep into her mind and understands aspects 
of her life and relationships that she has avoided or failed to realize earlier. After a lot of musing of 
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the disruption in her domestic life Jaya determines to cope up and stand tall and fight for herself. 
Towards the end of the novel we see her moving on the verge of positivism as she wishes to break 
that long silence she carries with her and to move ahead. She evolves as a optimistic individual. She 
has decided to unleash and eradicate all the unwanted thoughts and misunderstanding with Mohan. 
She truly believes that building this gap of communication and giving voice to her thoughts will 
lead her to peace and harmony in life.
 In the progress of life after self assessment Jaya overcomes her mental crisis and realises that 
noone is responsible for her disaster. She leaves her blaming attitude. A change has arrived in 
her behaviour. Now in her disastrous loneliness she realizes and understands what Kamat said to 
her that ‘pursuit of happiness is meaningless’ and loneliness is the significant condition of human 
existence. Others cannot be held responsible all the time. To some extent, she too is responsible 
for her miserable condition. She blames Mohan for her failure but later she realizes that it is not 
her husband who stopped her interest of writing: ‘I hadn’t stopped writing because of Mohan; I 
could not possibly make Mohan the scapegoat for my failures, for I had written even after that 
confrontation with him.”(145) She realizes her own power, “I’m Jaya, Jaya for victory.”(137)
 Jaya’s stress increases when she comes to know her husband’s hand in a corruption. She denies 
go into hiding with her husband as an enquiry is going on against his financial irregularities. She 
goes through self evaluation and attains self actualization.  Viewing the indifferent behaviour of 
Jaya, Mohan condemns her of being cold towards him, in particular at the time when he is facing 
the biggest crisis of his professional life. He says angrily “The truth is that you despise me because 
I’ve failed. As long as I had my job and position, it was. All right; as long as I could give you all the 
comforts, it was all right. But now, because I am likely to lose it all. . .”His accusations make her 
hysterical and she bursts into a loud laughter. This wounds Mohan and he leaves the home without 
a word. 
 To increase her pain Jaya receives a message that her son Rahul who was on a vacation trip 
with his family friends was lost. There is no one who can console her. Only at this point Jaya tries 
to connect her past and the present. A new Jaya emerges as a result of her self evaluation as a new 
person, believing in herself. She bids goodbye to her anger, frustration, silence and resentment. 
She understands her self-worth and takes decision to give up the prefixed notions of the society, 
liberating herself from all the traditional values and valuing her feelings and wishes.
 Deshpande herself in an interview has asserted That Long Silence as a hysterical novel in the 
sense that inside of her she was kind of screaming, but it has come out as one screaming self. 
There is no point at which Jaya gave to her emotions, self pity or anything. Deshpande, through 
the protagonist lays a perfect balance between tradition and modernity and this as a working 
technique for the survival of contemporary woman. Most of her protagonists exhibits the character 
of suppression in the beginning, rebels against it, undergoes self evaluation and emerges as a 
matured one being ready to face the reality in a new way. 
 Jaya is one of Deshpande’s unique protagonists, who faces all individual pains and evolves as a 
courageous one. Through her, the sufferings of a modern woman in her domestic life, is delicately 
expressed in That Long Silence. This novel is a bold move by the author to break the silence of 
many Indian women. One can find an authentic portrayal of a modern educated Indian woman 
in this novel. The author using the nostalgic narrative technique succeeds in unveiling the woes 
of woman. On one side the novel teaches womanhood to come-out of their silence and speak for 
their rights and another side expects man to understand the expectation of woman and to value 
her wishes.            
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Shifting Paradigms in Subaltern 
with Reference to the Works of 
Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni

Dr.J.Nasreen Banu
Assistant Professor of English
Vivekanandha College of Arts and Sciences for Women
Tiruchengode, Namakkal (DT)

 Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni an Indian born American immigrant 
was born in Calcutta on 29 July, 1956 in a Bengali Hindu family. 
She experienced her life in several Indian cities. She migrated to the 
United States of America in 1976 when she was nineteen years old. 
She received a Ph.D., in English on Christopher Marlowe from the 
University of California, Berkeley in 1985. Her days in Berkeley 
had been involved with women’s social service organizations and 
she is a co-founder of the former president of Maitri, located at 
San Francisco a helpline founded in 1991 for South Asian women, 
dealing with domestic abuses. It provided them support, counselling, 
and advice for the abused South Asian women.
 Divakaruni strives for women’s rights and welfare and is totally a 
part of the traditional culture of Bengal. After her settlement in America 
she could compare the physical and the psychological landscape of 
India and America, and look back on her culture objectively. The 
main purpose of her writing is to break the barriers between people 
of different ages and different ethnicities. Her concerns resemble that 
of feminists who fight for the women’s causes. 
 Divakaruni tried to persuade her traditional family who failed 
to understand that the real purpose of her migration was to take up 
her studies in America. Though the migration is her own choice she 
misses her family in Calcutta and the traditions of her culture. She 
struggles to uproot herself from the known traditional customized 
country. Her initial stage of rerooting in America is also a traumatic 
journey. She became a writer since it is the only way, or tool she can 
use to fight for her self-identity.
 Edward Said a prominent scholar critic of post-colonialism 
mentions the idea of identifying the East as Other and inferior to the 
West in his book Orientalism. 
 Said emphasizes the construction of binary division between the 
Orient and the Occident. He mentions that west as self is considered 
to be the supreme, the main source of knowledge and learning, while 
East as Other is represented as a place of ignorance, superstition and 
illiteracy. The Orient exists as static, ignorant and cut off from the 
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progress of western history. They do not have even the capability to represent themselves and hence 
west acts as being superior. The Others are basically the marginalized group who are considered 
being the suppressed and mute for years.
 The term subaltern refers to the suppressed group that belongs to the lower strata of life, or 
the women, who have been intimidated for many years. Subaltern can be meant as overlooked, 
neglected, disregarded, and treated with unconcern and indifference. Immigrants are not always 
treated equally with the people of the host country, which paves way for the immigrants to face 
psychological and sociological complexities. They cannot accept that they are underprivileged by 
American people. Lisa Lamor points: 
 The immigrants are torn apart on multiple levels. Physically, the characters’ bodies are affected 
in ways that break them into pieces, both literally and figuratively. Emotionally and mentally, 
immigration and subsequent resettling processes challenge a feeling of wholeness and functioning 
as healthy, fully-realized individuals . . . . Overall, the immigrant’s sense of self and personal 
identity becomes fractured at a crisis level. (28)
 Thus it becomes true of the position of immigrants as marginalised lot.
 Identity crisis is a big issue for immigrants in the post-colonial period. No immigrant escapes 
from identity crisis or cultural attacks in the host country. Mohan in The Mistress of Spices is one 
of the minor characters through whom Divakaruni brings out the harsh side of American land. 
Mohan sells Indian foods such as Kababs and samosas in his cart which is named Mohan Indian 
Foods. Veena cooks delicious Indian foods which attract many customers and this provides the 
hope to enlarge his business. Mohan is subjected to cultural harassment. Two young men come 
to the shop at late night, Mohan thinks that they have come to ask for food, and says that the shop 
is closed already. The young men shout at him and say, “What makes you think we want any of 
this shitty stuff” (MS 170). Mohan is assaulted both physically and mentally. Mohan’s future is 
questionable due to the cultural attack. The Americans hate the immigrants since they feel their 
opportunities are grabbed by them.
 Mohan turns mute after that gory incident. A harmless immigrant is attacked for no reason 
except for his Indian identity. Mohan and Veena are confused why they have become the targets 
of racism. Tilo not only foresees the pain of Mohan at the land of America but also in her vision 
she sees so many immigrants undergoing the same cultural shocks in the alien land. Insecurity is 
the main problem for most of the immigrants in alien countries. Many people try to tolerate all the 
miseries and shortcomings and continue their life in Western countries. Homi Bhaba expresses that 
the immigrants’ focus only on their survival in his interview with Kalpana Sheshadri-Crooks titled 
“Surviving Theory”: 
 Survival continually haunts the dream of sovereignty with the possibility that failure is not the 
other side of success or mastery: it is lining, an intimate and proximate mode of being or living 
in the midst of what we think needs to be done fresh or anew and what requires repeatedly to be 
repaired, revised, or reassembled. (376)
 As quoted above, despite hardships experienced by Indian immigrants owing to racial 
discrimination, they continue to face the struggles and survive in the alien land itself. This idea 
can be strengthened by pointing out the experiences of a few characters in the collection Arranged 
Marriage. Indian immigrants like Somesh who appears in “Clothes” strive hard day and night to 
keep their family free from the economic pressures but they have no safety at foreign lands and they 
happen to face huge hardships in their lives. Somesh was shot dead after his shop was being looted. 
Bikram uncle, in the story “Silver Pavements, Golden Roofs” is affected by cultural conflicts, often 
warns about racism at America. Bikram cannot manage his life at America: “This damn country, 
like a dain, a witch – it pretends to give and then snatches everything back” (AM 54). Jayanti in 
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Arranged Marriage story “Silver Pavements, Golden Roofs” understands the cultural hitches and 
the identity crisis of Indian immigrants at foreign countries. The circumstances shift when she 
leaves home for a small time walk, creates an entire new racial identity. Jayanti while walking 
with her aunt faces street pranks of young boys who shout at them as “Nigger” (AM 50). The word 
Nigger reminds her of British colonialism and American slavery. Jayanti, a victim of racist assault 
does not accept that she belongs to the black race. She cries out “I ‘m not black at all but an Indian 
girl of good family?” (AM 51). She realizes the difficulty in attaining an individual identity in an 
alien land, whereas in India everyone has their own identity and family values.
 Both Aunt and Jayanti are much affected by the words of the boys. Home is a place where 
Indian culture is followed and America is to be faced outside home, where the culture remains 
American, “other” culture to the immigrants. In home Jayanti is free from the American culture. 
Jayanti is shocked that even the children feel the difference. 
 Haroun, who believes in the magical power of Tilo, is yet another character like Mohan. Tilo 
wants to save Haroun with the power of spices but he is violently beaten by an American. Haroun 
though considers America as his homeland faces physical violence since he is an immigrant to the 
United States. Haroun’s hard work and sincerity fail to fetch any recognition or the due salary in 
America. It is only in their homeland that one’s work is recognised and appreciated. Americans 
look down upon the Indians in a trivial way and degrade them as inferior creatures. Such bitter 
experiences make the immigrants to revise their opinion about their stay in the host country. 
As Kanhaiya Jee Jha rightly observes:  Hostility and rejection in the host country produced in 
immigrants a deeper sense of consciousness about their oppressed condition and compelled them 
to make a frantic search for their roots and identity. The situation resulted in various psycho-
sociological problems such as nostalgia, rootlessness, alienation, schizophrenia and others in them. 
Despite living in two cultures, their dilemma whether to stay in the host country or return to home 
land persisted. (158)
 In America Indian immigrants suffer not only due to the ill treatment from the alien people but 
are defeated even by their own countrymen. Many Indian rich immigrants act like western people. 
In The Mistress of Spices all the male characters need the support of Tilo. Tilo envisions the other 
side of South Asian racial identity. There remain variations among Indian community depending 
on class. The pathetic thing is that the wealthy Indians ill-treat their own country men who are 
under the poverty line. 
 The hidden reality is not all rich people are happy and peaceful. Anant Soni, after his hard work 
helps his patient mother. Divakaruni focuses the fear of many women in foreign countries, who 
cannot control their husbands who are drawn towards other women.Dr. Lalchandani’s wife feels 
sad since her husband is having an affair with another woman, which is casual in western culture. 
Many women are silent victims in the patriarchal society. They are always double marginalised 
wherever they live. Since they abide by their native culture, they are meant to follow the rules of a 
society strictly whereas men are set free to live their own life. This also results in a condition where 
women experience identity crisis more than men. 
 In Queen of Dreams Mrs. Gupta faces identity crisis during her early stages of migration to 
America. She fails to identify herself as a mother or a wife or a dream interpreter. Rakhi, the 
second generation immigrant is trying to identify herself with her mother. In her early stage Sudha 
in The Vine of Desire finds it difficult to assimilate towards western culture, faces ethnic hitches, 
and cannot accept the western mode of life of the Americans. She often suffers from nostalgia for 
her homeland, comparing and contrasting the cultures of both India and America. As days pass by, 
Sudha becomes a confident woman. In Chopra’s wedding anniversary, when Mrs. Chopra enquires 
about Sudha’s identity, she replies that she is Sudha Chatterjee from Calcutta in an astonishing 
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manner because she does not want to let herself down. Sudha “braved the new rules of a new 
continent because she wanted more in life than a man to take care of her” (VD 129). The Indian 
culture insists that a woman should have a protective shield which is nothing but the protection of 
a man; otherwise woman is not respected in the society. But America has a different strategy in 
which each woman has a distinct identity whether single or married. Sudha realises this pulse of 
American and prefers to face life alone boldly.
 Sudha meets Lalit a second generation immigrant at the party of Mr and Mrs. Chopra. The air of 
America changes Sudha into a courageous new woman. Sudha astonishingly takes the hand of Lalit 
and goes to the dance floor. Lalit moves easily with the culture of America. Though not a singer, 
he sings without caring what others may think. His attitude makes Sudha think: “Perhaps it’s 
this ability, so foreign to Sudha’s upbringing every moment was weighted with the possibility of 
social censure that makes her respond” (VD 134). Sudha dances waltz with Lalit. Though she was 
brought up in a strict traditional family system, gets accustomed to American culture as in the case 
of many immigrants. Rakhi in Queen of Dreams after the disaster of 9/11 incident realizes that she 
is neither an Indian nor an American. For the first time she feels insecure in the land of her birth. 
America is the only country she is familiar with. Rakhi faces identity crisis, and fails to consider 
America in terms of “home” because home is the place of comfort and security. According to her 
Mrs. Gupta is the best example to lead successful life by balancing bi-cultures without hurting any 
culture. This incident proves that in the contemporary scenario immigrants should be aware and 
ready to face not only bi-cultural life but also multi-cultural life. 
 In one of her interviews Divakaruni reveals that the major intention in writing the novel Queen 
of Dreams is to make people think about the issues they have not considered before and to make 
them more compassionate towards other people after the incident of 9/11. “If I could make the pain 
and hope powerful enough in the book.”, she articulates her hope,   then maybe I might stop some 
of the prejudice out there, and have some sort of counter effect to what followed 9/11” (Responding 
to 9/11 n. pag.). A few characters at times happen to suffer due to various cultural aspects but they 
try to overcome it and lead their life free from any cultural conflicts. In Queen of Dreams Mr. 
Gupta, Mrs. Gupta, Belle, and Sonny never suffer much by confusing their identities but Rakhi 
suffers a lot. Belle and Rakhi are intimate friends who share common experiences and it helps to 
constitute their native consciousness. Divakaruni’s women protagonists’ who are brave enough to 
dissolve the boundaries and uphold their role as compassionate beings in helping the needy around 
their surroundings. Most of Divakaruni’s male characters need the support of women. Divakaruni 
in her works created Brave New Women in the Brave New World.
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 Life writing, an evolving genre of literature has always served 
as a platform for the marginalized section of the society to convey 
their thoughts and emotions. Including various sub genres such 
as autobiography, biography, memoir, letter, dairy entries, novel, 
poetry and short stories, life writing has always been the avenue 
for recording the voice of the voiceless. This genre has enabled and 
encouraged the marginalized to speak out their views personally as 
well as collectively. This literary form of writing has paved way 
for representing the collective voice of a downtrodden community 
through a single authorial voice.
 Dalit literature is an apt example to demonstrate how a single 
person’s (author) voice can represent the status of the entire 
community. Bama’s Karukku and Sangathi are well known works of 
Dalit literature which can also be considered as testimonial narratives 
for the author records the events in her Dalit community as an eye 
witness to the brutalities directed towards her society. Women’s 
life writing whether it is fictional or autobiographical has always 
focused on marginalization of women and how social factors play an 
important role in suppressing women’s freedom. 
 Attia Hossain’s semi-autobiographical novel Sunlight on a Broken 
Column (1961) set in the backdrop of pre-partitioned India represents 
the Muslim aristocratic life with special focus on the marginalization 
of Muslim women within the Talqdari system. By depicting the 
social structure of a feudal system, Hossain explores the status of 
women with relation to this structure and how the protagonist as 
young woman reacts to this rigid social system.  Hossain herself was 
born in a Taluqdari family; she received a blend of Western and Urdu 
education which shaped her opinions about her community.
 Her modern education gave her the freedom to write while 
the traditional education of Urdu and Persian made her a keen 
observer of her community’s culture, thus making her novel more 
autobiographical in nature. Her writings comprises of historical and 
traditional stories of her own family as she observes in Phoenix Fled 
(1953), “The stories I kept on writing in my head were always to 
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do with the problems of human relationships, dilemmas in the context of social and political and 
philosophical conditions and problems I knew best like my own breadth, from my family’s eight 
hundred years in India” (15).
 The various female characters in her novel reflect the condition of women in the Muslim society 
by depicting how they are marginalized based on their religion and culture. Their day to day lives are 
ruled by the religious principles, though being common for men and women, the sole responsibility 
for maintaining the honor of the family rests with the women in the household. By subjecting 
themselves to the whims and fancies of the men in the family, Muslim women have always been 
taught to honor their menfolk by complete submission to their decisions. Laila, the protagonist of 
the novel whose life in many ways resembles that of the author, has always questioned the existing 
tradition and customs which limits the freedom of the women in the country. 
 An orphaned girl of fifteen years old, Laila’s life is controlled by Baba Jan, the patriarch of the 
Taulqdari family. After Baba Jan’s death, his son Hamid becomes Laila’s guardian. Though Hamid 
is influenced by western education, he is strongly rooted in his culture due to which he opposes to 
the liberal views of Laila. The death of the old patriarch gives a sense of comfort to Laila who now 
thinks that her family members can enjoy certain amount of freedom, “After Baba Jan’s death it is 
as if tight hands have been loosened, which had tied together those who have lived under the power 
of his will and authority. Laila observes, “After my grandfather’s death more windows had opened, 
a little wider perhaps, but the world still lay outside while I created my own round myself” (173).
 Laila’s struggle for gaining her independence corresponds to the country’s struggle to break 
from the clutches of foreign power. Her struggle for individual independence is the microcosm 
of the country’s struggle for collective independence. The structuring of Hossain’s novel clearly 
shows that marginalization of women in Muslim community happens at three different spaces. The 
first is the individual space where the woman’s mindset doesn’t allow her to think and act freely. 
The moment she identifies herself as a Muslim woman, she mentally frames a set of beliefs which 
limits her thoughts of freedom.
 The second space of marginalization is the zenana (women’s quarters) where the elderly women 
propagate the restrictive religious ideas and make sure that the younger women in the family 
are getting prepared to be submissive wives to their future husbands. Thus the matriarchs of the 
household play a crucial role in shaping the ideas of the younger woman who in future become the 
propagators of these religious ideals to the future generation. 
 The third space of the marginalization is the entire family household where the men exert direct 
control over their womenfolk. Hossain explores the conflicts in relationship at these three spaces to 
show how women are sidelined at every phase of their life. All the restriction faced by the women 
in theses spaces are physically manifested in the form of purdah which has to be strictly observed 
by the women in the zenana. Purdah which was intended to protect the women from the male gaze 
was actually curbing their freedom of expression in both physical and mental aspects. Through 
Laila’s voice, the author questions the established notion of male chauvinism in the Muslim society 
which is very evident in the exchange of dialogues between the narrator and the other women in the 
family. Laila’s young mind questions the value system which fails to treat men and women equally.
 As an unmarried young girl Laila was not allowed to attend certain formal parties fearing that 
she would fall into the company of some strange men.  Her radical views and questioning would 
always land her in trouble as her aunt would accuse her of reading too many books and thus the 
habit of questioning. At this instance, Hossain tries to make a point that education plays a pivotal 
role in attaining freedom as it teaches to question the existing system. Laila’s education shapes 
her values towards achieving freedom as a result of which uncle Hamid is reluctant to give her 
permission to pursue her postgraduate studies fearing that she would become a rebel. 
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 The elderly women and the menfolk of Baba Jan’s household fear that education would corrupt 
the young girls and knowledge of books would encourage them to think freely. Hossain points out 
how Muslim women are not allowed to gain empowerment through education by describing the 
negative attitudes of Laila’s aunts and uncles towards the education of women. By exploring the 
relationship of Laila with the other family members Hossain’s novel depicts how women’s rights 
are being denied especially in the decisions regarding marriages. 
 Women are not allowed to choose their life partner and it becomes the responsibility of the 
elderly men to find a suitable match for the women in their household. Women are forced to accept 
the life men choose for them. Even as a young girl she bravely expresses her opinion regarding 
arranged marriages to her aunt Abida, “I won’t be paired off like an animal. How could you sit 
there listening to them talking as if you were a piece of furniture going to be sold to the highest 
bidder? How can you bear the idea of just any man?” (30). 
 Growing in a situation where her aunts are forcibly getting married, Laila makes a decision to 
marry the man of her choice who is much beneath her social status. Her decision makes her to leave 
the family with her lover Ameer after which she leads an independent life. Laila’s transformation 
from a young girl to an independent woman forms the crux of the novel. During the process of 
transformation she has a lot of questions which remains unanswered. Sometimes Laila feels she has 
been crushed by the burden of her feelings which she is not even able to share with her cousins or 
relatives. Her conversation with Ameer clearly depicts the pain and dilemma she has been carrying 
throughout her life:
 I have no courage Ameer. I have never done anything I really believed in. Perhaps I believed 
in nothing enough. I have never been allowed to make decisions; they are always made for me. In 
the end not only one’s actions but one’s mind is crippled. Sometimes I want to cry out, ‘You are 
crushing me, destroying my individuality.’ If I did that they would think me stubborn and rude, or 
say I imagined things (265).
 Being a keen observer of her family system, her questions always focused on the status of 
women in her family and society. Through Laila’s character Hossain emphasizes on the need for 
women to observe and question the system. Hossain was steeped in progressive views right from 
her childhood as her parents embraced modernistic approaches and later she got married into a 
family where most of them were actively involved in politics. Her husband was involved in the 
civil war while mother in law Begum Habibullah was the leader of progressive women’s Muslim 
league and Hossain herself was a member of the Progressive Writer’s Association. Surrounded by 
such progressive people, Hossain was privileged to have a good education and pursue her career of 
interest. As a BBC broadcaster she was active in addressing various issues pertaining to women. 
 Unlike her family many of the young Muslim women in other households weren’t given the 
freedom to pursue their education and career. Thus Hossain has used her first novel to record the 
lives of marginalized Muslim women who still wait to achieve their freedom. Though her novel 
portrays the sad state of Muslim women, it also gives a sense of hope through Laila who walks out 
of the rigid system and travels towards the road of freedom which coincides with birth of the new 
country after partition resulting in collapse of feudal and patriarchal systems where both men and 
women are given the freedom to lead an independent life. Hence the novel ends with an optimistic 
note that Muslim woman empowerment is certainly achievable.
 Though Hossain spent many years in UK she never failed to throw light on the issues pertaining 
to her motherland and always stood up to represent her country on a global level as she observes in 
Distant Traveller: New and Selected Fiction (2013):
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 There is that sense of belonging one never has except in one’s own country. Anywhere else, no 
matter how long you stay, they never let you forget you are alien. Indeed, it is a good thing, because 
it is on foreign soil that you are made more conscious of your own roots and consequently become 
more knowledgeable. And that is why, in my writings, I talk of my country, present my people to 
others. I grew up with the English language but not with the culture behind it. I was always outside 
that and deeply rooted in my own (15).
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 Transculturation refers to the process in which there is transfer of 
cultural activities between divergent ethnic groups through cultural 
practices, linguistic, literary structure and social behaviour etc.., 
Mostly the dominant ethnic culture plays a leading role and the 
subaltern community tend to adapt it in order to gain appreciation 
of the dominant community on a contrary the dominant community 
tries to whitewash the subaltern for their convenience. Mostly 
the subaltern adhere to the hegemony of the dominant group and 
metamorphosis themselves to fix themselves within frame designed 
by the dominant group. 
 According to Meredith, “In postcolonial discourse, it is celebrated 
and privileged as a kind of superior cultural intelligence owing to 
the advantage of in-betweeness the stadding of two cultures and the 
consequent ability to negotiate the difference.”
 The article aims to peep through the transcultural traces in the 
characteristic of the metis sisters April Raintree and Cheryl Raintree. 
Their response to the existing hegemony of the white society. Beatrice 
Mosionier who was formally known as Culleton is a renowned metis 
writer. In her novels she tries to portray the sufferings of the metis 
community the subaltern community of Canada.  Culleton’s metis 
identity adds an autobiographical flavour to her novels.
 April and Cheryl are divergent in their transcultural attitude 
though they belong to same subaltern society. The reason for this 
was their divergent skin tone.
 “My father, Henry Raintree, was a mixed blood,.....
 ......my sister Cheryl, who was eighteen months younger than 

me, 
 had inherited his looks......
 .......my mother, Alice, on the other hand, was part Irish and 

part Ojibway, 
 like her I had   pale skin.”    (Culleton 11)
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 April in her appearance inherits her mother by having a pale skin tone which insists her to expose 
her as a white. It was April who vaguely remembers her parents and their lifestyle to some extinct 
and Cheryl was too young when she gets separated from their parents and she barely remembers 
anything. Therefore from the very young age April dislike of being a meti she hate to reveal her 
identity. In the case of April the transcultural bond was between the meti culture and the culture 
of the dominant white society. Though at times she felt alienated in the house of the Dion’s it was 
obvious that she felt more comfortable at her foster houses than in her own house with her parents.
 April’s hate for her parents and her meti identity began to reach its peek when she begins to 
realize the truth that her parents were addicted to achololism.
        “Liars that’s what you are, all those promises of getting well. 
         All those lies about       taking medicine......
         .......You never cared about us,
        .....I hate you both for lying to us. I hope I never see you again.”   (Culleton 47)
 After realizing the truth about her identity April attempts to fix herself in the frame of the white 
society. According to her the colour of her skin was the only loophole to wrap her identity. Tempted 
by this fallacy she tries to construct her future. She wants to live the life of a white women this 
made her to break her ties from her own sister Cheryl. April believed that marrying a white man 
will whitewash her. Therefore she marries Bob Radcliff but her marriage life does not turned out to 
be successful. However she strives hard to fit to dominant society truth begin to flash her subaltern 
identity. April hates mirroring herself as a metis but finally when she was raped she realizes that 
all her attempt to whitewash her only ends up in vain. The uncouth vocabulary and the derogatory 
terms used by the men who raped her put to shock ,she even  wonders how the rapists were able to 
identity her as a metis woman in spite of her pale skin. But this incident hit hardly and proved that 
the assumptions that she was carrying about her pale skin tone becomes vacuum.  After that tragic 
incident April had to accept her identity. Clinging to the white society no more sounds meaningful 
to her.
 On a contrary with Cheryl the transcultural clutches took an entirely different dimension. 
Cheryl’s transcultural notions are between the metis and natives of Canada. There was difference 
in white people’s attitude towards the metis and the natives. In order to highlight this differentiation 
Culleton has purposefully made use of the term ‘metis’.
 “Oh, I’ve read about Indians. Beautiful people they are.
 But you’re not exactly Indians are you? What is the proper word for people like you?” 
 One asked.
 “Women,” Cheryl replied instantly.
 No, no I mean nationality?”  (Culleton 107)
 In the Canadian society the metis/ halfbreeds belong to the subaltern section of the society. 
They were neither accepted in the dominant white society nor in the Native American Society they 
termed them as halfbreeds. Cheryl was in between the metis culture and Native American culture. 
She says to April “I wish we were whole Indians.” Even from a young age Cheryl develops a 
notion of belonging to Native American society. Consciously or unconsciously she never tries to 
differentiate between metis and native society. She always puts herself in the native society. This 
could be obvious in her imaginative picturization of her lost family.
       “I always think of Dad as a strong man. 
 He would have been a chief or a warrior in the   olden days, 
 if he had been pure Indian.      
 I‘d sure like to know what kind of Indians we are. 
 And mom was so beautiful to me, she was like an Indian princess.” says Cheryl.   
                                                                                                    ( Culleton 83).
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 Throughout the novel we could see that Cheryl was very proud of her identity. She was 
outspoken, brave and celebrating her ancestral identity. She even sounds revolutionary in her 
thoughts. She was never being able to differentiate between the metis and the natives. This reveals 
her transcultural attitude. She blends herself in between the two cultures. But all the stereotypes 
that she carries vanish when she comes to encounter the reality of metis culture.
 All the dreams and hopes that Cheryl has been cultivating throughout her life vanish into air all 
of a sudden by her reunion with her father. The image of her father as soldier as an Indian begins 
to erode when she sees her father in real.
 “All my dreams to rebuild the spirit of a once proud nation are destroyed in this instant.
 I study the pitiful creature in front of me. My father, a gutter creature.” says Cheryl.
         (Culleton 198).
 Her description about her father as a soldier drifts to a ‘gutter creature’ when she faces the reality. 
The hope and ambition about deconstructing the image of the metis entirely sounds meaningless at 
that point. The fact was that Cheryl could not assimilate the reality of her identity. This made her 
life meaningless. This pushes her towards to adapt the ‘Native girl Syndrome.’ The revolutionary 
personality of Cheryl turned out to be an alcoholic and a prostitute and finally ends up committing 
suicide. Thus realization of identity and repulsion to adhere the truth has been echoed throughout 
the novel.
 Both April and Cheryl were trapped inside a labyrinth of transculturation. They either look 
towards the dominant society or wish to travel down towards past ages of the native Indian 
community. They are conscious and stubborn not to adhere to their own identity. Though Cheryl 
was portrayed as a person who felt proud of her identity, most of the time the identity itself was not 
clear. Cheryl never acknowledges the inherent boundary between the metis and the native Indians.
 According to Homi.K.Bhaba, ‘hybrids encode within them a counter-hegemonic tendency.’ 
 It was this spirit of the subalterns makes them to encode their voice and existence in the 
dominant society. Though the transcultural clutches of both April and Cheryl ends up meaningless, 
transculturation does not ends up with this it further articulates to create a new individual with new 
image and new hope. They develop a vision for a new world assimilating and accepting their post 
traumatic experiences. They reconstruct their new personality and only with the metamorphosis of 
the subaltern community transculturation takes its full form.   
 After Cheryl’s death things took a different turn for April. Though initially life sounds meaningless 
for her slowly, she begins to grow into a transcultural person by her reading for Cheryl’s diary 
entries. The entries give new vision of hope for April.
 “All life dies to give a new life.” are the words of Cheryl. It was Cheryl’s death that gives a 
rebirth to April’s identity. She indulges herself in reconstructing her new identity as a transcultural 
subaltern and for the first in her life she felt proud of her identity. Cheryl’s words that one day 
April would feel proud to acknowledge herself as a part of the metis community finally comes true. 
Cheryl’s son Henry Liberty Raintree symbolizes the new transcultural personality. Cheryl named 
her son after his father Henry Raintree but the term “liberty” in his name symbolizes his identity. 
 “Having pondered over what to call you, my sweet child, I’ve decided on
 Henry Liberty Raintree. May you grow up to call your grandfather is not.” ( Culleton 201)
 These are the words of Cheryl recorded in her entries. This clearly proves that she wants her 
son to develop a heterogenic transcultural identity that she fails to create for herself. She does not 
want her son to adhere to white dominant society like her sister April or turn out to a useless metis 
resembling her father nor to waste time in tracing his native Indian roots which would ruin his 
life. She wants him to realize his identity assimilate it and to develop a heterogenic transcultural 
attitude. In her final letter to April she conveys her dream about her son Henry and April. This 
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opens up the windows for April’s future. Cheryl’s words penetrate through her soul and for the first 
time in her life she use the term “My people, our people.” This placed the novel in the transcultural 
matrix. April’s reference as ‘my people’ was not the metis or the Native Indians but the metis who 
wish to break the stereotypical identity of the existent metis identity. April finally realizes the truth 
that in order to lead a peaceful life its not necessary to fit her in the dominant society or trace back 
to the native American identity or to trap in the Native syndrome. A hope for better future lies in 
the transculuration of these cultures. She identifies herself as a transcultural subaltern who with her 
determination and effort can be a voice of the voiceless subaltern community. 
 “All life dies to give new life. Cheryl had died. But for Henry Lee and me, there would 
 be a tomorrow. And it would be better. I would strive for it. For my sister and her son. 
 For my parents. For my people.”   (Culleton 207).
Thus at the end of the novel April develops new hopes, new future with a transcultural wings she 
flies to spread her fragrance.
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A Subaltern Study of Maria 
Campbell’s Half-Breed
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Assistant Professor 
Pachamuthu College of Arts and Science for Women, Dharmapuri

 The terms Subaltern and Subaltern Studies entered Post Colonial 
studies through the works of a group of South Asian scholars who 
were interested in the Post Colonial societies and it was started in 
the University of Sussex. The group was called as Subaltern Studies 
Group or Subaltern Studies Collective Group. The Subaltern Studies 
focused on the lower level people in the society. The term ‘Subaltern’ 
was coined by an Italian Marxist Philosopher and Politician named 
Antonio Francesco Gramsci, whose works were focused mainly on the 
linguistics, sociology and political theory. Subaltern mainly focused 
on the people who were politically, socially and geographically 
outside of the cultural hegemony.  
 The term Subaltern literature prominently concentrated on the 
Dalits, underprivileged, oppressed people, suppressed people, 
marginalized people and neglected people’s life in the society. As 
a critical movement, Subaltern literature was started in the 1970s. 
The chief motive of the Subaltern Movement was to ease up the 
suppressed voices by challenging authoritative voices. A group 
of Indian Scholars wanted to retake the history for the lower class 
people, because the voices of base people had not been heard by the 
elites group in the society previously. The term Subaltern refers to 
any person or group who were inferior based on the race, class, caste, 
religion, gender, sex and ethnicity. Many scholars like Eric Stokes, 
Ranajit Guha, David Arnold, Ajay Skaria, Gayatri Chakravorty 
Spivak, etc. were associated with Subaltern Studies.   
 Maria Campbell is born on April 26, 1940 in Park Valley, 
northwestern Saskatchewan. She is a famous Metis author, playwright, 
broadcaster, film maker and English Professor. Campbell is the eldest 
daughter of eight children in the family, who had to drop out from the 
school in order to take care of her siblings when her mother was died. 
Her family is a combination of five different races: French, Cree, 
English, Scottish and Irish. They were belonged to Metis community 
and they were called as Half-Breeds. She completed her M.A degree 
in the Native studies from the University of   Saskatchewan. She 
received many honorary doctorates from the University of Regina 
(1995), York University (1992) and Athabasca University in 2000. 
She taught Metis history and the study of Oral traditions in the 
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University of Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Alberta, when she served as an English Professor. As 
they were half whites and half natives, so they were ignored by both the communities. 
 Maria Campbell’s important works are The Book of Jessica: A Theatrical Transformation, 
People of the Buffalo: How the Plain Indians Lived, Riel’s People: How the Metis Lived, Little 
Badger and the Fire Spirit, Khloe Koala and the Red Impala and Christmas Activities with Khloe 
Koala.  In 1969 she published a hand book Many Laws which explained the laws and problems 
faced by native people who moved into the cities. Campbell’s first book was very famous memoir 
named Half-Breed (1973) which deals with her own experience as a Metis woman in Canada. 
The book focused on Campbell’s common experience as a Metis Woman. Campbell’s angry 
autobiography Half-Breed is the main reason for the rebirth of Aboriginal Literature in Canada.  
Campbell has to come across so many difficulties and sufferings in order to take control of her own 
life and to help her own community. This book became the fast selling and most important book 
written by a Native person from Canada.
 Of all the autobiographies written and published by Native individuals in 
 Canada Campbell’s is probably internationally the best-known and it has
 served as a model for later Native authors who are encouraged to follow
 the example set by the Metis women from Saskatchewan. (Lutz 116)
 Maria Campbell’s journey of self- discovery is traced in the memoir Half-Breed and in this 
book she described about a woman who struggled with poverty, alcoholism, drug addiction, sexual 
abuse and prostitution to reach thirty three years of age. Metis people’s miseries were discussed 
in this book. She discussed how Metis people suffer for their poverty, how their life became 
unrecognized and unacceptable as laborers, how the Metis people were abandoned by the society, 
government and relatives. These kinds of problems were argued in this memoir. She expressed her 
personal agony and also she exposed the White oppressive tendencies which have undervalued so 
many conventions, traditions, institutions and damaged so many people’s lives.  Maria Campbell 
explained everything in the proper historical perspective and she described that the half-breeds 
came from Ontario and Manitoba. The Metis people settled in the places like Duck Lake, Batoche, 
St. Laurent and St. Louis and they do not have any law or government for the administration.
 Maria, a halfbreed lives near the Spring River which is situated in north-west of Prince Albert. 
Her father has a European blood and her mother is Indian but a Native American. So, Maria is 
neither a native woman of European nor an Indian but she is a halfbreed, who lead her life with 
the halfbreeds and also white people who were mostly come from Germany or Sweden. In her 
childhood itself she understood that her community people cannot live with the White people 
because of their identity and race. In order to save her siblings, at the age of fifteen she married a 
white man who is an irresponsible husband and he left her in Vancouver where she started to drink 
alcohol. In the beginning of the book itself Maria Campbell makes her intention very clear and she 
addresses the White Euro-Canadian people: “I write this for all of you, to tell you what it is like to 
be a half-breed woman in our country. I want to tell you about the joys and sorrows, the oppressing 
poverty, the frustrations and dreams” (Half-Breed 2). 
 Maria’s social life and social behavior have changed by the racism, class and gender 
discrimination. In the nineteenth century Metis community people were not recognized and not 
protected and they faced lot of struggles by the white men and racism. The Metis people were 
treated as refugees by the United States. Maria recalls her early childhood and she remembers that 
she never saw her father “talk back to a white man unless he was drunk” (17). The Metis people 
never had their head up in front of the white people. In the vacation times her relatives very rarely 
go to the town for purchase because the white owners used to make fun of them or staring at them 
as they are thieves. The White people teased them by saying that, “Half-breeds are in town, hid 
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your valuables” (36). During her schooling also Maria feels ashamed because of the food. In the 
residential school Maria and her friends’ lunch was monotonously blubber turnips and bannock.        
 Maria Campbell made differentiation between the Metis people and Indians by saying, “had 
land and security, but the half-breed had nothing” (25). The next prominent factor which affected 
Maria’s life is class discrimination. Because mostly the half-breeds had very poor living conditions 
and they are very lower in the work position. They are low class farmers, hunters, trappers and 
workers for farmers. Like Maria, many other children were drop out from the school in their early 
age because of the poverty, financial conditions and racial attitudes of the White people. The 
words half-breed and half-people ironically suggests the half status of the marginalized people 
in the multicultural Canadian Society. The Metis people also called as Road Allowance People. 
Metis is very important minority group in the Canada. Because of the racial attitude and cultural 
degeneration, Metis women were ill treated and used as sexual objects by the White men. Maria 
Campbell says that Metis people have unique qualities. “Half-breeds are “quick- tempered, quick 
to fight, but quick to forgive and forget” (25). “Half-breeds are very superstitious people. They 
believe in ghosts, spirits and any other kind of spook” (35). At funerals, Half-Breeds grieve, “but 
in a different way. The women cry, but they accept death meeting it with great strength and keeping 
their grief inside as they do with so many other things” (67).
 The Metis community people were those who born through the inter marriages of French 
Canadian males and Native females which resulted in the birth of a new ethnic group called Metis 
people. The predecessors of this group played a prominent role in the history of Canada and they 
passed an act named the Metis Population Betterment Act in 1938.  
 The fear of the Halfbreeds that their rights would not be respected by the 
 Canadian Government when it acquired the land from the Hudson’s Bay
 Company, along with the prejudice of the protestant settlers, led to the Red
 River Rebellion of 1869. Louis Riel established a provisional government 
 at Fort Garry, Manitoba, but escaped to the United States in 1870 when 
 troops arrived from eastern Canada. So with their leaders and their lands
 gone, the Half-breeds fled to the areas South of Prince Albert, 
 Saskatchewan, and established the settlements of Duck Lake, Batoche,
 St. Louis and St. Laurent. They elected Gabriel Dumont as their President
 and with him eight councilors. (Half-Breed 9)
 The Metis leaders fought for a decade to gain the control of their own destiny. Through the 
constant efforts of the leaders, the settlements have increased their control of their own affairs. The 
leaders’ goal is to create a secure and prosperous community. Maria feels lucky to have Cheechum 
aas her childhood companion and she recalls some happy moments in her family and community 
events. In the beginning she hated the Christian children for their better clothes, eatable things and 
standard of living and through that Maria questioned the perspective of the Christians of their own 
religion, because the Christians were aggressive and unfriendly towards the religious perspective 
of Halfbreeds. During the Christmas, the White people used to leave their already worn clothes and 
eatable things in front of the Halfbreed houses. Maria finds that the White’s Literature was also full 
of racism.
 Maria was arranged to stay in a residential school in Beauval where she felt lonely and frightened. 
She experienced mistreatment in the school where she was asked to pray and clean the hall and 
dormitories. There was a severe punishment if she speaks in her native language and the White 
children ridiculed the native people for their financial condition and poverty. Even there was a 
partiality in food because the whites had cakes, cookies, jam and eggs but for the native people there 
was only gophers and bannock which make her to feel frustrated and deprived.  She experienced 
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the betrayal by the whites in her home itself. A White man and his wife were customers of Maria’s 
father for meat and whiskey. The white man won the elections, and he started to instruct about the 
evils of drinking and he refused to drink when Maria’s father invited him for drinks party. The 
white man accompanied with a policeman to Maria’s house in search of the whiskey. Cheechum 
had a power of foretelling the events, so she made them to hide their meat and whiskey. So, the 
police searched and they find nothing in Maria’s home.
 At the age of fifteen Maria forced to take an important decision and she married a white man 
named Darrel. She believed that Darrel would look after her young brothers and sisters. But her 
father and her friend Cheechum strongly opposed her decision to marry Darrel but Maria decided 
to marry him. He was proved to be a cheater because before marriage he pretended to be a rich man 
who owned a house but later he took Maria to a rented apartment. He started to hit Maria for his 
bad mood but she depended upon him because of her family situation. She realized her mistake for 
trusting such a cheater Darrel and she left him. She decided to live her life with her earnings and 
her dreams made her to enter the ugly world of prostitution. Then she shifted her job as a keep for 
one political leader and she met Ray in her life with whose help she came out from drug addiction. 
But she was not out from the ugly world of prostitution entirely. With Ray’s help she earned lot of 
money through the smuggling. She decided to live a clean life and she was not able to find a job 
because she has no education and job experience. So, she became very depressed and again she 
started to use drugs. 
 Maria revealed many details about the settlers who were suffered by racial attitude and how 
Metis community sunk in poverty. The factors like racism, poverty, lack of education, lack of 
opportunities which made the Metis community people to suffer a lot. Through her personal life 
she made the readers to understand the sufferings and difficulties of native people and the Metis 
community. The White people tendencies controlled the native poverty and money became the 
main weapon to dissolve the Indians and the halfbreeds as well as it breaks the unity of Metis 
community. The government failed to fulfill the need and welfare of the native people. These 
factors led to the marginality of the native people in Canada. 
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Dalit Literature and the  
Sufferings of Dalits

N.Lakshmi
M.A English, Dr.Umayal Ramanathan College for Women, Karaikudi

 “Literature has becomes an important means of understanding 
and interpreting the human beings in this society such as politics, 
religion, economics, social conflicts, class struggles, and human 
conditions”. In other words, Literature is having two important 
things: one is language and the another one is human society that 
speaks a language. There are many languages all over the world. In 
each language, there is a poetry, short story, drama, fiction, prose etc., 
Of that, ‘Dalit literature is mainly focused literature nowadays. Dalit 
writing is a post-independence literary theory. The evolution and the 
emergence of Dalit literature has a great historical importance. Dalit 
literature tells about the oppression and despair of the lives of the 
marginalized class, which was vast in population in many other parts 
of the world. In India, it was under the name of ‘cast’,and in the 
western world, it was under the name of ‘race’.
 Dalit literature is literature about Dalits (broken or oppressed) 
is not a new word, it was used in 1930’s as a Hindi and Marathi 
translation of ‘depressed classes’. So, Dalit is not just a caste, it 
is a symbol of reformation. The main aim of Dalit literature is the 
liberation of the Dalits.
 There are four layered ‘verna’ systems comprising four kinds 
of the people in this society,who were born from the body of Lord 
Vishnu. According to the myth, Brahmin was born out of head, 
kshtriya was born out of arms, vaishya was born out of abdomen 
and shudra was born out of feet. So, shudra considered as a slave 
or servant , their job is to serve the rest of the society, because 
they were born out of feet. Dalit considered as a inferior part of the 
society. They were do inferior jobs like leather work, butchering,or 
cleaning the streets , removing the animal carcasses and waste. 
They clean the streets , latrines, sewer etc., Dalits who engaged in 
those activities are banished from the hindu social life. They strictly 
restricted not to enter into the temples, not allowed them to fetch 
water from the outside tanks or wells. Shudras were considered as 
outcastes, downtrodden, polluted,marginals  and are explained by the 
high class people. Mahatma Gandhiji referred them as ‘Harijan’, and 
Dr.Ambedkar calling them as ‘Dalit’.
 The word ‘Dalit’ comes from the Sanskrit ,which means 
‘downtrodden’, ‘suppressed’, ‘crushed’, or ‘broken to pieces’. The 
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hindu religion order considered the touch, speech, shadow of the downtrodden people as impure. 
They regarded them as ‘untouchables’. They should not wear gold ornaments or property ,they 
should live outside the village and own only dogs and donkeys. They should have their food only 
in clay utensils, use only the long clothes wrapped for the burial dead bodies, and take only crude 
names. For thousands of years, they never get any freedom to have property , power and positions. 
Because , the Brahmins says that it is god-made, and not man –made. There are several terms to 
describes the lower caste community such as ‘anti-shudra’, ‘ scheduled castes’, ‘ exterior castes’, 
‘outcastes’, ‘depressed classes’, ‘ex-touchables’ and so on. Dalit literature is the literature which 
portrays the sorrows, slavery, poverty of dalits. This Dalit literature is a image of grief. 
 Some of the important writers are Maha Sweta Devi, Namdeo Dhasal, Daya Pawar, Arjun 
Dangle, Sachi Rautray, Rabi Singh, Basudev Susani, Poomani, Imayan, Marku, Mangal Rathod, 
Neerav Patel, Abhimani, Bama, Perumal Murugan, Palamalai, Sudhakar, D.Gopi, and others. In 
the year 1992, Indian literature started a new chapter with the publications of Arjun Dangle’s 
‘poisoned bread’,which was the first ever attempt to anthologize Dalit writings in English. But 
today,we have several collections of stories, poetries, prose, dramas of Dalit writings emerged 
in both Indian languages and also in English. Following are the some of the most widely famous 
writers of Dalit literature that are available in English translations are :Bama’s ‘Karukku’, and 
‘Sangati’, Dr. Narendra Jadhav’s ‘untouchables:My family’s triumphant journey out of the caste 
system in Modern India’, Sharankumar Limbale’s ‘The outside :akkarmashi, Joseph Macwan’s 
‘The stepchild’, Om Prakash Valmili’s ‘Joothan: A Dalit’s life’. Some of the prominent Dalit 
writers are Daya Pawar, Arjun Dangle, Dutta Bhagat, Lakshman Mane, Neerav Patel, Palamalai , 
Baburao Bagul, Rabi Singh, Sudhakar. The leading Dalit writers like Annabhau Sathe and Namdeo 
Dhasal.
 There is a plenty  of Dalit poetry expressing the harsh experience of poet’s life effectively. 
Narayan Survey was one of the important poets in the early Dalit literature. His famous poem was 
‘Vidhyapith’. The other poets like Keshav Meshra-Utkhanam, Daya Pawar-Kondwada, Namdeo 
Dhasal- Golpitha, Triyambak Sapkal- Surung . The contemporary Dalit poetry protest against the 
oppressive traditional burden or restrictions. It creates awareness about Dalit reform movements.
 Annabhau Sathe is a dominant literary figure in Dalit literature in Maharashtra. He is the 
founder of the powerful Dalit novels and short stories. Annabhau Sathe He was born on 1920 in 
vategaon,sangli in the state of Maharashtra,India. He was an Indian poet, writer, social reformer,and 
activist. He wrote 35 novels in the Marathi language . His nineteenth novel titled ‘Fakira’ was  
among his best work. For his work, he was rewarded with a stste award in the year 1961.Besides 
novels, he  wrote short stories which have been translated in various Indian and Foreign languages 
as well .  He also wrote a travelogues on Russia , ten ballads,twelve screenplays, and a play in the 
Marathi language. He then become an advocate of Dalits and started writing stories based on the 
life experiences of workers and Dalits. He died on 1969 in India, aged 48. 
 ‘Fakira’ the award winning novel of Annabhau Sathe successfully depicts the social reality of 
the Dalit people . It is the most interesting ,encouraging, realistic story of Dalit life .He also shows 
the troubles, tortures, exploitation of the downtrodden people by the upper caste. The story ‘Fakira’ 
happens in vategoan and has a rural setting.The fakira novel is a finest example of Dalit literature. 
Fakira is his masterpiece. Annabhau Sathe’ heroes are all dominant. They fight against the injustice 
against them or injustice against others. Fakira , sattu, vishnupant, ranba are all Annabhau Sathe’s 
dominant characters. They stand as aepitome of morals and values.His novel Fakira became very 
famous and he tried to make it as a movie. His experience has been occurred from the lowest 
category people especially the people who are neglected and deserted from the society. His relation 
with those people is unbreakable. Annabhau Sathe dedicated this novel to Babasaheb Ambedkar. 
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The protagonist of this novel Fakira ,was a rebel , who protest against the oppression of the 
downtrodden people as well as the Brahminical structure. Fakira gathers all untouchable castes 
to fight against the british and brakmins. Annabhau sathe, in the form of fakira, support and work 
hard for the lower caste people. Anna created a symbol for the entire Dalit struggle. Fakira tells us 
that a Dalit man comes to a real life and now identifies his enemies, and companion in a rebel. It 
also exposes the oppressors-both locals and outsiders. Annabhau Sathe tell us that to attain such 
freedom, all Dalits should come together to fight against them. The novel Fakira also symbolized 
the life of the Shivaji Maharaj, who fought against muslim invaders,Brahmins and upper caste 
marathis. Annabhau Sathe was a man who created the history of people through his novels and 
short stories . 
 On the whole, Dalit literature gives the message about one community not individual story, 
it is about revolt not passivity;about progress not backwardness. To some extent ,Dalit in India 
compared with the African-American. Dalit authors questioned the society about the religion, 
freedom and identity  of Dalit ,throughout the literature. It could be said that the dalit literature 
achieved a firm foundation in the mid 20th century. Dalit writers published numerous journals 
.They also have a number of political organizations supporting them .Dalit literature is a new 
dimension in the day today and used up literature.
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A Voice of Women in  
Bama’s Sangati

T.Karuthappandi
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 “The subject matter of novel is human relationships which are 
shown in the directions of men’s souls”, as Dorothy Van Ghent says 
in the book The English Novels:Form and Functions. (Philip Stevick 
7). Sangati (Events) is a three generations of women lives. This work 
is a voice against domestic and sexual violence in the patriarchy 
Indian society. Bama herself lived with the following women and had 
been the women of consciousness. She brought those experiences 
into Sangati. It portrays the marginalized women lives in various 
facets.
 Velliyamma is Bama’s grandmother. It is believed that 
Velliyamma’s husband Goyindan deserted Velliyamma and went 
to Sri Lanka as a tea plant labourer, who never turned back. In the 
famine of 1940s, Vellaiyamma sold her mangal sutra and managed 
her family and two daughters. She is the first revolutionary woman of 
traditional India Bama ever met. She made Bama’s mother Sevathi 
(Sebasthiamma) educated up to Fifth Class and first daughter was 
married off without education.The Christian schools also gave 
education to converted dalits. Velliyamma respected her daughters 
a lot. She is not like other women in her locality. Fortunately, 
Sebasthiamma reached primary education. Similarly, Sebasthiamma 
gave education to Bama upto B.Sc., (Maths), and B.Ed., at St.Mary’s 
College, Thuthukkudi.
 Dalits are afraid to keep their teenage girls at home and stopped 
education. As soon as girls attain puberty, they are married off. 
Similarly, Bama’s aunt Samundrakani was beaten and killed by her 
husband. Her three daughters Mariamma, Annamma and Seyakkodi 
were left uneducated. Here, Mariamma’s life is emphasized in the half 
of the novel.Dalit women were subjected to sexual assault by upper 
caste men whilegathering firewood,means of earning livelihood of 
Dalit women.
 Vellaiyamma took Mariamma to the nearest hospital for the 
treatment of the delayed puberty. Bama asks her grandmother to 
accompany to the town. Since Bama is at puberty stage, she was 
left at home. Similarly, her father never took them to any places. 
Dalit women worked in farm lands even during the last months of 
pregnancy. Sebasthiamma did the same and breast feeding to baby is 
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very short. At least after five days, the mother has to work in the farm of the child birth.
 Mariamma, as usual, returned after collecting firewood. After tedious walk, she unloaded the 
firewood and went to the Kumarasamy Ayya’s (an Upper caste man) pump-set to drink water. 
Mercilessly, Kumarasami dragged her inside and tried to molest her. Mariamma fortunately escaped 
from him. Her village mates who came on the way found the assault and took Mariamma to home. 
Cunningly, Kumarasamy Ayya spread the scandal that Mariamma has an illegal relation with 
Manikam. In the Panchayat, the Dalit headman ordered Mariamma to prostrate before the village 
gathering. As a symbol of resistance, she never agreed. Susaiamma questioned the headman for 
punishment only to woman and also not bringing the eyewitness to the enquiry. The headman said 
“if we bring the upper caste people to the Panchayat, who will give us job in the farm?”. Finally, 
Mariamma prostrated. She was fined Rs.200/-, and Manikam was fined Rs.100/-. Arokkyam 
narrated that “Look how unfair these are. Even last week, when my granddaughter Paralokam went 
to gather grass for the cow, the owner of the fields said he would help her lift the bundle on to her 
head. That was his excuse for squeezing her breasts.” (26). Bama observed these events as child 
and burst into anger, “The position of women is both pitiful and humiliation, really. In the fields, 
they have to escape from upper-caste men’s molestations. At church they must lick the priest’s 
shoes and be his slaves while he threatens them with tales of God, Heaven and                 Hell” (35).
 Thaayi is fair skinned Dalit woman. She was unwillingly married off to a man but she was 
beaten by her husband every day. He believes that Thaayi is a prostitute as she is more beautiful 
than others in the Dalit locality. Bama’s mother says that “it’s as if you become a slave from the 
very day you are married. That’s why all the men scold their wives and keep them under control” 
(43). Rakkamma is a vibrant woman and her husband Pakkiaraj beats her. He called her as a whore. 
She did all sort of activities to escape from her husband.
 Bama’s neighbour Kaaliamma fought and won her husband Chinnapan. She is also voice of 
voiceless. Her husband took the saving amount of this Kaaliamma for drinking alcohol. Yet she 
never leaves him freely. When these men go to the upper caste streets, they became like dogs, 
totally voiceless, Kalliamma says.
 The behaviour of upper caste men in raping Dalit women is accepted by upper caste women 
also. The Dalit women are being happily raped and not entertained by women folk themselves. 
Social freedom is restricted, yet sexual freedom is enjoyed by upper caste men. Apart from caste 
discrimination, Dalit women struggle to survive. They shout their agonies. Of course upper caste 
women never shout, but they suppress their domestic struggles.
 Maikkanni (Seyarani) is eleven years old and fair but not healthy. Her father deserted the family. 
Maikkanni, as a driving force, worked in match factories and farm lands to manage family. In the 
factory, she was beaten for throwing away two labels. As a child labourer, she also suffered and 
assaulted – as Paraya by co-child-workers.
 Bama learnt from her grandmother that in the late 1940s there was terrible famine. These poor 
people ate grass – seeds. Bama’s mother was married off at this crisis period and there is also M.K. 
Gandhi’s assassination 1948. People dig out ant-hills to find stored food grains. As a matter of fact, 
no King and Queen of India considered Dalits as a human being. Bama observed the consciousness 
of her social behaviour. She exposed them with pride to the world community. 
 After the death of Bama’s grandmother Vellaiyamma, other woman took the response of 
midwife in her community. Mother’s care is very poor. Many Dalit women died of child-birth 
without proper care. There are no nurses and doctors in Dalit community. At the same time, upper 
caste doctors never come to Dalit settlement in case of emergency.
 In India, widows are traditionally supposed to wear white-sari-a symbol of ill-omen. Apart 
from poverty, Dalit widows are not allowed for fair dressing and entertainment. They were treated 
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differently. However, second marriage is accepted by Dalits. Pecchiamma is from Chakkili sub-
caste. She is a class-mate of Bama but she is dropped out of her studies at fifth standard itself. She 
got married to fellow caste man. Due to domestic violence by her husband, she left her husband 
and married another man. She got two children from both husbands. Most of the women in Dalit 
community married second time after certain dispute with their first husband. Bama says men are 
“devil” (96) in this regard.
 India as the world’s largest democracy, women were asked to vote as men do. Men are asked 
to vote as upper caste people do. Every caste started its own political party to show its pride and 
power. Indians are not towards national development, but caste. If Dalit people talk Dr. Ambedkar, 
upper caste people never give daily work at their farm lands. As Bama reflects the words of 
Bhakkiyam, “Now, in recent years, there is the whiff of Ambedkar – talk blowing right through our 
street… ‘Our boys are going around every where talking about Ambedkar. But it really only causes 
troubles ofr us’…” (103). It is the fact that even Bama herself did not mention any word about Dr. 
Ambedkar in groundbreaking autobiography Karukku.
 Rendupalli voices that Dalit girls should go school and use their brain. They are forced to work 
for wages to run the family. Whereas, upper caste girls never go to farm works but study only. 
Therefore, they achieve great things academically. In Church, Dalit women sweep, but not the 
upper caste women. The priest says those who sweep the church will reach the Heaven. Does the 
priest go to the Heaven along with Dalits? However, Selatha accused educated Dalit women that 
they are behaving as if they came down from sky. Normally, educated Dalit do not mix with fellow 
civilian expect Dr. Ambedkar. Selatha says, “…They won’t mix with us anymore; it’s like water 
and oil” (119).
 Vellaiyamma, Sebasthiamma, Mariamma, Susaiamma, Arokkyam, Rakkamma, Kalliamma, 
Maikkani, Bhakkiyam and Rendupalli are revolutionary women. Their consciousness of ignorance 
and marginalization burns in the heart of Bama. Samundrakani (Periamma), Thaayi and Pecchiamma 
are victims of various means of marginalization. By observing these facts in her community, Bama 
is still hopeful and that both boys and girls should be given freedom equally in order to establish 
equality and justice. And the saying will come true that “… Women can make and women can 
break” (123).
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You are not the sinners. You’re the sinned against, you were 
only children. You had no Control. You are the victims, not 
perpetrators. (Roy 95)

 This Paper attempts to represent children as an oppressed 
marginal category by exemplifying Arundhati Roy’s God of Small 
Things in subaltern perspectivism. It also emphasizes on the need of 
bringing in children into subaltern identity. A Booker winning novel 
God of Small Things serves as a platform to look at children through 
subaltern glass since the major events of the novel revolve around 
three children. A holistic understanding of the term ‘Subaltern’ 
would be helpful for the subject to be discussed further. 
 The term subaltern has denoted different group of people in 
different times. Day by day, the term includes different marginal 
communities into the fold. The term subaltern was first coined by 
Antonio Gramsci in his work on cultural hegemony. According to 
Gramsci, subaltern means the group of people excluded from the 
institutions of society who were denied their voice. It generalizes all 
the powerless subjects against the powerful state. Later the concept 
subaltern entered the postcolonial realm where the colonized are 
oppressed or subalterns against the colonizer-oppressor. In Marxist 
discourse the term was used as a variant for the word ‘proletariat’. 
In globalization arena subaltern means those who struggle against 
neoliberalism. At present, the term subaltern is inclusive of many 
marginal groups who are denied to voice their concerns such as 
women, Dalits, rural, tribal, immigrant workers and so on. So the 
term accommodates all sorts of fringe voices ignored by the society. 
This has been rightly put forth by Gramsci that subalterns are groups 
denied access to ‘hegemonic’ power. Admitting the contemporary 
utilization of the term children are considered to be of subaltern 
category. 
 All existing main stream disciplines have failed in airing the actual 
voices of children especially their voices against their oppressors of 
various kinds. Children’s literature is produced by adults to be read 
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by children which mostly teaches them morals through fables or stories. Cadden explains the same 
as, 

The analytical boundaries between child characters within adult literature and children’s 
literature or ill-defined and the genre of children’s literature itself is highly contested. (201)

 So there is a lack of space for the children to voice their problems along with other interrelated 
issues. Inclusion of children into subaltern category serves the above stated purpose. Treatment of 
children as subaltern is an emerging trend now in literature. 
 God of Small Things by Arundhati Roy portrays children as subalterns. Major part of the book 
illustrates Rahel’s childhood experience along with her twin brother Estha and cousin Sophie Mol. 
The story revolves around a family in the village Ayammenam in Kerala. Though there are many 
adult characters, the voice of the children has been highlighted in the novel. Rahel, as the child 
narrator voices about the physical and psychological abuses they are subjected to. The story centers 
on a Syrian orthodox Christian family. The matriarch of the family, Ammu’s mother Mammachi 
runs a small pickle factory. Ammu is the mother of the twins Rahel and Estha. Being the children 
of a single mother who is dependent on her family, the twins go through a difficult childhood. 
 For example, when the family visited Abilash Takies, a shopkeeper in the theatre who is called 
Orange-Lemon drink man sexually abuses Estha. Estha feels repulsive of his experience with 
Orange-Lemon drink man but is silent about the incident. Indifferent to her son’s fear, Ammu 
tells Estha to get sweets from the man who exploited him sexually. Ammu begins praising the 
shopkeeper, “sweet chap, that orange drink lemon drink fellow.” (55) In a momentary response, 
Rahel shows her resistance asking Ammu, “so why don’t you marry him then?” (55) When the 
adults fail to understand the real feelings of children, they just voice their frustration in a different 
way.
 Children’s psyche is entirely different from adults. What children think and express are not 
received correctly by the adults. Sophie advises the twins to abscond in order to gain the attention 
of the adults, “Sophie Mol had convinced the twins….that the absence of children, all children, 
would heighten the adult’s remorse.” (141) Children as weaker section (subaltern) always show 
passive resistance.
 One more advantage of subaltern identity to a marginal community is that the term offers 
an intersection of various problems interrelated to one another in the society. Theory of 
‘Intersectionality’ was introduced by Kimberle Crenshaw in 1989. Intersectionality is synthesis of all 
kinds of oppressions. According to Crenshaw, “Intersectionality lies in its recognition that multiple 
oppressions are not each suffered separately but rather as a single synthesized experience.”(par. 3) 
Intersectionality is used to analyze how oppressions work together in producing injustice.
 In this light subaltern identity serves to be an intersecting point for many oppressions such as 
racial, gender ,class ,caste and so on. All kinds of oppressions are interrelated since they are the 
products of the society. When all kinds of oppressions are discussed or many oppressed voices 
mingle in the same platform, more effective solutions to the problems can be achieved. Taking into 
consideration the recurring offences against children, children’s voice against their oppressors must 
be analyzed in association with other societal oppressions that constitute the concept subaltern.
 Arundhati Roy’s God of Small Things has recorded a collective voice of many marginal groups 
such as caste, class, gender, race and more importantly juvenile subaltern voice. It is noteworthy 
that all this intersecting subaltern voices are not offensive but defensive. 
 Generally fringe voices don’t avail the means of violence. Instead they only show there 
resistance to oppression. Marginal or infringe groups are not able to match up the mighty main 
stream in physical and material means. So they can only voice their emotions, trauma and struggle 
no matter if they overcome them. Earlier the weaker sections opted for rebellious or offensive ways 
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for recording their voices. It can be evident in Marxist discourse and other rebellious narratives of 
literature that represented fringe voices earlier. But now especially in post-colonial scenario, the 
trend of representation of such voices shifted to rather being defensive then offensive.
 Resistance is natural to all creatures. When an animal is slaughtered it is not being passive 
but it resists even if it dies at the end. When it is the practical reality that an oppressed is not able 
to conquer the mighty oppressor, the narratives just represents the reality as it is. Comparing to 
subaltern adults children are too feeble to oppose or fight their oppressors. So they only air their 
resistant voices. In God of Small Things the children who are ignored by their family decide to 
flee home to show their resistance. When Ammu tells the twins, “I should have dumped you in an 
orphanage the day you were born. You are millstones round my neck!” they didn’t talk back or 
were not rebellious but they exercise their resistance, weapon of the weak. Estha says, “What if 
Ammu finds us and begs us to come back…then we will. But only if she begs.” They acknowledge 
that this escape from home would turn the attention of adults towards them and so they would be 
loved in return for their absence. 
 All subaltern voices aim to be listened to by their mainstream counter parts. Even if the voice 
is unheard the marginal community is left with the satisfaction of voicing their struggle. So in 
subaltern narratives, mere voicing the thoughts gains significance than getting the wishes fulfilled.
 The twins in God of Small Things constantly voice how they have been discriminated inside the 
family. Being the children of an outcast mother, they are not recognized as the rightful heirs of the 
family. Sophie Mol, though the new arrival to the family, she is celebrated as a rightful daughter 
and grandchild. Rahel initially shows her jealous towards Sophie but later she becomes friends 
with her as what children do gradually. Estha’s silence after the abuse of Margret Kochamma 
following Sophie Mol’s death is a symbolic voice of resistance.
 Thus, children must be given space to express their actual emotions.Unlike children’s literature, 
treatment of children as subaltern in literary and political narratives opens up new perspectives and 
paves for the opportunities to get their voice aired. And with subaltern identity, children’s voice 
is accommodated in the intersection of oppressions and so seeks easy attention of the mainstream. 
Their voice of resistance captured in literary narratives gives thoughts to the adult society to think 
of it in different dimensions. Therefore with increasing incidents of exploitation of children in day 
to day life, categorizing children as subaltern is a need of the hour.
 “Children will do as they are told” (154)
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 James Joyce and [V]idiadhar [S] Urajprasad Naipaul are two great 
expatriate writers of modern times. Expatriate experience provides 
creative urges to produce works of art of great power to these 
writers. A comparison of James Joyce and V.S. Naipaul identifies 
striking similarities as well as difference in perspective through the 
organization of narrative, the perception of individual and collective 
Endeavour.
 James Joyce and V.S. Naipaul are concerned with the lives of 
mankind. In all their works, they write about the same thing, Joyce 
write great works such as Dubliners, an early part of great work, 
and Finnegans Wake, in which he returns to the matter of Dubliners. 
Similarly, Naipaul has written so many works but in his Miguel 
Street, he anticipated the latest autobiographical sketch Magic Seeds 
returns to the matter of Miguel Street an autobiographical fiction 
about the life of the writer and his society.
 James Joyce and V.S. Naipaul are, by their own confession, 
committed to the people they write about. They are committed to the 
emergence of a new society free from external intrusion. Joyce wrote 
many stories defending the artistic integrity of Dubliners. In one of 
his letters, he states that his intention was to write a chapter in moral 
history of his country and he chose Dublin for the scene because that 
city seemed to him the center of paralysis. He has tried to present 
it to the indifferent public under four of its aspects; childhood, 
adolescence, maturity and public life.
 The writings of James Joyce and Naipaul have always kept moving 
searching for new forms, structures and style to better represent the 
world. Naipaul’s literary domain has extended for beyond the West 
Indian Island of Trinidad, his first subject, and now encompasses 
India, Africa, America from south to north, the Islamic countries of 
Asia and, not least, England. Naipaul is Conrad’s heir as the annalist 
of the destinies of empires I the moral sense; what they do human 
beings. His authority as a narrator is grounded in his memory of what 
others have forgotten, the history of the vanquished.
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 Dubliners was James Joyce’s first published work of fiction. The stories were written between 
1904 and 1907 when he was between the ages of 22 and 25. Like James Joyce. Naipaul also began 
Miguel Street in 1955 when he was 25 years old. Naipaul has himself called Miguel Street  “very 
much a young man’s book”. Dubliners brings together fifteen short stories. The purpose of these 
short stories ‘Sisters’, ‘Encounter’, and ‘Araby’ are presented through the eyes of the child. Each of 
them records a momentous experience that shocks and bewilders the boy. Similarly, Miguel Street, 
(1959) is a collection of seventeen short stories about the paralystic existence of people who live 
on the street of the same name as the title of the book, consequently its design is an episodic as the 
of Charles Dicken’s Sketches by Boz. 
 In their novels, Joyce and Naipaul present harsh reality of haphazard life. Both the writers are 
able to avoid contempt, scorn or mockery without compromising their vision of the truth. Humour 
and irony are result of their ability to see the distance between the child’s naïve view of things and 
reality. Particularly, Naipaul’s Miguel Street ends with the complete alienation and disillusionment 
of the boy narrator like that of the crowded people of Dublin in Dubliners. Street s touched with a 
lingering nostalgia for the child’s innocent view of his world in both these works- Dubliners and 
Miguel Street.
 The resident of Miguel Street carry the burden of aspirants that are quite out of time with their 
environment. For ambition in them is inspired by identification with culture and society that is very 
remote from the reality of multi-racial, colonial Trinidad. For them, every thing of worth education, 
achievements, recognition and justice is possible only in England as Hat is charged with selling 
watered milk. When Edward advised him to tell the magistrate the truth Hat replies: “Edward, you 
talking as if Trinidad is England. You ever hear the people tell the truth in Trinidad and get away.
 Miguel Street consists of seventeen loosely interlinked episode, each of which focuses on the 
particular character inhabiting the street. Street is more a series of character sketches than a novel 
n the strict sense of having a single sustained plot. However, the episoded are held together by the 
common setting as well as the common first person narrator, through whose perspective views 
the slum world of the street. In Francis Wyndham’s words; “Unity of theme, mood, manners and 
background binds the stories… so tightly that the collection is almost a novel.
 James Joyce and V.S Naipaul write of entrapment and futility and share themes arising from the 
historical, social and political particulars of their place of birth. A comparison of Joyce’s Dubliners 
and Naipaul’s Miguel Street identifies striking thematic similarity as these writers vividly present 
paralytic existence of their characters in their works.
 Dubliners and Miguel Street read like single story rather than discrete stories because of 
the reverberating quality and thematic similarity. Both the works depict a world of microcosm 
embodying embodying a cacophony of sights, sounds and smells.
 The story in Dubliners and Miguel Street are controlled by one of the controlling principles – a 
theme or common idea. Hinted on the first page of Dubliners and displayed in the last story, is the 
theme of paralysis is meant to be the central word and clue to meaning.
 Joyce was barely twenty one when he remarked to Stanislaus, “what is the matter with you is 
that you’re afraid to love. You and people like you. The city is suffering from hemplegia of the 
well” and on the letter on “epicleti” he added, ‘I call the series Dubliners to betray the soul of that 
hemplegia or paralysis which many consider a city’. His stories to his intention betray impotence, 
frustration and death. His story is the heart of paralysis and all the citizens are victims.
 Naipauls’s Miguel Street deals with the life of people living in an urban slum in Trinidad, like 
James Joyce, V.S Naipaul also says in The Middle Passage that Trinidad was “a place where stories 
ends on a note of failure”. Nearly every story ends on a note of failure and frustration.
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 The paralysis in Joyce’s Dubliners is moral, intellectual and spiritual. In his letters, which 
provide excellent statement of intention, Joyce calls his book a chapter of the moral history of 
his country of his country of his country and a first step towards its “Spiritual Liberation”. As 
Tindall points out, “An agent of civilization Dubliners affords his country man one good look at 
themselves in a nicely polished looking glass, and the mirrors of literary tradition”.
 The theme of paralysis introduced in the first sentence of the first story ‘The Sisters’ in Dubliners 
“There was no hope for him this time: it was  the third stroke” with actual paralysis of the old priest 
and the fascination which the threatening word carries to the boy, not very different in this respect 
from Joyce himself, “ it sounded to me like the name of some maleficent and sinful being. T filled 
me with fear, and yet I longed to be nearer to it and to look upon its deadly work. 
 The Sisters Of Dubliners deals with the general theme of paralysis. It has the motif of death. Its 
study of appearance and reality. It also a study in human ambiguity. The boy is sad that the priest 
has died and yet he feels that he is free from something by his death.
 The boy has befriended by a sixty-five-years old priest living in retirement. The priest has 
been expecting his death for long time, but now the priest has experienced a third stroke and it 
paralysed, and the boy knows death is imminent. He goes past the priest’s place once more and 
back at home he learns from old cotter, obviously hostile to his relationship with father Flym, that 
death has occurred. The boy does not betray any feelings but experience a vivid dream of the priest 
to whose house he returns in the morning although he has not the courage to enter. But his aunt has 
taken him there in the evening. He then sees his old friend in his coffin and listens to his elder’s 
conversation, which gradually builds up a picture of total failure utterly different from what the boy 
had imagined:

Every night has I gazed up windows I said softly to myself the world paralysis. Ti had always 
sounded strangely in my ears, like the world gnomon n the Euclid and the word simony in 
the catechism. But now it sounded to me like the name of some maleficent and sinful being. 
It filled one with fear, and yet I longed to be nearer to it and to upon its deadly work.

 “The Sisters” Hints at the incapacity of the church to help man to a balanced, creative, un-
paralytic life. The permanent fascination of religious rites retains its grip. The priest stands for 
the Irish Catholic church which sells vocations to susceptible children. Hence the use of the word 
simony and insists on being served while failing the people that serve it. In this light, Eliza’s remark 
“God knows we done all we could, as poor as we would make her sister Nannie representatives of 
those Irish people whose language they certainly use.
 Like James Joyce, Naipaul makes use of his ironic comments on persons and situation in the 
story ‘Man Man’ Naipaul writes, “The one day he said he had seen God after having bath”. This 
didn’t surprise many of us. Seeing god is quite common in the port of Spain, and indeed, in Trinidad 
at that time. Ganesh Pundit, the mystic Masseur from fuente Grove, he started it. He had seen God, 
too, and had published a little booklet called What God Told Me. Many rival mystics and not a few 
masseurs had announced the same thing, and I suppose it was natural that since God was in the area 
Man-Man should see Him.
 Every Saturday night, Man-Man begins preaching at the comer of Miguel Street. The frightened 
people come to hear him preach and give him more when the collection is made. He announces 
the public that he is a new Messiah and “he going to be crucified one of these days”. One Friday 
morning he goes to Blue Basin and is tied up to a cross and asks people to stone him when the huge 
crowd begins flinging big stones, the sand and gravel at him, he gets hurt and shouts loudly, “cut 
this stupidness out. Cut it our, I tell you”.
 In Man-Man the most extreme metropolitan fantasy is acted out by Man-Man, who assumes 
the role of hell – fire preacher and shows himself to have a Christ complex when he stages his own 
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crucifixion and he would be messiah consequently committed to lunatic asylum.
 The stories “A little cloud” of Dubliners and “B. WordsWorth” of Miguel Street deals with the 
theme of professional paralysis dream of liter as these stories portray to the unsuccessful characters 
dream of literary success.
 The stories “A little cloud” of Dubliners is much more complex in its psychological mature. 
Little chandler is employed as a clerk in a legal office. He is expecting to meet again a friend. His 
friend left. 
 Dublin for London some eight years back. He is so elated to see him back again. His friend, 
Ignatius Gallaher has become a brilliant figure on the London press. He has invited chandler to 
meet him at a superior Dublin hotel. Little chandler strongly believes that his friend will help him 
to become a port. For the first time he feels himself superior to the people he passes from Dublin 
to London. “There was no doubt it: If you wanted to succeed you had to go away. You could do 
nothing in Dublin.
 Equally in Miguel Street, paralysis is conveyed in the sterile life of Bolo of “caution”. Bolo, the 
barber, is an old man of sixty who does not believe anything he reads in the news papers. He is “the 
saddest man in the street”. The boy narrator never sees him laugh expect in a sarcastic way. Bolo’s 
philosophy is that “you must believe anything you read in the papers”. He is proud of his barbering. 
It is he who has taught Samuel about cutting hair, he says:
 I, I teach Samuel. He couldn’t even shave hisself when he started barbering. He come crying 

and begging, “Mr. Bolo, teach me how to cut people hair, I beg you”. Well, I teach him and 
look what happen, eh. Samuel rich, and I still living in one room in this break- down old 
house. Samuel have a room where he does cut hair, have to cut hair in the open under this 
mango tree.

 The Trinidad Gaurdian is running a missing ball competition. They print a photograph of a 
football match in progress, but they have rubbed the ball out. The person who marks the right 
position of the ball an x will win a lot of money. Bolo is interested in spotting the missing ball. He 
buys about twenty copies of that paper every day and sends the answer to the Gaurdian. But he 
never wins a penny and gets angry. He states:
 The paper people done make up their mind long time now who going to win the week prize. 

They only grant to get all the black people money.
 Bolo ends up as a recluse, things every one.
 Afterwards he lived to himself in his little room, seldom came out to the street, never spoke to 
anybody, once a month he went to drew his old- age pension.
 The most frequent form of paralysis is captivity. It is imposed by the deadening environment 
and produced by the characters in paralysis repeatedly want to escape. They even dream of escape. 
The boy in “An Encounter” and “Araby” dream of the wild west and adventure but end n frustration 
and disappointment. the boy in the story “An Encounter” tells the reader how an imaginary world 
of romantic excitement came to him. It came in the form of Wild 
 West stories printed in boys’ magazines.
 In the morning of the adventure, the narrator and Mahony cross the river Liffey and spend some 
time watching a ship and her crew. They sit in a field. A man passes them. Then the man picks 
up a conversation with them. The narrator senses these is something peculiar about the man. The 
strange man embarks on a conversation. He says that he would whip a boy if the boy be found 
talking to girls. The narrator, frightened, escapes from him with fear in his voice, the encounter 
with a perverted Dublin character marks violent. The encounter with a perverted Dublin character 
makes violent contrast with romantic dream which sends the boy out on his day’s adventure. As the 
venture fails, it crumbles the dream into reality.
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 Like wise, in the story “Eveline”, Frank wants to marry Eveline and is ready to take her to 
Buenos Aires. Even though Eveline has an opportunity to escape from her drunken and brutal 
father, she cannot escape. In “the Boarding House”, Bob Doran, a thirty –four or thirty- five year 
old clerk in a wine merchant’s office, wants to escape and fly away to another country. But Mrs. 
Mooney’s daughter Polley entangles him. She has visited Bob’s room late at night, perfumed, 
undressed for bed, in search of a light for her candle. When he camp in late she has waited up 
for him to warn up his dinner and to keep him company, close beside him, in the sleeping house. 
He becomes a victim of her he is trapped into marriage. Little Chandler in “A Little Cloud” sees 
himself as a potential poet and with the help of his friend Ignatius Gallahar, he wants to escape to 
London. Gabriel conveys in “The Dead” Thinks of going to continent to escape Irish provincialism.
 Similarly in Miguel Street, the characters in paralysis want to escape. Bolo of “does not like to 
stay in Miguel Street. He hates Trinidad people. He says:

Trinidad people! Trinidad people! I don’t know why
Hitler don’t come here and bomb all the sons biyches it 
Have in is island. He bombing the wrong people, you
Know. 

 He dreams of winning the missing ball competition. He has a plan when he wins the money and 
says “ No, I don’t want to stay in Trinidad. I think I go to the states” (Ms:131). He has spent about 
three hundred dollars trying to spot the missing ball but he has not got a consolation prize. He still 
thinks of leaving Trinidad. He saves money and plans to escape to Venezuela but his dream of 
escape to Venezula is thwarted. He states:

When I get My hand on the good-for-nothing thief who 
Take my money and say he taking me Venezuela, I go let
Him know somethings. You know what the man do? He
Drive around all night in the motor launch and put me 
Down in a swamp we reach Venezuela. I see some people 
I begin to talking to them in Spanish, they shake their 
Head and laugh. You know in what? He put me down in 
Trinidad self, three four miles from la Brea. 

 Mrs. Hereira in “Love, Love, Love, Alone” hates her husband who is a doctor. She falls in 
love with Tony, she leaves her husband, gives up money and family for him and lives with Tony, 
but Tony, the ugliest man in Miguel Street, is a drunkard. He daily beats her and threatens to 
kill her with a knife. Mrs. Hereira has to give up the attempt to live for love alone and returns to 
her husband whom she does not love. Repeatedly the impulse towards escape is frustrated and 
paralysis is asserted. James Joyce in Dubliners and V.S. Naipaul, in Miguel street, deal sensitively 
with man, struggle to find a foot hold in the new world. They also reveal and the mental paralysis 
or struggle of the people. In fact their portrayal is related to paralytic existence of Irish and west 
Indian people. Joyce and Naipaul make these aspects central to their works.
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Introduction 
 “A woman must have money and a room of her own if she is to 
write fiction.”  By Virginia Woolf
 Post colonization Indian writings deals with several topics like 
identity crisis, Starvation, Darkness of ignorance, Humiliation, 
Discrimination etc. This paper concentrates on the voice of women 
in our society. From Henrek Ibsen’s “Doll’s House” in this play 
Nora’s husband treats her like a doll so that she is not able to grow. 
Then we have Viginia Woolf’s essay “A Room of one’s own” which 
gives the basic reasons why the women tolerate the atrocities of men.
 “Why are women… so much more interesting to men than men 
are to women?” Virginia Woolf
 She has also created fictional character of Judith Shakespeare 
who was Shakespeare’s imaginary sister. She is not able to carve 
niche because of being a girl she is not educated and forced to get 
married. We have a number of characters in post colonial era like 
Savitri in R.K. Narayan’s The Dark Room, Geeta in Rama Mehta’s 
Inside the Haveli, Jaya in Shashi Deshpandey’s The Long Silence, 
Anita Desai’s The Cry and The Peacock. All these caricature depict 
our post colonial Indian Society; rather they are mirror of our post 
colonial Indian society. 
 All these characters have a volcano erupting in their voices but as 
dutiful wife they are unable to argue or defend themselves. This novel 
deals with the fictional character Savitri, who is always tormented 
and shown her place by her husband Ramani. Savitri the character 
does not grow till the end. She shows her anger by keeping herself 
locked in to The Dark Room. She is never able to gather courage to 
fight for herself as her husband would be offended. 
 The beginning of the novel Savitri is not allowed to take her 
decisions however small they may be. Their son Babu is nursing a 
headache and he does not want to go to the school but her husband 
intervenes and sends him off to school.
 These are the lines quoted by Ramani to his wife, “No, he hasn’t. 
Go and do any work you like in the kitchen, but leave the training of 
a grown-up boy to me. It is none of a women’s business.”(Page 1)
 Wife has to be very obedient and dutiful. She will not be given a 
position of equality. Many a times never even asked as to what she 
wants. Savitri was enjoying a chat with her friend Janamma at her 
house. One evening she was called immediately by her husband for 
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going and watching a movie. Savitri wanted her children to be with her but was told by her husband 
some other time. None of her feelings were responded positively. 
 These lines quoted by Ramani, “The children can go some other day. Not an extra fly now.” 
(Page 20)
 In another incident where the family is enjoying the festival of Navratri, the children were in 
high spirits decorating the dolls in their house. Babu who was showing great enthusiasm in the 
festival, He along with his friend Chandru puts the festoon of ornamental colored bulbs under the 
pavilion arch. Chandru Babu’s friend studying in the intermediate had a genius for electricity. He 
decorated the festoon but by evening when everybody was there at their place. The entire house 
was in darkness. Babu was sent with their son to electric office. In the mean time Ramani comes 
from office and learns that Babu did something and the lights went off that day Babu was not 
spared beaten brutally. 
 The incident of father hitting his child, “Don’t beat me father, He said, and Ramani gave him a 
few more slaps.” (Page 38)
 Ranga their servant quotes, “It is no business of a wife’s to butt in when the father is dealing 
with his son. It is a bad habit. Only a battered son will grow into a sound man. 
 Savitri rose and went into The Dark Room to show her annoyance. Her husband’s attitude of 
indifference to wife’s being in The Dark Room can be seen when he comes for food as usual before 
going to office. He very happily asks the children what sweets to the children want in the evening 
so as to the message goes to The Dark Room, that nothing is going to change if his wife is showing 
anger on the context of beating his son.
 Quote from Ramani, “Don’t you worry; I will buy sweets for two rupees.” He raised his voice so 
that it reaches the dark room says, “Don’t imagine that the festival can be spoiled by your sulking.” 
(Page 42) 
 The children came to her and requested her to have food but she turned her face to the wall and 
shut her eyes. The Dark Room to show annoyance, when men can show their anger freely why not 
women? The children felt bad that their mom had confined herself to The Dark Room so they go to 
her best friend Janamma and ask her to convince their mother to eat food.     
 Janamma her friend convinces Savitri that men are impulsive and they have many worries 
and burden. She further gives umpteen epitomes of her aunts how she was beaten every day by 
her husband and had never uttered a word of protest for fifty years. Another friend of her mother 
who was prepared to jump into a well if her husband directed her. Immediately Savitri felt that her 
protest had no meaning as others had faced much more than her. Her resentment becomes petty; 
she consoles herself and is out of The Dark Room. Ramani her husband makes no attempt to pacify 
or cajole her.
 “One is not born a woman but becomes a woman.” By Simon de Beauvoir 
 Ramani strongly recommends that the Engladia Insurance Company employ the rather elegant 
and fiercely independent Mrs. Shanta Bai, recently separated. He is floored by her beauty and takes 
complete advantage of loneliness and starts visiting her daily which results of his coming home 
very late in the night. Savitri is clueless about all this; in fact even her favorite piece furniture is 
borrowed by Ramani to furnish the room he has hurriedly assembled for Shanta Bai in the office. 
When Savitri’s husband pleads and cajoles her for the piece of furniture, Savitri feels very bad but 
finally gives him the piece of furniture. In protest she only says, “If you take away the bench, what 
am I to sleep on in the afternoons?”(Page 54)
 Ramani starts visiting Shanta Bai daily and this is revealed to Savitri through her friend 
Janamma, who has seen Ramani and Shanta Bai together watching a cinema. With this news she is 
totally shattered and asks herself again and again if she was beautiful? She once again tries to look 
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beautiful so that Ramani would not leave her. She confronts him about Shanta Bai but he takes it 
as a joke. Then the character of Savitri does not want to take any more humiliation she says, “I am 
a human being”, she said through her heavy breathing. “You men will never grant that. For you we 
are play things when feel like hugging, and slaves at other times. Don’t think that you can fondle 
us when you like and kick us when you choose.” (Page 85).
 This is the first time that Savitri has voiced herself. She gathers a lot of courage walks out of 
the house by giving all the belongings to him. Savitri shows for the first time that she can manage 
without him. But she was so upset that she tries to commit suicide, but is rescued by a man Mari 
in the river. For three days she tries to survive without her husband and children, she takes shelter 
in a temple. “What despicable creations of God are we that we can’t exist without a support. I am 
a bamboo pole which can’t stand without a wall to support it.” (Page 146) But very soon meekly 
plans to come back.
 Quote of Savitri, “A wretched fate would not let me drown first time. I can’t go near the water 
again. This is defeat. I accept it. I am no good for this fight I am bamboo pole…… Perhaps Sumati 
and Kamala have not had their hair combed for ages now.” 
 She returns to the house where only the children were waiting for her desperately. The husband 
Ramani somehow manages the children without the mother by lying to them that, she has gone to 
her father’s house. Ramani tries to be normal but she exclaims that, “A part of me is dead.” 
 “Being a woman is a terribly difficult task, since it consists principally in dealing with men.” By 
Joseph Conrad

Conclusion
 Through this character R.K. Narayan has created a real life like Savitri who is very obedient and 
dutiful wife. The author has successfully shown how the women have to tolerate all the atrocities of 
men and still live in the same house. Unfortunately Savitri’s character couldn’t gather the courage 
to leave the house but we have Nora in the play The Dolls house who has the courage to leave the 
house and shall not bear the suppuration of men. We also have Virginia Woolf who in her essay A 
Room of One’s Own tells us that women can never have anything of their own everything is fathers, 
husbands or sons. Now the women question arises are we really going to be emancipated from this 
man’s world? Though today’s novels are based on women like Shashi Deshpande’s, The Long 
Silence where Jaya is still searching for an identity after seventeen years of marriage. We have to 
still acquire a position in this man’s world but we have a few breathers like CEO Indra Nooyi of 
PepsiCo, Geeta and Babita the female wrestlers, Saina and Sania and many others who are carving 
a niche for themselves. But still the women have to yet acquire a lot to prove themselves.

“As a woman I have no country.
As a woman I want no country 
As a woman my country is the
 Whole world  -  By Virginia Woolf  
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Feature of Marginalization in 
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 This paper presents a number of suggestions and exhortation for 
women authorize  based on  The God Small things so as to reveal 
power relations and explode affectionate thoughts. This novel 
arbitrate a “structure of feeling”generated from the culture of a 
particulate society. The camping of this novel from the predictable  
context of Indian Writing in English is that structured on postmodern 
concerns and strategies.
 Suzanna Arundathi  Roy born 24 November 1961 is Indian author 
best known for her novel The God of small Things (1994). Which 
won the man booker prize for fiction in 1997 and become the biggest 
selling book by a non- India author. She is also a political activist 
involved in human right and Environmental causes.
 Arundathi Roy is one of the Indian novelists who depict 
contemporary social and political issues. In her writings she 
exclusively talks about the controversial issues such as caste 
discrimination, gender discrimination, and marginalization. She has 
used the theme of  marginalization’s as literary device to explore 
the sufferings of women. Arundathi Roy’s novel The God of Small 
Things was published in 1997 and Sidney peace prize in 2004.
 Through this novel  she brings out the struggle of marginalized 
women skillfully. The main womenevents  in the god of small things 
take place during  1969 in Ayemenem, a town in the state of  Kerala. 
The main aim of this  study is to critically consider  Roy’s novel  from 
a feminist perspective, with a special focus on the marginalization 
of women society through the representation of three generation  
women. The theme  of the three generations- Mammachi, Ammu, 
Rahel. Roy in her novel has discussed the structure of power and 
oppression.While interpreting  the novel from a feminist perspective, 
it suggests how the representation of women should be viewed. It 
also brings out the relationship of genders and  sexual  difference 
in detail. However the aim in post colonialism and feminism is the 
changing forms of oppression. Each context  of the novel has unique 
structure of despotism. When Roy  describes Kerala in the novel, 
there are several  layers of oppression stemming from colonialism, 
patriarchy, religion and caste. These structure are interwoven with 
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each other. The author also allows her narrator to give an unflattering version to explore the cause 
of the strong growth of Marxism particulary in Kerala are given a high status. This high status 
serves as the explanation to the strength of agency displayed by some of the women characters 
as powerless exploited objects and victims as opposed to the assumed powerful male exploiters. 
Roy’s noel is particulary interesting because it focuses on how every women relates and them to 
other women and man. There lies a plurality of relationships in the novel. The notion of female 
suffering in the Hindu tradition is dangerously glorifed.
 Mammachi  is a outstanding   character in the novel that  represents the old generation of 
women. She faces marginalization ferocious. The only person responsible for her marginalization 
is her husband and other persons who consider them as loftier to her. She regards Ammu and her 
children as inferiors and is autocratic to them. She is deeply rooted in gradable caste system of 
her culture. This is evident in her treatment towards Velutha  he has a relationship with her own 
daughter. She treats his father also in the same way by pushing him off the kitchen and blasts 
him very badly for crossing his supposed limits. They are not gratifying to her house unless she 
needs some help from them. When  Mammachi  is confronted with the facts regarding Velutha’s 
relationship with Ammu, she thinks of the coupling dogs and vomits  This shows that her strong 
principles of caste and difference overrides her religious beliefs.
 Ammu, the women character who represents the second generation is obviously marginalized. 
She is the upholder of the novel, who faces marginalization in the hands of both   men and women. 
Though  she is born in a rich family, she is denied love and care from her parents. She is a divorcee 
with two children.They live a life of sufferance in her parent’s house where she is degraded by 
other relatives. On the other hand Ammu’s brother Chacko reminds her children that she does not 
have any rights to inherit any property of her parents. She is treated as a mere barnacle in the town. 
In the end of the novel Ammu is literally kicked out of her house by her brother who seems to be 
poignant. She is not  allowed to see her children. If Ammu as a mother strives to love and protect her 
children at any cost. But as an individual she is pessimistic to break free and rebel  against the world 
surrounding her. Ammu carries a feeling that she lived her a life to the fullest and she has nothing 
to lose. She has developed a majestic sense  of injustice and rectitude that makes her view things 
differently while compared to her mother and aunt she finds a possible companion in him. Ammu 
is in fact the only person in the family  who openly reacts to Chacko’s flirtatious ways and illicit 
relationship with the female factory workers. Apart from her bluntness another important technical 
stria in her character is that her sense of not belonging anywhere. Her unwelcomed presence in the 
family leaves her with the feeling of detachment. This becomes the cause of her relationship with 
Velutha. She is pining to belong somewhere and feels safe with Velutha. She yearns for love and 
faithful kinship with another human adult is stronger than her fears of what might happen if she 
has relationship  with  an untouchable. The third generation women, who is disparage is Rahel.
when compared to her mother and grand mother Rahel is less marginalized. She is marginalized 
only because she is born to a mother who is abandon by  everyone. Her life is totally disturbed and 
deserted because of her mortify recollection of the past. 
 Baby kochamma was quite obstrepous in her youth in the sense that she resist the Mores. She 
independently chooses a man and marries him and even does not convert  into a catholic according 
to her father’s will.However later in her life she becomes conservative and accepts her mournful 
fate.She also seems to criticize those who break the rules like her in the past. She pities herself and 
is jealous of others. According to Kochamma, Ammu a divorcee who had done an intercommunity 
Marriage does not have any rights to stay in her parent’s dwelling place. She censure her in 
insinuating manner. She is jealous of her relationship with Velutha. Baby Kochamma epitomize 
the Syrian Christian incorporation of the caste system within their religious practices, with all its 
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prejudices and double standards. She regards velutha as a personal threat to her and the whole 
family.
 The different expectations on men and women are clearly  revealed  when the relationship of 
Ammu and Velutha is lay bare.Mammachi openly demonstrates her double standards by censure 
her daughter for her affair while at the same time declare innocent her son’s unlawful relationships. 
She also gives money to those women an act which allows her to consider them as whores instead 
of lovers.Ammu has disparage the family name forever whereas Chacko could not help satisfying a 
man’s require which brings to light that they are not measured by equal standards because of their 
gender. To Mammachi this is perfectly acceptable because she subscribes to her culture’s different 
expectations of men and women.As a man Chacko has significantly more freedom than Ammu.
 Roy consider many female characters In her novel The God of small things who are all trapped 
in persecution in different ways.From a post colonial feminist perspective Roy has contributed 
represent the third world women through giving us heterogeneous portraits of women that despite 
their oppressed and marginalized status they are depicted without responsibility. In her novel she 
represents women as subalterns, some of whom try to bring about change through resistance. These 
women mount resistence against both global and local inequalities. Through their flight path of 
personal involvement in various issues they interrogate the structure of caste, class and gender. 
By exposing the marginalized status of women in her novel Arundathi Roy considers the proper 
way for the liberation of the post colonial Indian women.In Sexual politics, Millet calls the family 
“a patriarchal unit within a patriarchal whole”(45). A typical Indian male expects his wife to take 
care of all the work connected with h housekeeping.As Luce Irigaray says, “The family has always 
been the privileged locus of women’s exploitaltion’’(142). Not only men but also many women are 
and chauvinistic and fix into the mould. Silence of women has been often misunderstood as their 
incapability and lack of feelings. So, violence of different kinds is unleashed on women. Roy seems 
to show that the Indian male goes home with a determination to beat his wife. 
 A manifestation of sexism is the male chauvinistic ideologies that are deep rooted in women 
who submit themselves to the dictates of men. Typical examples to this are Baby Kochamma and 
kalyani. Annie Leclrec says:”women will not be liberated as long as they do not also want to be 
liberated, by denouncing  and by fighting all oppression…”(79). Women has been indoctrinated to 
be mute against  assaults. But the new generation women like Rachel can no longer be silenced. As 
Mary Eagleton points out,” Speech can empower  women”(29), and it is vital that such abuses are 
brought to light and promptly investigated and punished.
 Creative writers in the modern era must incorporate women’s issues and struggle against those 
institutions social relations and ideas that divide women and keep them powerless and self-effacing 
to men. They must pave way to wrench control of the institutions that now oppress them In women 
and  fiction Virginia Woolf  prognosticate. 

“Women in time to come will write better novels; and not novels only, 
But poetry and criticism and history. But in this, to be sure, one is 
Looking ahead to that golden, that  perhaps fabulous, age when women 
Will have what have so long been denied them-leisure, and money,
And a room to themselves’’(40).

 As Sarah Gamble suggests, psychoanalysis and feminism should “be used in a  politics  that would 
fight to see the end of the patriarchal phallocentricism  that produces sexism and misogyny”(178). 
This is indispensable is essential to essential to establish gender justice and ensure dignity and self-
respect to which women are entitled. 
 Roy in her novel displays women in the range of options and choices, whether complicit , 
resistence or dominant. She does not idealize the women but rather exposes them as human beings 
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with complex characters. Roy does not offer any cliche . She has used the theme of marginalization 
in her novel as a medium to exhibit the low-spirited lives of women in the orthodox Indian society. 
She has also brought out the sufferings, pains, prejudice, physical and sexual violence of women 
in the devoted world. Roy has also not failed to criticize the social institutions such as family, 
marriage and religion which act as the authoritative factor for marginalization in her novel. 
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 African-American Literature dealt with the theme of black people 
and explored the issues of slavery, racism, colour discrimination, 
marginalization and so on. Gloria Naylor’s novels are the 
transcendence of boundaries. Forever challenging the arbitrary 
limitations that society imposes on the individual, whether racially 
motivated, gender – driven, or caste – generated, she demanded that 
her characters question their circumstances in order to change them. 
Believing that attempts to circumscribe human movement and human 
interaction result in ultimate dehumanization, Naylor argued for 
vigilance in dismantling any and all imprisoning forces. Naylor uses 
several mini-plots that highlight the lives of the individual women. 
In this way, Naylor focuses more directly on characterization that on 
narrative movement. She still spins an entertaining tale, her methods 
are less traditional but more compelling.
 The Women of Brewster Place examines the concept of human 
survival in all of its manifestations: the strategies human beings adopt 
to survive, the mistakes made, and the lessons learned. As part of this 
investigation, the novel focuses in part on parent-child relationships. 
Because parents want so desperately for their children to enjoy a life 
better than the one they have endured in the face of racism, economic 
oppression and political machination, they often overindulge their 
children materially or overprotect them in compensation for voids 
imposed by society. When Sam Michael discovers that daughter 
Mattie is pregnant, he is highly disappointed in part because he had 
cherished such high hopes for her and in part because he blames 
himself for having protected her so tightly from interaction with other 
young people, especially boys. He believes that Mattie succumbed 
so easily to physical temptation because she had been allowed 
practically no latitude for social interaction. Racked with guilt, Sam 
thinks now that he should have been more lenient with Mattie. The 
added irony to this particular story is that Mattie, responding to her 
own upbringing, becomes too lenient as a mother and, as a result, 
helps to create a disastrous situation with an adult Basil. Partly in 
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defiance of her father and partly in need to prove something to herself, Mattie sacrifices herself, 
effacing her complete identity, in exchange for Basil’s welfare: in short, she spoils him miserably. 
Both Sam and Mattie sacrifice for the betterment of their children, but their efforts go awry. 
 The issue of racism is presented in the novel, but it does not take centre position. Since the 
novel, The Women of Brewster Place, is well aware of its pervasiveness, Naylor resists the 
temptation to overexpose race. And to some degree, she preserves for her characters some sense of 
agency. Had Naylor made race a major focal point, she would have run the risk of objectifying and 
thus perverting the characters. That these economically disadvantaged blacks live on a dead-end 
street within a stone’s throw of a major thriving thoroughfare is proof enough of the prevalence of 
institutionalized racism. But instead of focusing on the sources of such bias, Naylor attends to the 
black response to these circumstances. Again, black resistance and survival are the focus. 
 Linden Hills examines the destructive effects on, and the fragmentation of, the black psyche 
when, at the expense of everything humane, African Americans focus entirely on re-creating a 
black version of the American dream. In this novel the dream becomes a nightmare. For several 
generations the Nedeed family has attempted to counteract the effects of institutional racism by 
constructing a neighbourhood so well maintained and envied that even some whites want their 
adjacent communities associated with Linden Hills. Ever since the original Luther Nedeed 
purchased in 1820 the extensive parcel of land that would become Linden Hills, the Nedeed family 
has carefully and methodically chosen the various residents who would make up this planned 
community. And every generation of Nedeeds has stamped out any perceived threat to this vision: 
removing any black family who defies the dream; registering Linden Hills as a historical landmark 
to protect it from encroachment by the white neighbourhood nearby; and in the case of every 
Luther Nedeed since 1837, seizing full control for raising the next heir to the Nedeed fortune as 
well as, for the most part, severing emotional ties between mother and son. 
 Naylor addresses the theme of psychological fragmentation in its full complexity, never 
reducing it to simplistic or convenient explanations. On the one hand, it would seem that everything 
connected to the Nedeeds is evil and insidious and that the residents of Linden Hills are misguided 
pawns in one family’s psychotic game of domination. On the other hand, the Nedeed dream is 
presented as an appropriate response to institutional white racism in its attempt to provide blacks 
with a sense of security, self-definition and purpose. The paradox implied here is the focus of the 
text. If blacks succumb to racism, they are doomed; yet when they resist oppression they are fated 
for pain as well. Very subtly Naylorsuggests that when fighting the evil of racism, by whatever 
means, one is destined to partake of a measure of that evil, especially when one loses focus on the 
purpose of the fight. The attendant results of fragmentation and the pursuit of the unnatural, also 
engenders domestic abuse of women, a theme addressed in The Women of Brewster Place.  Naylor 
grapples with the notion that black women ultimately become sacrificial lambs when black men 
battle the demons of white racism outside the home; they receive the brunt of the anger that black 
men, for various reasons, cannot vent on white men and a larger racist society. In Linden Hills, even 
when the black man has achieved a level of success, sustaining that success renders him, in his own 
estimation, more vulnerable to the punishments of racism, and his concern becomes obsession that 
expresses itself negatively in a decided detachment from, or even anger toward the black woman. 
The bizarre nature of the emotional disturbance is made poignant in the Nedeed men’s choice for 
wives. Every generation chooses a light-complexioned woman, yet each man wants her to produce 
a dark-skinned male like him. The Nedeed men want to prove the potency of blackness over any 
complexion less than black, but at the same time, they are placing the women in the position for 
blame if this potency is not proven. The woman finds herself in an impossible situation, harkening 
back to slavery days. When Willa Prescott Nedeed produces a light-skinned son, her husband 
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accuses her of adultery, but if she, like the other Nedeed brides, is of light hue, then a lighter strain 
is could easily reveal itself. That such has not occurred in previous generations is no guarantee that 
it cannot happen in the present day. But the present-day Luther will not consider that fact. So just 
like black women during slavery, Willa is doomed to criticism and abuse no matter her action. In 
the slave woman’s case, if she tries to reject the sexual overtures of her white owner, she is beaten 
or raped; then if and when she produces a child as a result of the attack, she is victimized again 
by her black husband or companion when he deems her blameworthy. It is this history of black 
female victimization that Naylor addresses here, a history that always has at its core white male 
machinations or the machinations of the larger white patriarchial society.
 Naylor tackles many different issues in Bailey’s Cafe, the theme that consumes much of the 
work is marginality. In every aspect, and on every level of the novel, Naylor explores the idea 
of defying boundaries and discarding labels. From the characters she chooses to create to the 
circumstances she crafts for them, Naylor embraces marginality as a suitable condition for real 
people who lead real and poignant lives. Naylor would write an entire novel that addresses the 
plight of the downtrodden shows an appreciation for those who are, and for that which is, decidedly 
different. Peopling the drama is a transvestite, a heroin addict, a bordello owner, a wino, and a 
nymphomaniac, among others. Each, however, has an important story to tell, one that taps into the 
pain of human suffering and touches the heart of all who hear it. Though they may be called misfits 
when perceived from an assumed position of normalcy, within the confines of the work each is as 
normal as his or her circumstances allow. In short, Naylor forces us to reconsider these characters 
only in the context of their individual lives. 
 Naylor’s focus on marginality is a deliberate attempt to reestabilish a commitment to the 
inclusion of all kinds of people. As a means of succeeding in this goal, Naylor must also impel us 
to question their understanding of what is normal or standard. No better example of the challenge 
exists than Bailey’s attitude concerning the holiday season; he refuses to decorate for a Christian 
holiday that would exclude so many people. A largely Christian country like America assumes that 
Christianity is the standard religion or, if not, that it should be. Bailey puts us on notice that such 
a perspective is quite arrogant given the reality of the global numbers. It is this kind of awareness 
that Naylor tries to effect. Naylor blends several themes – marginality, change and transition, and 
respect for others’reality in an effort to encourage compassion and sensitivity for difference.
 In The Women of Brewster Place (1982), she creates a surreal setting by blurring the distinction 
between illusion and reality, a signature trait in all subsequent texts. In the last chapter, the women 
initiate a plan to coerce their absentee landlord to authorize improvements in the otherwise neglected 
Brewster tenement. The chaos that has defined their past lives seems to be supplanted with a new 
sense of balance and direction. Only when one nears the end, we realize that the chapter was, in 
fact, a dream sequence. 
 The challenge to reality is also evident in Naylor’s sophomore novel Linden Hills (1985). The 
Linden Hills community serves as the residence of upwardly mobile blacks whose very reason 
for existence seems to be further material advancement. Luther Nedeed, owner of all deeded 
tracts in the neighbourhood, takes pride in having established a black community that rivals 
many prestigious white communities. His life mission has been, in fact, to refashion the outside 
perception of black people. This pursuit of the American dream for the black community becomes 
a nightmare, however, when the majority of the Linden Hills residents seek material acquisition at 
the expense of emotional stability. Because practically no one in Linden Hills lives authentically, 
everyone risks losing sanity. This nightmare is inevitable when one considers the dehumanization 
required by material acquisition.
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 Bailey’s Cafe is consumed with psychological fragmentation. The patrons who enter the cafe 
have recently suffered stifling traumas that have rendered distorted personalities. Not one of them 
finds easy answers to these dilemmas. Functioning primarily in a haze of confusion, frustration, and 
malaise, they are left to their own devices as they try, not necessarily to reverse their circumstances, 
but merely, to survive. Set in 1948, a year that marks an important moment in American race 
relations with the recent integration of major league baseball by Jackie Robinson in 1947, the novel 
anticipates the future of the African-American dream. 
 Naylor’s novel details the struggles of several black women abject lives result in part from 
dysfunctional relationships with men. Naylor does not deliberately attack black men, although 
she does in fact assail the patriarchal institutions that belittle women, black women in particular. 
It was her desire to interrogate the interior lives of everyday black women and present a realistic 
portrait of these women while dismantling gender or racial stereotypes. Dismissing the caricatures 
of the mammy, the spitfire, the religious zealot, and the trollop, Naylor chose instead to consider 
substantive lives rather than surface images.
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Social Barriers Revealed Out in 
Toni Morrison’s The Bluest Eye

Vidhiya Biju

 Being black now is something have to choose to be, choose it, no 
matter what your skin colour … something has happened.  You see 
we are very close now to the society that is around us.  I don’t mean 
the structures that held us together are gone, but there are new things 
pressing in our lives. -Jones
 Human community as such has its own social barriers which often 
curtail its growth and progress.  The African Americans encounter 
many barriers in their place of settlement.  Discrimination on the 
basis of gender, ethnicity, race, religion or social status are some 
of the social barriers.  Toni Morrison in her novel The Bluest Eye 
exposes the social barriers which lead to the marginalization of the 
blacks in the white social order.
 Morrison’s novel The Bluest Eye is the novelist’s attempt to 
discover the white yardsticks that measure the blacks within the 
oppressive structure of racism.  The novel is essentially a reflection 
of the social barriers confronting the blacks in a mixed society of 
blacks and whites.  The world of the whites is alive and moving 
while the majority of the black live in silent acceptance of their fate, 
concealed and paralysed.  They appear to be hanging on to the very 
edge of life.  The implication of racial differences are evident in 
Pecola, a young girl of twelve.
 The black characters in Toni Morrison’s novel The Bluest Eye 
are marginals who strive to initiate themselves into the American 
society dominated by the racist whites.  At the sametime, these 
marginals try to hold on to the views of their own beauty and cultural 
value.  The novel is an account of the victimization of the blacks in 
general and black women in particular in the American social order.  
It is the story of the damaging influence of white standards on the 
lives of black Americans, the marginalised lot.  The source of this 
marginality is racism which makes the life of the black characters of 
the novel, vulnerable.  Those people have no autonomous individual 
self.  They are the bearers of race consciousness.
 The protagonist of the novel, Pecola Breedlove is told from the 
day she is born that she is ugly.  She lives with her brother Sammy, 
her mother Pauline and her father Chwolly.  Though their surname is 
Breedlove, ironically enough all they breed is self-hatred and mutual 
destruction.  They all believe themselves to be ugly and as a result, 
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ugliness becomes all pervasive in their home and in their countenances.  Their ugliness is described 
thus: 
 It was as though some mysterious all knowing master had said, “You are ugly people.  They 
had looked about themselves and saw nothing to contradict the statement; saw, infact support for 
it leaping at them from every billboard, every movie, every glance… And they took the ugliness in 
their hands, threw it as a mantle over them and went about the world with it. (28)
 Pecola, the young black girl has a sense of beauty and she is obsessed with blue eyes.  She is 
able to hide behind ugliness, but she is not able to keep away the ugliness that surrounds her in her 
home.  Her home is filled with violence and obscenity.  She wants to disappear, to leave and be 
free herself of the physical sickness she feels and the horrors she witnesses.  So she prays to God 
to make her disappear.  Allen comments on Pecola’s turmoil that, “there may or may not be bodily 
injury, but psychological trauma is coupled with physiological upheaval that plays a leading role in 
the long-range effects” (14).
 Pecola finds that with extreme concentration, she is able to make all the parts of her body fade 
except her eyes.  Her eyes transmit ugliness to her mind and implant it on her consciousness.  
Since they perceive ugliness they must in turn be ugly and if they are beautiful and blue then they 
would only see beauty.  Further Pecola’s craziness for blue eyes leads her to devour Mary Jane 
Candy, which too has the portrait of Shirley Temple.  The image of Shirley Temple engraved in 
the milk cup which Pecola drinks makes her to hanker on the model’s beauty.  She consumes large 
quantities of milk because, the more she drinks, the more times she can gaze at Shirley Temple.  
To Pecola, to eat the Mary Jane Candy or to drink milk is “Somehow to eat the eyes, eat Mary 
Jane.  Love Mary Jane.  Be Mary Jane” (Blue 38).  Pecola believes that blue eyes will bring her self 
respect, love and beauty.  “Shirley Temple serves as an icon of the destructive reification of caste 
and whiteness” (Moses, “Blue Aesthetics”).  She expects that she were beautiful like the whites.  
 Pecola Breedlove is ugly in the eyes of the white society.  Toni Morrison tries to show that a 
little girl as a total and complete victim of whatever is around her.  Pecola is ignored everywhere for 
her ugliness.  People in many cases especially the whites would comment and say things without 
even thinking twice about their effects on a little girl.  For example, Pecola has three pennies 
in her shoe which she has been saving to buy Mary Jane Candy.  In the store, the owner, Mr. 
Yacobowski ridicules Pecola for her shabby appearance.  When she leaves the store, “Pecola feels 
the inexplicable shame ebb” (Blue 37) in her.  She is expunged from human society even before she 
has an awakened consciousness of her self.  “Pecola stands for the triple indemnity of the female 
Black child: children.  Blacks and females are devalued in American culture” (Holloway 16). 
 Many people looked down on Pecola and treated her indifferently.  This leads to her isolation.  
The ugliness makes her ignored or despised at school, by teachers and classmates.  She is the only 
member of her class who sits alone at a double desk.  The first letter to her last name forces her to sit 
in the front of the room always.  But her friend Marie Appolonaire is in front of her and her teachers 
have always treated her this way.  They have tried never to glance at Pecola and called on her only 
when everyone is required to respond.  She also knows that when one of the girls at school wants 
to be the particularly insulting to a boy or wants to get an immediate response from him, she could 
say, “Bobby loves Pecola Breedlove! Bobby loves Pecola Breedlove!” (Blue 48).  In addition, after 
school, one day a group of boys circle around Pecola and begin making fun of her chanting “Black 
e mo.  Black e mo. Yadaddsleepsnekked.  Black e mo black e mo…” (Blue 50).   She is victimised 
because of her dark shade of skin.  With both her teachers and classmates being so cold to her, it 
is inevitable that Pecola would feel alone and isolated.  She is often left with her thoughts which 
mostly consist of her desire for blue eyes.  With blue eyes she would be beautiful and popular, and 
she expects that people would like her and treat her well.
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 Pecola is led to further isolation by the harsh reality that no one encourages or loves her.  All the 
supports and encouragement that a young child needs are not there.  Her family does not support 
her, her teachers abhor her, classmates ridicule her and people in the town ignore her.  Her only real 
friends are the other two main characters in the novel Frieda and Claudia MacTeer. However, they 
are relatively powerless in helping her.  All they can do is pray for her and hope that everything will 
turn out best for her.
 All of the isolation, self-blame and negativity of Pecola’s life finally escalates when she in the 
kitchen washing dishes and her father, who is extremely drunk becomes overwhelmed with sexual 
desire and rapes his young daughter.  This incestual act does nothing but brings out more sympathy 
for the protagonist.  Pecola then becomes pregnant and is asked to leave school.  It is during this 
time that she begins to slip into her madness.  She develops an imaginary friend to whom she 
speaks about her blue eyes.  She is given a false notion of getting blue eyes by Soaphead church.  
The town psychic and spiritualist convinces Pecola that if she feeds an old dog some food, which 
actually has poison mixed in it and when it has an erratic reaction, she would be given blue eyes.  
She feeds the dog and after convulsing for several minutes, it dies.
 Soaphead church validates Pecola’s wish for blue eyes and affirms the correctness of the 
rejection of her race.  With her new friend, Pecola talks about how blue and beautiful her imaginary 
eyes are and how jealous everyone is of them.  Pecola as an ugly child and obtaining blue eyes is 
the most significant aspect of her life.  When she is raped, some people even try to put the blame on 
her, saying that she has not fought against her father.  She is isolated from the town both physically 
and emotionally.  Mrs. Breedlove and Pecola move to the edge of the town in a little brown house.  
Adults look away when they see her and children who are not frightened, laugh at her outright.  
A young girl’s life is ruined as a result of the society’s yardstick of beauty.  Grant comments that 
“Morrison had the courage to write about an aspect of the Black experience that most of us would 
rather forget …” (14).
 The colour distinction between the whites and the blacks in a society brings terrible conflicts.  
Pauline, the wife of Cholly Breedlove on the other hand is a shattered woman experiencing very 
little in her life.  The tragedy in her life is that she is never able to mature into real adulthood.  In the 
white social order, a woman like Pauline has no place and no voice.  She is a marginalised woman.  
Mrs. Breedlove was born Pauline Williams, the ninth of eleven children.  When she was two, a 
rusty nail had pierced her foot.  Complete indifference to the wound left her with a crooked archless 
foot that flopped when she walked.  Of all the children, she had no nickname, there was no jokes 
or anecdotes about her because people around ignored her.  Nobody talked of food preferences, 
nobody teased her and she did not feel at home anywhere.  Pauline liked to line up things in rows 
and when someone scattered her rows, she was never angry for it gave her a chance to rearrange 
them again.  Whatever plurality she found she organized them into neat lines according to their 
size, shape or tradition of colour.  In Toni Morrison’s novels characters enact the historical plight of 
the blacks in American society.  Pauline’s family moved to Kentucky in search of better prospects 
during World War I, where there were mines and millwork.  Ada and Fowler Williams found a 
five room frame house for their family there.  Some of her brothers joined the army, one sister died 
and two got married.  Pauline, the oldest girl, now took over the care of the house and minded the 
two younger children.  When the war ended, Pauline was fifteen still keeping house but with less 
enthusiasm.
 Fantasies about men and love were drawing her mind and handed her away from her work.  
Changes in weather began to affect her.  In the church choir,a woman Ivy’s voice articulated 
Pauline and Cholly loved each other. They decided to marry and moved over to Lorain,Ohio.
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 Soon after their marriage, Pauline realised the value of money.  Cholly started working in the 
steel mills and Pauline started missing her people.  In her loneliness, Pauline turned to Cholly for 
reassurance, entertainment for things to fill the vacant places.  Pauline wanted to dress up like 
the other black women but Cholly did not have enough money to give her.  She decided to go 
out to work.  Their marriage was shredded with quarrels.  Money became the focus of all their 
discussions.  Rich people were treated better than the poor blacks.  Pauline realised the damaging 
influence of white standards and values on the lives of the blacks.  Morrison’s stunning insight 
reveals the disrupted emotions produced by living in a world where white standards and goals are 
presented to the blacks as uniquely important and at the sametime, impossible for them to achieve.
 Pauline is a victim at home also.  Her husband Cholly became meaner and meaner and he 
wanted to fight with Pauline all the time.  Pauline did not pay her salary to Cholly.  He was pleased 
when Pauline became pregnant.  He began to drink less and came home more often.  Soon after 
her first child Sammy, Pauline was pregnant again with Pecola.  Pecola was easier to bring up than 
Sammy.  When the children were young, Pauline had to get back to work.
 She took on the full responsibility and recognition of breadwinner for the family by working 
for the Fishers, who considered her as an ideal servant.  She kept their house pick and span and 
arranged things in such a manner as to make them say that they would never let her go.  She 
enjoyed her job and kept her white employers happy.  She taught her children fear, “Fear of being 
glumsy, fear of being like their father, fear of growing up, fear of other people, and fear of life” 
(Blue 126).
 Pauline finds the white family to be sloppy and dirty and everytime she is at the point where she 
could begin to like her employer, the white woman interferes with Pauline’s work as if she knows 
more about cleanliness.  Pauline’s situation is difficult from a typical black women’s side of house 
maids.  She is able to do her job and handle the situation until the white woman asks her to make 
a choice between her and Cholly.  In fact, it is an insult to Pauline.  She rejects the impracticality 
and undesirability of whites norms.  Pauline has responsibilities as wife, mother and provider.  The 
demands of her life force her to put dreams aside.  Pauline is a responsible woman though she is 
not the backbone of her family.  She uses violence to shape and control her children.
 As the society is highly colour conscious, Pauline abandons her children especially Pecola 
whom she despises for her ugliness.  The incident in the Fishers’ kitchen is a proof to show the 
extent to which Pauline, the mother has degraded because of the social barriers.  When Pecola 
accidentally spills the black berry pie that Pauline has made for the employer’s child, instead of 
soothing the burns of her daughter, she attends to the need of the white child.  She is anguished by 
the careless action of her daughter.  She “rejects her own daughter because she has erased from 
her psyche the line separating reality from illusion, mammyhood from motherhood” (Hariprasanna 
121).  She hates her children because they represent poverty and ugliness, the dual vices in the 
social order to which she belongs.
 Pauline wants to identify herself with the white women by imitating their ways.  She is a black 
woman who longs for beauty, romantic love, recognition and desire to live an ideal feminine life.  
Deprived of the same, she develops self-hatred.  She tries to explore herself as central rather than 
marginal.  
 In Pauline, one sees an attempt of a black woman to alienate herself from her own community.  
She is a black woman struggling against social and economic hostilities stacked against her. In spite 
of the limitations set by her family, society and race she endeavours to live by female American 
standards.
 Though the novel is a study in race, gender and class, the main focus is on social barriers and its 
effects on the lives of the African Americans.  Pecola suffers and is doomed because she belongs to 
a black community, a marginalized group.  The novel exposes the devastating effect of racism on 
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the self image and psyche of the African Americans.  It is a study of a people regleated to a class 
of marginals by virtue of their race.  Racism serves as the source of this marginality.  Whiteness is 
equated with beauty and culture and blackness with ugliness. 
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Tracing the Subaltern Image of 
the Feminine in Girish Karnad’s 
Nagamandala

M.Mukilmathi
M.Phil. Research Scholar
Pachamuthu College of Arts & Science for Women, Dharmapuri

 The subaltern is a person or a group of people that have been 
excluded from society. They do not have a voice and are lost in the 
world due to Assimilation and Colonize. A subaltern study borrows 
Post modernist ideas. Subaltern meaning “of inferior rank” is a term 
adopted by Antonio Gramsci. According to Arundhati Roy, “There’s 
really no such thing as the ‘voiceless’. These are only the deliberately 
silenced or the preferably unheard”.
 In the post colonial theory subaltern studies occupy remarkable 
place; it derives its force from Marxism and post structuralism. 
Subaltern studies is primarily concerned with socio-cultural and 
historical aspects of the society incorporating the entire people that 
is subordinate in terms of class, caste, age, gender and office, or in 
anyother way. Taslima Nasrin, a feminist writer who was exiled 
from Bangladesh in 1994, defended the subaltern group in her 
writing especially women. She was exiled because of her extreme 
ideas and blaspheming the Quran. Saiyeda Khatun talks about Nasrin 
in her article “A site of subaltern articulation: The ecstatic female 
body in the contemporary Bangladeshi novels of Taslima Nasrin”. 
This article is basically based on how Nasrin empowers subaltern 
women, focusing on Bangladeshi women. Subaltern always stands 
in an ambiguous relation to power subordinate to it but never fully 
consenting to its rule, never adopting the dominant point of view or 
vocabulary as expressive of its own identity.

 In his play Nagamandala, Karnad offers knowledge into 
the private lives of women. The main protagonist of the play 
is Rani. Right from the beginning of the play, the blazes that 
show up in the “Prologue” of the play speak to in figurative 
terms the distinctive lives of the women of the village. The 
flares accumulate at mid-night to enlighten stories concerning 
the private lives of couples and cheer in their findings.Karnad 
has explained the origin of this play as follows: “Nagamandala 
is based on two oral tales  I heard from A.K.Ramanujan. these 
tales are narrated by women, normally the older women in the 
family-while children are fed in the evenings in the kitchen or 
being put to bed.”(16)
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Karnad describes about the predicament of Rani in the main plot of the play:
“The position of rani in the  story of  Naga-mandala, for instance, can be seen as metaphor for 
the situation of a young girl in the bosom of a joint family where she sees her husband only 
in two unconnected roles- as a stranger during the day and as the lover at night. Inevitably, 
the pattern of relationships she is forced to weave from these disjointed encounters must be 
something of a fiction. The empty house rani is locked in could be the family she is married 
into”(6)

 The story in the play represents the life of woman, a commodity to be passed on. Although 
having an existence of its own, she acquires fulfillment when passed on to her husband. If kept 
as a secret, she is likely to become the mystery of life itself as in the case of rani and then it is 
interpreted in various ways subject to supernatural forces. In the main plot of the play, Karnad 
subtly acknowledges that gender is one of the reasons that prevent a woman from achieving identity 
and freedom in patriarchy. To eradicate these socio-cultural evils, he very dexterously makes use 
of myth and folk tales. He endeavors to show through the story of rani that the family in patriarchy 
is a hindrance in the way of woman’s realization or her identity.
 Simone de Beauvoir, the twentieth-century feminist critic, agrees with the view that “In 
patriarchy the young girl does not accept the destiny assigned to her by nature but by society and 
yet she does not repudiate it completely. Thus she is divided against herself”. In India a woman 
can endure almost any injustice while serving her husband or family. She obeys her husband like 
a dumb domestic animal. Karnad in the play expresses his concern and preoccupation with the 
distress of women in a patriarchal society in which a man enjoys privileges while a woman has to 
be content with only a few.
 The women are the worse sufferers because, more often than not, it is the husband who torments 
and deserts his wife for another woman.commenting on the central theme of the play, SaratBabu 
observes that karnad through this play:

“……not only exposes male chauvinism, the oppression of women, the great injustice done 
to them by men and patriarchal culture but also stealthily deflates the concept of chastity. He 
seems to suggest that matriarchy which according to Bachofen’s theory of mother right is the 
lost paradise of mankind will come again”(10)

Nagamandala begins with the description of  Rani’s story as:
“A young girl. Her name….it doesn’t matter. But she was an only daughter, so her parents 
called her Rani. Queen. Queen of the whole wide world. Queen of the long tresses. For when 
her hair was tied up in a knot, it was as though a black king Cobra by curled on the nape of 
her neck, coil upon glistening coil. When it hung loose, the tresses flowed, a torrent of black, 
along her young limbs, and got entangled in her silver anklets”(11)

 Her fond father finds a match for her and gets her married to a young man who is rich and whose 
parents are dead. His name is Appanna. He takes her to his village. Rani thus enters her wedded 
life like most girls with lots of expectations but is shocked by Appanna’s neglect. Both, Rani and 
Appanna do not know how they can relate to each other. The very first dialogue between them 
reveals the future of Rani:

APPANNA. Have we brought in all the bundles?
RANI. Yes.
APPANNA. Well, then, I will be back tomorrow at noon.keep my lunch ready. I shall eat 
and go. (12)

 Rani looks at him nonplussed. Appanna pays no attention to her, goes out, shuts the door, and 
locks it from outside and goes away. She runs to the door, pushes it finds it locked, peers out of 
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the barred window. He is gone. It happens to her everyday. Nights he enjoys in the arms of his 
concubine. Rani has to remain locked all alone in her house throughout the night. She doesnot 
know what is happening and is perplexed to observe her husband’s attitude. She cannot even weep. 
She goes and sits in a corner of her room, talks to herself indistinctly. She indulges in reveries in 
order to calm her trouble. She asks Appanna in her reverie-where are you talking me? To which she 
gets the answer from the Eagle in her dream as:

‘Beyond the seven seas and the seven isles. On the seventh island is a magic garden. And in 
that garden stands the tree of emeralds. Under that tree, your parents wait for you’. So Rani 
says:’Do they? Then please, please take me to them-immediately. Here I come’. So the eagle 
carries her clear across the seven seas……(13)

 Obviously, Rani is mentally a child craving for parental affection. So she moans,’Oh Mother!’ 
and ‘Oh Father!’ in her sleep. The next day before Appanna leaves, she expresses her plight thus:

RANI. Listen-(Fumbling for words) Listen- I  feel – frighten – alone at night-                
APPANNA.What is there to be scared of ?  Just keep to yourself. No one will bother you. 
Rice!
(pause)
RANI. Please, you could-
APPANNA.Look, I don’t like idle chatter. Do as you are told, you understand?
(Finishes his meal, gets up)
I will be back tomorrow for lunch. (14)

 Here Appanna is behaving like a male chauvinist who does not care for the female feelings and 
forces his wife to comply with his orders. He treats her as if she were a non-human being. He has 
an utter contempt for his wife. It is this mental torture that forces her to fly into the lap of parents. 
He does not allow Rani even to come out from the four walls of her own house. Karnad through 
Rani’s predicament tries to expose how women fall a victim to male and patriarchal culture. He 
depicts the real life situation of a woman’s sufferings after marriage. He also exposes the fact that 
men enjoy liberty but women are kept in a ‘Bird’s Cage’ on account of the combative behaviour of 
male.
 One day somehow Kurudavva, an intimate friend of Appanna’s mother succeeds in tracing 
Rani’s house. She detects the presence of rani in the locked room. Her suspicion on Appanna is 
increased when she learns that Appanna still pays a visit to his concubine inspite of his beautiful 
wife at home .Kurudavva express her wordings,

“Whatever he is, he is the son of my best friend. His mother and I were like sisters. Poor 
thing, she died bringing him into this world .now new daughter-in-law comes to her house. 
How can I go on as though nothing has happened? Besides, I haven’t slept a wink since you 
told me you saw Appanna in his concubine’s courtyard. He has got himself a bride- and he 
still goes after that harlot?”(15)

 Rani feels happy to see someone has come to her and has shared her feelings for she did not 
sleep a wink at night since the day of her marriage. She express her inner feelings to thr blind 
ladyKurudavva, and asks her to convey her plight to her paents. Kurudavva realizes that rani must 
have been deprived from the right of becoming a wife, a natural consequence of marriage. She gives 
Rani a piece of root which she got from a mendicant when she herself was young and unmarried.
 Kurudavva instructs Rani while giving her a small piece of the root thus:

“Take this small piece. That should do for a pretty jasmine like you. Take it! Grind it into a 
nice paste and feed it to your husband and watch the result. Once he smells you he won’t go 
sniffing after that bitch. He will make you a wife instantly”(15)

 Rani who does not know what it is to be a wife says,”I am his wife already”(16) what Karnad 
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explores through Rani’s relation with Appanna is that most of the Indian virgins do not know what 
the rights of a wife in a family are. They carry out orders of their husbands, act as maidservants, 
cook food, mob the floor, etc. without raising any questions. Husbands behave as tyrants like 
Appanna. Women have to bear their tyranny silently. They do not allow them even to share the 
affection of others. This is clear when we look at Rani’s position in her house after marriage to 
Appanna.
 Kurudavva , sensing the seriousness of  Rani’s problem, offers her the larger piece of the magical 
root saying, “Feed him this larger piece of root”(18) Following her advice and instructions, Rani 
prepares the paste of this magical root and pours it into the curry which instantly turns blood red. 
Instead of her husband the king cobra consumes the aphrodisiac liquid. Because of that the cobra 
falls in love with Rani. He takes the shape of Appanna and enters Rani’s house through the drain 
in the bathroom every night. He takes pity on Rani for her pathetic condition and showers parental 
affection on her.
 Cobra assuages the hurt feelings of Rani with enquiries such as :

 NAGA. Did it hurt….the beating this morning?
 RANI. No
 NAGA. Locked up in the house all day..you must be missing your parents.
 RANI. (Struggling to hold back a sob) NO.
 NAGA. They doted on you, didn’t they?
 (she suddenly burst out into a fit of weeping.)
 NAGA.(Startled) What is it ?
 (Rani continues to howl)
 I know .you want to see your parents, don’t you? All right. I will arrange that.
 (She looks at him dumbfounded.)
 Truly.Now , smile. Just a bit. Look, I will send you to them only if you smile 
 Now. (20)

 Naga continues to visit Rani’s house at night until she becomes pregnant. Naga does not feel 
happy because he thinks that Rani’s pregnancy can reveal his identity .he asks Rani to keep it a 
secret from him as long as possible. But after five months Appanna notices her inflated body. He 
is shocked since he has never slept with his wife. He at once comes to the conclusion that his wife 
must have committed adultery.
 The ordeal-episode of Rani taken by the elders of the village also reflects that a female has no 
place when it comes to judgement. It shows how patriarchy inadvertently works and favours males. 
Simone de Beauvoir points out:

“When a boy revolts against his father, against the world, his violence is effective; he picks 
a quarrel with a comrade, he fights and he affirms his standing as subject with his fists: in a 
word, he imposes himself upon the world, he transcends it. But it is not for the adolescent girl 
to affirm or impose herself, and this is what fills her heart with revolt: she may hope neither to 
change the world nor to transcend it; she knows, or at least believes, that she is fettered-and 
perhaps she even wants to be she can only destroy. There is desperation in her rage; when 
provoked she breaks glasses, window-panes, vases-not indeed to conquer fate, but simply by 
way of symbolical protest”(38)

 Naga turns away, telling Rani to go for snake ordeal. She runs to naga and embraces him 
sayng,”please hold me tight. I am afraid!”(37). The next day the village Elders sit in judgement. 
They listen to Appanna and Rani. Appanna tells them, “since the day of our wedding. I have not 
once touched my wife or slept by her side and yet she is pregnant”(38). Elder then ask Rani to prove 
her chastity by taking the oath while holding a red-hot iron rod or plunging her hand in boilng oil. 
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But Rani requests them to permit her to take the snake ordeal. They concede to her request. She 
goes to the ant-hill, plungs her hand into it and pulls the cobra out. While holding it she swears:

“Since coming to his village, I have held by this hand, only two…. My husband and this 
cobra. Yes, my husband and this cobra. Except for these two, I have not touched any of the 
male sex. Nor have I allowed any other male to touch me. If I lie, let the cobra bite me” (39)
The cobra didn’t bite her. But to the utter surprise of the onlookers it slid up her shoulders and 
spread its hood like an umbrella over her head. It swayed its hood gently over her shoulder 
like a garland, slid down again and went into the antill. Appanna falls prostrate at her feet 
saying, “forgive me, I am a sinner. I was blind…..” (41). But Rani gently takes him in her 
arms.

 Thus the play Naga-Mandala questions the patriarchal rigid codes which demand the fidelity of 
a woman to her husband but not that of a husband to his wife. Appanna who has openly committed 
adultery is not questioned by anyone. The elder doesn’t find any fault with him. Nobody thinks of 
the innocence of Rani. She shares bed with naga without knowing that he is another man. She was 
infact under the impact of naga’s magical power. Her failure to unravel the truth is owing to the 
suppression of the rational faculty of women through the ages.
 Thus, the entire journey of Rani from her childhood to motherhood implicitly shows her struggle 
to achieve identity and honour society. She is tormented, tortured and suppressed at every phase of 
her life only due to dominant male power over her. Thus patriarchy inextricably plays a suppressive 
role over her. She remains immature both physically and mentally because she is not allowed to 
express her views or feeling. Rani is not allowed to share her feeling with other women, but as soon 
as she receives affection she grows, develops and gains confidence and courage. MitiPanday points 
out in this context:

“The new woman has punctured the stereotype fallacies attributed to female nature and 
demanded a position of equality for herself. Her success in the fields so far reserved exclusively 
for men has confirmed researchers in psychology that there is no inherent difference in the 
aptitude of man and woman” (51)
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Introduction  
 Afro American Literature is the body of literature. It is produced 
by African writers. The genre and origin of the works were start 
in eighteenth century, by the writers like Phillis an Olandah and 
Equiano reaching their points with the slaves and narratives. The 
Harlem Renaissance continued that today authors are personalized 
by the person. They faced the difficulties like color domination, 
racism in white and black being a part of women as subaltern and 
marginalization in Toni Morrison’s Beloved. She has got a noble 
prize award and winning award by Walter Mosley as raked among 
the two writers were located in United states. Their themes and issues 
will be explored in the literature and their role of work in Afro- 
American society based their attitudes like racism, slavery, equality 
and women as a subaltern in the part of other religion faced their 
difficulties in that situation. The Afro-American has focused their 
virtues and theme of dominating women in their literature. Before 
that they faced the issue of slavery and the genres of slaves in their 
narratives among men and women in their religion. The other authors 
like W.E.B Du Bois and other authors faced the racism and attitudes 
in the United States. Today Afro-American literature has become 
accepted in integral part of American literature. The author’s works 
were “The color purple” in (1982) by Alice Walker. She has won the 
Pulitzer Prize for Beloved by Toni Morrison achieving in both best-
selling award to the novels.  The Afro American literature denied the 
freedom and equality to their black peoples in the United States. 
 Along with other themes such as racism, rationality, religion, 
slavery as a sense of home and behavior in Afro -American culture. 
The American literature explores the diasporic heritage and shaped 
their countries. Subaltern and marginalization was influenced by 
the women. My desire is to allow the black tradition used to speak 
about the nature and various functions. The terms of literary theories 
borrowed whole traditions and cultures in the society. The Another 
Afro-American author was Jupiter Hammon. He was considered as 
the first black writer in America. His main theme is full of slavery and 
subaltern treating the women as a part of role facing the difficulties 
in life and career. The author Hammon “Address” to the negroes in 
the state of New york”. He find out the reproach us being the black 
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slaves, they have promoted the idea of the gradual emancipation in the theme of slavery. Sejour 
published his short story “The Mulatto”in 1837. If is the first known fiction by an Afro-American. It 
was written in French and published in French novel. In the other hand the women was a prominent 
abolitionist lecturer, novelist, playwright and historian in the United states. The   president of 
Thomas Jefferson had fathered with his slave by Sally Hemings. The novel was first published 
in England. As a part of larger black arts movement. It was inspired by the rights of black power 
movement. Afro-American literature began to be analyzed by the is rationalism. During this period 
the genres and promoting the literature will be described by the fiction writers are Toni Morrison 
Alice Walker and Poet James Emanuel. The novel was later made into a flim by stevenspielbery. 
Among the first book beloved is an Afro –American family” by Alex Haley. The other important 
writers are included in recent years’ the members are call it has literary fiction writer they are Gay 
Jones, Ishmael and John Edgar wide man. The author faced the women’s difficulties and how they 
suffered the realities among the men and women got the influence in the novel “Beloved”. 

Afro-American Literatures View in Tonni Morrison’s Beloved 
 Toni Morrison is one of the foremost contemporary Afro-American women novelists.  She 
was born in Loraine Ohio in 1931. She is a woman of immense talent. Who came from a family 
of industrious black people, she fought against racism oppression and inferior of socio economic 
status. She involved in storytelling and reading of war slaves was given more importance in 
childhood days. That’s a part of supernatural theme of her life every day to her. Toni Morrison 
graduated in Lorain high school in 1949, and went to Harward University in Washington. She 
graduated from Harward in 1953 with B.A English Literature. She devote her time for the first 
novel “The Bluest Eye” in 1970 her subsequent novels such as “Sula” in (1974) Song of Solomon 
(1977) Beloved (1987). Her work deals with major contemporary social issue like racism class and 
exploitation varied in subaltern to the women faced by sufferings in their life. Her works offers 
a fresh perspective on black life their history and genology. Toni Morrison’s novel shows the 
victim. The novel evokes history of black imagination point outs the races and history in America, 
the confrontation with the reality of slavery. Morrison’s Jazz is a novel set in Harlem in 1926. 
While black writers have used the musicians and music as theme metaphor for their writing. “Toni 
Morrison is the first black women to receive the Nobel Prize in literature. She also won the puliter 
prize for fiction. It is particularly examines the difficulties faced the problem by women in racism 
and gender discrimination expressed the contradictions in the line of marginating the women.
       
The Women as Subaltern and Marginalization in Toni Morrison’s Beloved
 Toni Morrison is one of the foremost Afro-American writer. She is a black women react the 
facts in realism, subaltern with audience among the people. The woman writer allows her to face 
the repose the facts marginated by themselves. Being a female writer Morrison gives importance to 
social economic and asthetic revolution of woman.
 “A Woman is not meant to take on a man’s role or the gods made her so”   ` (Nair 14)
 A Woman has to seek the people to gain their values of strength. They get naturally by 
themselves. The man should be broad minded, the women has peculiar mind. The career is facing 
many problems. In the eighteenth century the American women were expected to be beauty and 
fair in their culture, and caste. The women’s are rich performance through their appearance. The 
ideal concept of women in the society based on racism and intellectual behavior of irrelationship 
with men and women. All black women’s are nature and fair appearance in the outer look. The 
African women cannot do any biological themes through among their restrictions. The author’s 
contribution is full of irrelationship. She is one of the black American writer explores that depict 
sexuality and spectrum in their society. It shows their love, joy, sadness, happiness and spiritual 
transcendence. Feminism is the Toni Morrison’s novel. It has some marginalization in culture 
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which defines the women as subaltern and worthless than invisible in their victims”. (shukla 8) 
 The opposite genders are critically opposed by the women society. In her earlier novels 
Toni Morrison portrays the women has black and suppression of nature and anger protest their 
domination in American society. The novel brings that poignant to the history of era faced the 
slavery and facilitate by the black women. Toni Morrison’s eye while vision is full of black book 
and a collection of Afro-American. In olden days the peoples used to kill the girl child due to the 
fact of facing men’s domination in our society. The young children are used to face slavery in their 
situation. Toni Morrison has done a great deal and active in the novel “Beloved”. It was reacted by 
the sixty millions of people more in African country. When the author Toni Morrison was writing 
Beloved. It has individual qualities to face their abilities.
 Beloved is a sense of novel and women as a maternal role in this story against the slavery. 
(Beaulieu.377). she was lived in blue stone road with her daughter. Denver and mother in law baby 
suggs saw the sethe’s experience was faced by women as a subaltern and sufferings in this novel. 
The author brings the flash technique of black women. She recollects the memories of being slave, 
Mrs. Garner in farm house, she lived in a relative home that is managed by garner.                                
 “Men everyone, beg to differ, garner”.
 She is very keen and facing difficulties in a farm house labour. They treats like a slave and 
witness of seethe has done her children in workshed. The nephews used to beat them in a horse 
twin. The African view is full of mother’s reality faced in stereotype style and paradoxically related 
with slave women, so the mother needs their security and safe life while suckling the other victims. 
In this description mother indicates the way of writing white and black peoples racism under their 
reality. Baby suggs identified in the beginning of their life is full of women as subaltern and facing 
margin of slaverism among the African people. Due to the carelessness the seethe loses her family 
from her mother relationship. Seethe is an ideal of black mother. She is a black woman in racism 
and sexism. It shows the maternal affection to her mother’s reality. They wonder the intimation 
of seethes thought by Paul-D Whom Beloved herself seeks to be a young couple. She feels and 
absorbs the narrating in brainless urge to be alive” (265). Beloved is the shape of a conceive 
women remind their experience in the novel. The worth of “Beloved” shows the experience faced 
by “women as Subaltern and Marginalization” in the critical situation reacted by male domination 
among men in the contemporary society. 

Conclusion  
 Womanism is a journey against violence of black women writers and the feminist indicates their 
individual women. “The spontaneous overflow of emotions and feelings expressed by men and 
women”. Both are relationship with male and female. It is an intrinsic equal terms of human beings, 
shows a strength not a separatist. Toni Morrison identifies the domination through imaginative to 
their life of dead girl.
 The author says that crucial thoughts to the women in U.S interview says that (Y.McKay,) she 
says
 “I think black women are very special position regarding black feminism as the advantages 
taken by white people.” “Beloved” develops the idea to the maternal bonds to the women as sense 
of self individuality. It unearths the psychological events faced by women in subaltern and affected 
by the slave raptures. To conclude this beloved is a short story and impact of sexism and racism, 
slavery, through love faith and communities of black families. During period raptures margin his 
reconstructed to the bitterness of violence faced by women in this novel. 
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 Ibsen is often considered the greatest dramatist since shakespeare.
During his own life time, he was controversial but internationally 
honored writer who changed the direction of the modern stage 
His realism and treatment of contemporary social problems have 
influenced many writers. It is now accepted that Ibsen’s main 
concern throughout his career is an individual’s need to be true to 
his or her own inner self .His plays have been explored from almost 
every conceivable critical standpoint. Like other great dramatists, 
Ibsen modifies the play formula for his own purposes.
 Ibsen’s play “A DOLL’S HOUSE” one of the turning topics of the 
day, women’s place in society. Do they really know their identity? 
In this choice he was more influenced by his own conviction that the 
growing movement for the emancipation of women. The play was 
not written just to support or advocate feminism. His sympathetic 
attitude towards women was an off- shoot of his passionate belief in 
human freedom and to identify about herself.
 This paper “A DOLL’S HOUSE” analyze the theme of the 
dependent women in this play. First I would like to discuss the 
following subject area. They are: female positivity; her economic 
and social dependence, and her dependence with her children. Ibsen 
argues that a dependent woman will be passive and unwilling to 
speak her mind. She will not try to understand the abstract reality of 
life, unless it contain to her life style at home. Instead she will let the 
title of her marriage suppress her. She will lose sight of finding her 
own dependence and instead becoming a doll living in a house. Nora 
the protagonist of the play plays and has such a qualities
 At the same time there are equally obvious flaws of varying 
importance. There are several Sin against probality. The most 
prominent one is the personality of the heroine, Nora. can so 
submissive a women rebel against the male world and desert her 
husband? Where could she go? What could she do? What about 
the care of the children? To some extent , Ibsen has anticipated 
the objection by showing Nora’s initiative in the original dealings 
with krogstad,  by Nora’s carrying off many small deceptions of her 
husband, even by Nora’s shifting of the blame for the macaroons 
to Christine. Nora emerges as a some what shifting of the blame, 
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not well suited to the picture of her husband has of her. Nevertheless the entire picture of Nora 
shows out her outburst. In truth, Ibsen, in this play, tries to probe the true value of the man-women 
relationship in of its most intimate forms, namely marriage . in the marriage how she lost her 
identity and the struggle faced by her  and how she  came to find her identity’s pointed out by 
J.Larvin, the play does not concern with feminism as much as it concerns with those ethical and 
spiritual factors without which marriage remains a mere living together.
 A woman cannot be herself in modern society. It is an exclusive male society, with laws made 
by men and with prosecutors and judges who asses feminine conduct from a masculine stand point. 
There are two kinds of moral laws, two kinds of conscience, one for men and one for women 
.They don’t understand each other but in practical life, women is judge by Masculine law, as 
though she weren’t a women but a man. she has committed forgery, and is proud of it; for she has 
done it out of love for her husband to save his life ,but this husband of hers takes her stand point, 
conventionally honorable, on the side of the law, and sees the situation with male eyes. Weighed 
down and confused by her trust in authority, she loses faith in her own morality, and her fitness to 
bring up her children. Bitterness. A mother in modern society, like certain insects, retires and died 
once she has done her duty by propagating the race. Love of life, of home, of husband and children 
and family. 
 Now and then as women do, she shrugs of her thoughts suddenly anguish and fear return 
everything must be borne alone. The catastrophe approaches, mercilessly in evitable. Despair 
conflict and despair
 Right from the beginning the two women characters Nora Helmer and MRS. Christine Linde, 
sacrifices many of their own wishes and lost their own identity. Nora Helmer, the heroine of the 
play is the most complex character. She is pretty, young and attractive she has been married for 
eight years and has three lovely children. she is easily excitable and cheerful
 Nora is a highly dutiful, loving and caring wife. She respects her husband very much She plays 
the skylark and squirrel to him for she wants him to retain his ego that he is the head of the family 
and she cannot do without him. She does everything to please her husband. It is her immense 
love for her husband and concern for his well being that makes her borrow money from krogstad 
without her husband’s knowledge.
 It is proved , from this play women play a bigger role in shaping men and taking care of the whole 
family through complete sacrifice and hard work and endurance. It is proved from the beginning 
of the play  she did not borrow money for her own enjoyment  but said as to finance the money to 
enjoy the money with trip to Italy. She did not reveal the secrets to anyone in the beginning and 
later revealed to  Linde  that it was krogstad who helped her to get money  to recover the health 
of her husband Torvald . She was working hard to repay the money to torvald  to repay the loan 
without involving her husband Torvald in this She doesn’t want to disturb him.
 Similarly, when things came worse and seemed to have hit a snag, when she was blackmailed 
by krogstad that her secrets will be revealed if she fails to convince her husband to retain him the 
back, she contemplated committing suicide. This was to show that she did not want her husband to 
sacrifice for her dead. the sacrifices women make despite their economic status in summarized with 
what Nora says in act 3.

“Although most men refuse to sacrifices their integrity,
Hundreds of thousands of women have”(26)

 Right from the beginning the two women characters Nora Helmer and MRS. Christine Linde, 
sacrifices many things in their life and their own wishes and lost their own identity for the sake 
of the family. Nora helmer, the heroine of the play is the most complex character. She is pretty, 
young and attractive. She has been married before eight years and has three children. She is easily 
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excitable and cheerful. Nora is a highly dutiful, loving and caring wife. She respects her husband 
very much she plays the skylark and the squirrel to him for she wants him to retain his ego that he 
is the hand of the family and she cannot do without him. She does everything to please her husband 
It is her immense love for her husband and concern for his well being that makes her borrow money 
from krogstad without her husband knowledge.
 During her childhood days, she sacrificed her own wishes and got married to helmer according 
to her father’s desire. She was being has a doll during her child hood days and even it continued to 
travel with her husband Torvald after her marriage, being as a doll. After getting married, she does 
not want to bother her dying father with the critical ailment of her husband’s requiring an years stay 
in the warm country in the south. so she forges her father’s signature in the bond to krogstad. she 
borrows money secretly as hr husband is dead against borrowing. She knows that her husband’s 
self respect will not allow him to avail a loan to go to the health avail a loan to go the health resort. 
She cannot tell him that he would die if he is not taken to some warmer region as the doctors had 
advised not to do so. In keeping the loan as a secret, she has to face the threatening of krogstad and 
sage has to work secretly to earn money to play the installments
 Nora never tells her husband that it was she who saved his life, because she knows if she tells 
him about her forgery she had done would blame himself and ruin his future In order to prevent that 
she even thinks of committing suicide .But in the end, Helmer who comes to know about Nora’s 
forgery insults her and treated her very badly. Nora in the end saw a base reality of her life. She 
understands the selfish nature of  her husband and realizes that she has lived with  a stranger for 
eight long years. She decides to break all her marital ties with him and walks out of his house in 
quest of her identity. Nora realizes that she has been dishonest to herself. She is not content with 
being a mother And a wife. Nora needs to become a full individual, so she leaves her husband, 
slamming the door to follow her own identity, and her own destiny.
 Coming to MRS. Christine Linde, she too sacrificed her life and her wish to take care of her 
parents. She was the school mate and friend of Nora. After several years she came to the town 
where nora lives and meet her. Christine is the former lover of krogstad. But she gave him up and 
married MR.Linde,a rich man, though she did not love him, because she was in need of money, to 
look after her bed-ridden mother and to support her two young brothers. Christine lost her husband 
and she became a young widow. Now her mother also died and all her two brothers were standing 
on their own legs. She comes to see Nora , hoping to get her job in her husband’s bank.
 Nora takes Christine in to her confidence and reveals her past to her. Christine is not jealous of 
Nora’s happy lot. She gives her valuable and guides her properly, Christine is practical, honest and 
open in her dealings. She faces life boldly and advices nora to be open and honest to her husband. 
For the welfare of Nora, Christine decides to marry nills krogstad,although she knows about his 
shady past. She was ready to work for him and be the mother of his motherless children. Krogstad 
happily accepts her and on one condition , Christine made to promise not to disturb nors’s life again 
by blackmailing her and not to enter her life again. But she advices him not to withdraw his letter 
of exposure of Nora’s forgery to torvald,as she wants torvald to know the truth, so that there will 
complete understanding between the couple.
 In this play “A DOLL’S HOUSE” Nora was affected by many incidents than Christine. Both 
sacrificed their desires and got married with different person’s according to the words of their 
parent’s. Both ladies’ lost their identity and trying to find it out. Nora from the beginning she was 
a good daughter, loving wife, self-sacrificing, impractical and unworldly. She was an emancipated 
woman. 
 But none of these qualities worked out her endurance made her to burst out finally. She breaks 
the conventions of pseudo marriage and fragile domestic set up which does not offer any promotion 
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for the individuality of a woman, became a symbol of female revolt against a  male domination. 
The step taken by her is a trumpet call for the women of the day to raise the banner of revolt to fight 
for their just rights
 Finally Nora rises up and says that then she understood that she has been living with a stranger 
for eight long years and has born three children for him. She feels like tearing herself into bits for 
having committed such a blender. So she walks out of his house, slamming the door and goes out 
in quest of her identity
 In spite of the pressure of social and economic determinism, both MRS. Linde and Nora in their 
totally opposed ways, make conscious and responsible choices about the future lives as a result of 
painfully acquired experience. In both cases their future lives will be filled with problems.MRS. 
Linde as a step mother, married to a social outcast and Nora, fending for her as a dangerous divorce 
to be kept away but both women have demonstrated their ability to face up to to difficulties and 
seek for authentic solutions.
 In the end Nora busted out and uttered can I never be anything more than a stranger to you?
 Nora continued her speech, to be able to be free from call to be able to play and romp with the 
children, to be able to keep the house beautifully and have everything just as torvald likes it.  And 
that was the old before me, but now I must wake up my mind which is right society or I?
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The Awakening of an Apolitical 
Mother in Mother of 1084 by 
Mahasweta Devi

P.Harini
I-MA English (PG)
Sri Sarada College for Women (Autonomous), Salem

 Subaltern means, of inferior rank or status. Subaltern studies 
emerged around 1982 as a series of journal articles published by 
Oxford University Press in India. Scholars of the Subaltern focus on 
the terms of class, caste, gender, race, language and culture. There 
are a number of ways of approaching the subject. The Subaltern is a 
technical term for a certain kind of dispossessed person. It is a person 
who fits within the model of the oppressed and so marginalized. Those 
persons even do not have their voice against the people, who have 
possessed hegemonic power and they are dominating over them. The 
term Marginality is generally applied to interpret and analyses socio-
cultural, political and economic spheres, where underprivileged 
people struggle to gain access to resources and equal participation 
on social life. Literature of Marginality is the literature that deals 
with the marginalized class of the world who is kept devoid of their 
fundamental rights to participate in the social, cultural, religious, 
political, educational and economic spheres of their lives and are 
kept aloof and alienated.
 Mahasweta Devi [1926-2016] was an Indian Bengali fiction writer 
and social-political activist. She was a self-recognized communist and 
worked for the rights and empowerment of the tribal people of West 
Bengal, Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Chhattisgarh states of India. 
Her notable works are including Hajar Churashir Maa, Rudali, The 
Queen of Jhansi, and Aranyer Adhikar,etc. She was honoured with 
various literary awards such as the Sahitya Akademi Award, Jnanpith 
Award, Yashwantrao Chavan National Award, Bangabibhushan-the 
highest civilian award from the Government of West Bengal, Hall of 
Fame Lifetime Achievement Sahityabrama, and Ramon Magsaysay 
Award along with India’s civilian awards Padma Shri and Padma 
Vibhushan. 
 The two classes of characters that have dominated Mahasweta 
Devi’s stories and novels in the seventies are the mothers bearing the 
brunt of social and political oppression, and enduring and resisting 
with indomitable will; and the sensitive individual, initially apolitical, 
but with the strongest of ties binding him to a community, growing 
to the role of a leader of the people. She writes over 100 novellas 
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and short stories about the people of the poorest Indians. Her subjects were the cycle rickshaw 
puller and the bricklayer working on boiling city streets, farmers threatened by factories, peasant 
communist guerrillas wielding sickles against the State and impoverished wet nurses hired out to 
suckle wealthy babies.
 Mahasweta Devi’s one of the best novel is Hajar Churashir Maa. Mother of 1084 the play was 
translated by Samik Bandyopadhyay from the novel Hajar Churashir Maa. Hajar Churashir Maa 
[Mother of 1084] is a story of a mother, Sujata Chatterjee. In the title Mother of 1084, 1084 denotes 
the corpse number of the son of Sujata in the morgue. Her son name is Brati. Brati was brutally 
killed by the state because of his ideology of advocating the brutal killing of class enemies and 
collaborators. In this novel Mahasweta Devi sets her feelings against the dominants, those who are 
killing the urban Naxalities. A Naxal or a Naxalite is a member of any of the communist groups; 
they have raised their voice against the established order, and fought for the cause of the poor, 
exploited by the landlords, industrialists and the people, who have possessed hegemonic power in 
the society. 
 In this story, the mother Sujata, a traditional apolitional upper middle class lady. When the play 
starts in one early morning, she attends a call from an officer, who informs that her son, Brati is 
dead. The officer searches for the male voice, when Sujata attends the call. Here, Mahasweta Devi 
has brought out the dominance of the society on women. However, Sujata comes to know that she 
should go to kandapukur to receive her son’s body. She is shattered by the news that her son is 
dead. He is Sujata’s favourite son among her four children.
 The father of Brati, Dibyanath Chatterjee does not bother about the death of his son. As soon as, 
he comes to know about the death of his son instead of going to police station he tries to hush up the 
news. Sujata is shocked by the unaffectionate behavior of her husband regarding their son, Brati. 
This shows the indifferent attitude of the family. At last Sujata is left alone, and then she rushes 
to kandapukur for getting her son’s body. In this story, the narrator has introduced the character 
Dome. Dome is one of the untouchables who handle and cremate the dead bodies. Mahasweta Devi 
also reflects the real happenings of the society that how poor people are suffered because of the 
high class people.   
 Then Sujata meets the Incharge officer, she has signed the papers in order to get the body 
of her son, Brati. Sujata recognizes her son’s dead body but there is no one near her to console, 
even though she has a family. It is a terrible moment for Sujata because she cannot get the body 
of her son, the body kept in the morgue, under the corpse number 1084. The story of the play is 
exposed two years later, when the family celebrates the engagement of Sujata’s youngest daughter, 
Tuli. Mahasweta Devi denotes that it was the date of birth and death anniversary of Brati. The 
family members have forgotten the death of Brati completely, except the mother Sujata. Only two 
people are unable to forget Brati. One is his mother and another one is his lover and fellow fighter 
Nandhini. Nandhini also has been imprisoned and exposed to different forms of torture that left her 
physically and mentally drained. 
 Sujata feels that she fails in understanding her son, Brati. But, on the day before he dies, he 
spends his time with his mother, Sujata. As soon as, he comes to know about the betrayal of his 
friend, named Anindya, he leaves the house without telling anything to his mother. So, Sujata feels 
that even though she is very comfortable with her son, she does not understand him rightly, about 
the main cause of Brati’s advocating for the poor people against the established order. Sujata plans 
to meet Somu’s mother and Nadhini in order to know about her son in a deep manner. Somu is the 
friend of Brati and he is also dead. 
 Somu’s mother informs about the betrayal of Anindya and the murder of Brati and his friends. 
Brati and his friends are served against the established order and lived revolutionary life. So they 
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are brutally killed by the Officers called Mob. Somu’s mother also informs about Anindya, who 
has cheated Brati and his friends by giving information to the Officers. When Sujata comes home, 
she thinks about Brati’s last day how he has passed the day with her. At the time Brati hints about 
the relationship that exists between his father and his typist but he is expressed it in a plain manner. 
This small action speaks volumes. As a mother Sujata is shocked by the words of her son, Brati. 
She shows herself that she doesn’t bother about the illegal affair of her husband. But really Sujata 
is disappointed by her husband’s illegal activities. 
 Sujata wants to know her son in a different light, so she prepares herself to meet his lover 
Nandhini. Nandhini is not only the lover of Brati but also a social reformer. She is also one among 
the group of Brati. Futher, Sujata meets Nandhini. Nandhini tells about how they have been betrayed 
and trapped by the officers. No one suspects Anindya because he acts like a true reformer. Nandhini 
also tells about how she has tortured in the prison severely. But their revolution changed nothing 
even after the death of many beings. The rich are smug and complacent while the atrocities are 
being meted out to the poor. She also tells that she loved Brati very much. As soon as Brati comes 
to know about the betrayal of Anindya, he has rushed to Somu’s house to inform his friends to be 
safe, without concerning himself. At last all of his friends with him have shot by the Officers. Even 
two years later, when the play takes place Sujata mourns for Brati. Many people are invited by the 
family for the engagement of her youngest daughter Tuli and one of them is the Incharge officer, 
Saroj Pal. She becomes emotional on seeing him, because he is the person who has relegated her as 
the mother of 1084. She meets Brati’s close accomplice and tries to justify Brati’s actions and his 
revolutionary mentalities. Throughout the story, Sujata is portrayed as a strong woman who fought 
against the odds. She is advised to forget her son, as people like her son are, what are often called 
cancerous growth on the body of democracy.   
 The final sequence is the emotional outburst of Sujata to the audience over the emotional 
inequality and the brutality of the violence in the name of the control of Naxalites who is only 
aim for equality among the rich and the poor. All her questions are directly towards the society 
and its people. She addresses the audience that Speak! Speak! Speak! How long will you endure 
in silence? to the society. She has expressed her complete rage towards the society because, many 
mothers have lost their sons during the revolution and they have taken revolt only for the welfare 
of the society. But the people in the society are not ready to support them. She points the audience 
as the corpses and stiffened corpses. She has delivered her powerful speech towards the audience. 
So, Mahasweta Devi signifies the importance of the awakening of the society through the speech of 
the mother Sujata. The play ends with the terror awakening of an apolitical mother in front of the 
society.  
 Mahasweta Devi was an ardent fighter and her weapons were fiction and her political writings. 
She is well known for her prolific writings. Mahasweta Devi is not only known for her political 
writing style but her immense contribution towards communities of landless labourers of eastern 
India where she worked for years. Her intimate connection with these communities allowed her 
to understand and begin documenting grassroots-level issues, thus making her a socio-political 
commentator of the marginalized community.
 Devi’s writings are straightforward with her approach to talking about the lived experiences of 
the marginalized. Her language is simple – an ironic juxtaposition to the complexity of the issues 
she talks about. In fact, it is precise because she is talking about complex realities that she uses 
simple language to reach the reader. 
 Her fiction allows the reader to look at cultural practices, social institutions, identity formations, 
sexual roles and how they operate in spaces with different power dynamics. Mahasweta Devi was 
awarded the Padma Shri, not for her work as a writer but as an activist working with the tribal 
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groups of the Purulia and Medinipur districts of West Bengal. On the Whole, Mahasweta Devi has 
expressed her powerful voice through her work Hajar Churashir Maa [Mother of 1084].   
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A  Note on Dalit’s Suffering in 
Bama’s Karukku 

S.Saritha
II M.A English
Pachamuthu College of Arts and Science for Women, Dharmapuri                
                                 
Abstract
 Dalit literature comes under the category of “marginalized literature” or 
“subaltern literature”. These kind of studies got a significant identity of modern 
Indian literature. ‘Dalit’ is a Marathi word derived from the Sanskrit word ‘dala’ 
meaning of the word is ‘of the soil or the earth’ and the another meaning for this 
word ‘that which is rooted in the soil’ the word had the same range of meaning in 
Tamil. The Dalit people are exploited form a centuries by the name of religion and 
society by those in position of power. The Dalit literary forms were grow out of an 
ideology of freedom from oppression and they wanted a wider range of recognition 
and understanding. It is not the pain of a signal person but the suffering of a whole 
community who experienced that over the thousands of year. Most the works in 
Dalit literature an engagement of self-search to achieve self respect; the omitting of 
traditions and religion that are oppressed them to get their self respect.

 A Guajarati poet called as Harish Manglam who defined Dalit 
literature as, 
 “The definition of dalit literature consists mainly of the 
“rejection” of   superstitions the  Varna system, inhumanity and 
unjust exploitation; a strong ‘protest’ against all factors in the way of 
human welfare as well as ‘revolt’ against caste and class based social 
structure”. [194]
 Faustian Mary Fathima is the real name of bama.Bama is the pen 
name of a Tamil Dalit woman from a Roman Catholic family. She 
has published three full length works of prose: her autobiography  
karukku [ 1992] and two novels , Sangati  [ 1994] and  Vanmam  
[2002] and three collections of short stories.Bama’s novel center 
around the theme of caste and gender discrimination. Her novel 
reveals the caste discrimination followed in Christianity and 
Hinduism. She explained the theme of dalit perception in both of her 
work karukku and sangati.the work karukku is an autobiography of 
a dalit woman in which she records her joy and sorrows experienced 
in her life. Both the karukku and sangati explore the pain full and 
tolerated life history of a sensitive, insightful and perceptive dalit 
woman.
 These novels show the sufferings of dalit community in the hands 
of “Upper Caste “communities in the church, places of education 
and society. She records her wounded psyche and it is representing  
the people of paraya’s psyche. The focal point of bama’s novel, 
”karukku” is the upward movement of the protagonist’s mind and 
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character from her childhood through varied experiences and the recognition of her identity and 
role in the world. In 1992, when a dalit woman left the convent and wrote her autobiography. 
She describes her sufferings from her education to work place because of Dalit. This is the first 
autobiography by a dalit woman writer and a classic of subaltern writing, it’s a bold and poignant 
tale of life outside mainstream of Indian thought and function. The play revolving around the main 
theme of caste oppression within Catholic Church, it portrays the tension between the self and the 
community, and presents bama’s life as a process of self-reflection and recovery from social and 
institutional betrayal.
 She wrote her autobiography as a means of healing her wounds: “I had no other motive. Yes, 
it had unexpected result”. It influenced the people in many different ways, many dalits had read it 
and said that it give them a strength to fight for their self-respect. Karukku gets it wide popularity 
in a world level during the past ten years. Bama’s karukku used as a text book for different subjects 
such as, Marginal literature, Literature in translation  , Autobiography , Feminist literature and 
Dalit literature .Many students used it as research material for their project work under the different 
topics. At the time many fine pieces of literature and art works were written and created by dalits 
: poetry, novel, short fiction, short films, essays and plays and so on. Many of the dalit works are 
translated into English as well dalit literature has flourished. From this translational work, a new 
generation of artist and writers has enriched in dalit literature. 
 Karukku means Palmyra leaves, that with their serrated edges on both sides, are like double 
edged swords.by a felicitous pun, the Tamil word karukku,containing the word, that’s embryo or 
seed ,also means freshness and newness.
 Before Bama talk about the caste and community, she had a lot to say about her village because 
it gave a better understanding for readers. She loved the village for its beauty. The village is very 
small but had so many communities had lives there.mountaines are range around the village so its 
look like a kind of border of the village. During the rainy season the village seems more lushly 
when the rain falls heavily so there is plenty of water fills up the lakes. At the time people used to 
catch fishes from the flowing water of pond and lake. So the streets are overflowed by the fishes 
like Kendai, Paaruku kendai, Keluti, Ayirai, Koravi, Viral. Even there itself Bama shows the class 
discrimination through the fishes ate by upper caste and lower caste people. The upper caste people 
ate high cost fishes like ayirai, keluti but the low  class people ate the cheapest fishes like silebi 
kendai and paambu kendai.
 Most of the dalits peoples are agricultural labours.when they have no work in the field, they go 
up to the woods on cathering firewood and selling it. but people from the upper caste did not have 
such problems, they have their own pump sets so they can work in their own land for all year. They 
eat well and live a comfortable or luxuries life.
 When she studying in the third class she hadn’t heard people talking about “untouchable”. 
Openly but later she felt experienced and been humiliated by “untouchable”. A  big man from 
dalit community carrying a packet but he did not  touch the packet by holding its string, without 
touching it.the big man went straight up to the naicker and bowed his head low and extended the 
packet towards him instead of the string which he used to hold the packet. Because the Naicker 
were upper caste and they must not touch parayas.If they touch them they would be polluted. On 
seeing it she feels terribly sad. How could they believe that it was disgusting if a paraya held the 
package in his hands, even though the vadai had been wrapped first in a banana leaf, and then 
parceled in a paper.? Such an important elder of paraya community goes off merely to the shop to 
buy snacks for upper caste people. This kind of incidents infuriated her.

“How was it that these fellows thought so much of themselves? Because
They had scraped four coins together, did that mean they must lose all
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Human feelings? What did it mean when they called us ‘paraya’? Had the 
Name becomes that obscene? But we too are human beings.”  

 The people from paraya community worked as servants for naicker families.so even the child 
from naicker caste used to call the workers by their name without gave any respect to them. And 
also the elder people of paraya community called the little boy of naicker caste as “Ayya or Master”. 
It was a shameful to see. Their way of giving drinking water to servants is disquieting to watch. 
The servants drunk the water gave by naicker women who poured the water from a height of four 
feet from the cupped hands of paraya community. The paraya people used to ate the food given by 
naicker caste which they to throw away.
 A lady from paraya community placed the vessel that she had brought with her by the side of 
the drain. Then the naicker woman came out with her leftovers, leaned out from some distance 
and tipped them into the vessel of paraya’s lady and went away.bacause her vessel must not touch 
paraya’s lady then it would be polluted. After looking that bama asked her grandma that why 
should we serve them? Her grandma had said her as,

“These people are the Maharajas who feed us our rice without them, how 
Will we survive? Haven’t they been upper caste from generation to
Generation, and haven’t we been lower caste? Can we change this?” 

 In library, they would look at the paraya lads from Cheri Street in a certain way.  But once 
Bama’s brother signed his qualification M.A with his name after that the attendant brought him a 
chair and called as sir.

“Because we are born into paraya jati, we are never given any honour or
Dignity or respect. We are stripped of all that .But if we study and make 
Progress we can throw away their indignities. So with study care and
Learn all you can.if you’re always ahead in your lessons, people will come 
To you of their own accord and attach themselves to you. Work hard and learn.”  

 It does not  changed in institution .there also they speak badly about dalit people or paraya caste 
for example if any bad things happened there without any hesitation they say ‘it must be a Cheri 
children who did it’ .Everybody knows that the Harijan children were contemptible, they never feel 
guilty to use the dalit children as a cheap labours.
 After she completed her eighth standard, she used to stay in hostel. The warden of the hostel 
could not abide low caste or poor children. The warden scolds the low caste student without any 
reason. Her words are in the form of abusing the low class children as “these people get nothing to 
eat at home; they came here and grow fat. Look out Cheri children when they coming from home 
just like a skin and bone but in hostel they eat full and look as round potatoes.” The Cheri children 
also paid the fees for hostel like everyone for their food and for all then also the cheri children need 
to hear all these words.
 Even in the bus if the naicker women sit beside the Cheri, they used to ask them where are 
you coming from?. After she knows that the people from cheri suddenly she gets up and moves to 
another seat. Because if they sit next to the cheri people they would be polluted. These happen to 
Bama a several times. 
 She entered the convent with a firm motive of  spend her life usefully and meaningfully  the way 
of serving the poor  people .after she entered the convent ,she realized that there is no possibility of 
this service. Always there is a discussion about what to prepare, what to eat and how to enjoy rather 
than the serving for poor people. They never thought about the suffering of these people. Even in 
the convent many people did not know what’s mean ‘Dalit’ and a few had an ill opinion about 
the dalits.She shrink her face when they talk about dalits.Some words spoken about dalits by the 
convent people….. “There is nothing we can do for these creatures. And we shouldn’t do anything 
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for them. Because to do so would be helping cobras”, “the government goes and gives these people 
all sorts of privileges. Why do illiterate people need all these things?”
 Before they become nuns, they must take vow that they will live a poverty life like the poor 
people. The convent was very comfortable and convenience for them. The people and the convent 
itself do not know the meaning of poverty because they living a life with a good meal and fruits 
and enough room festilities and so on. This kind of life of the nuns made bama to think whether it 
is the life of renunciation and the realization of poverty? So she asked herself that is it the life of 
nun? After the realization of nun’s life she drop out her service as nun. The church was filled by the 
kin kith of the priest and nun who are from the upper caste.
 Life is very difficult if you happen to be poor, even though you are born into the upper caste 
when this is the case,the condition of those who are born into the paraya community as the poorest 
of the poor ,struggling for daily survival .
 Karukku has been of comfort to many who have been brought low and who suffer the pain of 
caste discrimination, untouchability ,poverty and destitution;  it has given them courage and helped 
them to love their life once more.karukku has enabled many to raise their voices and proclaim ,

 “My language, my culture, my life is praiseworthy, it is excellent.”
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Representation of Dalit in Mulk 
Raj Anand’s Coolie

A.Deepika
I MA English, Sri Sarada College for Women (Autonomous), Salem 
     
 Dalit literature is a literature which focuses on the lives of Dalits. 
According to Indian caste system, there were many categories of 
people. Among them, the Dalits forced to occupy the lowest position. 
So they have to fight for their rights to survive in the society. The 
primary motive of Dalit literature is the liberation of Dalits. This 
paper focuses on the novel “Coolie” written by Mulk Raj Anand. 
In this novel, he has made his attack on the Indian social system.   
Mulk Raj Anand’s novels and short stories reflect the real picture of 
Indian social and political scene. His works include a wide variety 
of character from the king to the downtrodden. His pen does not 
recognize any barrier. It goes beyond the limitation of caste, creed, 
conventions and rituals. Through his writings, he has done his service 
for humanity.
 “Coolie” is the second great political novel published in 1936. 
It narrates the life of fourteen year old boy Munoo, who lives with 
his uncle and aunt. He lives happily in the village named Bilaspur, 
inspite of his uncle and aunt’s ill-treatment. His uncle Dayaram is a 
peon in Imperial Bank, Sham Nagar. He decides to take Munoo to 
the town for earning. Munoo also wants to visit the new world, but 
after his examinations. But his aunt Gujri, orders him to leave the 
town immediately. Munoo leaves the village and goes to the town 
with his uncle. Munoo is introduced to Babu Nathoo Ram, who is a 
sub-accountant in Imperial Bank, Sham Nagar. In addition to Babu, 
his wife, children and his brother Prem Babu lives in the house. 
Babu’s wife takes charge of Munoo. But she is a woman of cruel 
nature. Inspite of Munoo’s hardwork , she ill-treats him.
 Munoo’s life becomes worse when compared to his early life. 
Since Munoo belongs to the lower caste, he gets ill-treated and 
finds difficult to survive in the society. One day W.P. England, a 
respectable man in the society visits Babu’s home for a tea-party. 
Munoo wants to serve the tea. While serving the tea, the tea-tray falls 
from his hand and the precious China crockery breaks into pieces. 
Bibiji beats him very badly after the tea-party. Prem Babu saved 
Munoo from Bibiji. After few days, Munoo fights with other boys 
in the street because they does not allow him to fill his pitcher at the 
water pump. As a result, Munoo gets a wound and he was bleeding. 
Prem Babu, brother of Babu gives him a better treatment and he 
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takes a good care of him. One day, Babu’s daughter Sheila is dancing in the house with her friends. 
Munoo enters and begins to play his monkey dance. Sheila tries to keep him away according to her 
mother’s advice. Sheila pulls his ear to send him out. She goes on pulling his ear harder and harder. 
Munoo gets angry and bites her cheek. She begins to cry loudly. At that time, Babuji and Bibiji 
enters the house and beats Munoo badly. Because of his lower state, he never gets a chance to prove 
himself. He runs away from Sham Nagar with the opinion that the world is filled with two classes 
of people, the rich and the poor. Munoo knows that he is a slave and so he has to do all odd jobs. 
After leaving Sham Nagar, he visits Daulatpur. There he gets a job in a pickle factory. The owner 
of the factory Prabha Dyal  and his wife treats him well. But he is abused and beaten by Ganpat, the 
co-partner of the factory. He is of cruel nature and he betrays Prabha Dyal. And so Prabha Dyal is 
deprived of his ownership.
 Again Munoo wants to find another job. Munoo begins to work as a Coolie. There was a heavy 
competition in the market. Munoo gets a very low wage and the traders often abuse and beat the 
coolies in a very bad manner. Munoo as a representative, shows the life of all the coolies. Because 
of their lower state, they become slaves for the upper class people. Throughout their life, they had 
to do odd jobs to survive in the society. Then Munoo visits Bombay and gets a job in the cotton 
factory. Inspite of their hard work the workers received very low wages. The managers of the 
factory are greedy and arrogant. They steel the wages of the workers in every possible way. The 
workers decides to go for a strike for their rights and self-respect. Throughout  his life, Munoo as a 
slave suffers a lot to lead his life. The strike turned into a communal riot and the workers are beaten 
badly. Finally they are saved by some social activists.
 When Munoo is on his way, he was knocked by the car of Mrs.Mainwaring. She decides to offer 
a job to Munoo. She appoints him as a richshaw puller and takes him to Simla where her husband 
hired a flat for her. Mrs.Mainwaring is a  woman of loose character. Because of the heavy work 
in Simla, Munoo becomes ill. Mrs.Mainwaring shows sympathy towards him and calls a doctor 
named Mr.Merchant to treat him. She develops illegal relationship with the doctor. Munoo wants 
to continue his work because of the kindness shown by Mainwaring. It has also hinted that she uses 
him sexually. As day passes, Munoo’s health is becoming worse. He continues to cough and split 
out the blood. Ratan, his friend advises him to return to Bombay where he can get a job in the union 
office. A coolie named Mohan takes care of Munoo. Mrs.Mainwaring also takes a good care of 
him. At last, the doctor advices the lady not to visit him because she will contract the same disease. 
Mohan visits Munoo frequently and looks after him. Finally Munoo’s suffering comes to an end by 
his death.
 Through the life of Munoo, the author describes the suffering of entire Dalit people. Coolies have 
been exploited in many ways. There should be a change in social structure. Education can make 
such change. By educating more number of people, it is possible to form a new social structure in 
which equal rights exist for every human being.
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Life and Struggles of Subaltern in 
Ghosh’s Novel The Hungry Tide

Rinupriya Kannan
I MA. English, Sri Sarada College for Women (Autonomous), Salem 

Introduction
 Subaltern denotes someone who has been marginalized or 
oppressed. The term subaltern derived its origin from Marxism, 
describes a person who is of lower rank in military or class or caste. 
They do not have political or economic power, and they live under 
dictatorship. The term subaltern in literature is related with the terms 
like masses, Dalit, deprived, oppressed, marginalized and neglected 
sections of society. It concerns about sociological, political, historical 
aspects of society. 
 This paper focuses on the life subaltern people through the novel 
The Hungry Tide, written by Amitav Ghosh which portrays the life 
of subaltern in between the sea and the plains of Bengal, tide and 
tigers. The term subaltern is derived from the Latin word Subalternus, 
‘sub’ means next below and ‘alternus’ means every other. It has a 
remarkable development in Indian history during the partition of 
the country. Many have lost their homes and has become neglected 
sections of society. The meaning of the word subaltern has some 
changes, the adjective form denotes the oppressed people and noun 
form denotes a military rank next to captain. It is used to describe 
the peasants of the Indian freedom struggle and later it is included in 
theory of colonization. This novel shows the life of the suppressed 
people. 
 The Hungry Tide is a novel written by Amitav Ghosh an Indian 
author. His important works are The Glass Palace, Sea of Poppies, 
River of Smoke. He has won several awards like Sahitya Akademi 
Award, Ananda pushcar, and government has given him the civilian 
award Padma Shri. He has expressed his concern for the downtrodden 
people of Indian society in many of his novels. He has shown the 
problems of subaltern people like alienation, migration, and several 
other external crisis. In this novel he has portrayed the difficult 
situation of subaltern people. He has used the real incidents of life as 
theme in many of his novels. In The Hungry Tide he shows the effect 
of the partition of the country. An important critic of subaltern theory 
is Gayathri Chakravorty Spivak argues that subaltern people do not 
have voice, but Ghosh argues that the subaltern people will have 
voice if they have opportunity. In this novel life of subaltern is shown 
through characters like Fokir, Kusum. They are the dalit refugees of 
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Bangladesh who settled in Sundarbans, Westbengal. It portrays the event in Morichjhapi in 1979. 
The refugees from Bangladesh has been considered as offenders and government has ordered their 
execution. Morichjhapi incident, a brutal violence against subaltern is displayed in this novel. 
 When the novel begins we find the meeting of Kanai-Dutt a translator and Piyali Raj a cetologist 
from USA. Kanai is going to meet his aunt Nilima who is running Badabon trust for the downtrodden 
people in one of the islands of Sundarbans. Piyali is going there for her study of dolphins. Kanai is 
going to get a journal, written by his uncle Nirmal Bose for him. He has been to canning when he 
was young, now he is going back there again after several years. Piya is a Indian by birth but she 
has settled in USA she doesn’t know Bengali. After reaching canning Piya hires a guide and guard, 
she hopes that they could direct her to the dolphins. In her attempt she falls in the river and Fokir 
a fisherman rescues her. He directs her to the place where dolphins are found. Fokir doesn’t know 
English but they manage to do the best they can to communicate. 
 The place Lusibari where Badabon trust is located is a pidgin version of Lucy’s House, a British 
officer has named it so in memory of his wife. He has welcomed the impoverished people to 
come and populate the place, and he has tried to form a society free from caste system and tribal 
nationalism. The poor people has heeded his call. Nirmal and Nilima arrive in Lusibari after their 
marriage and they organize a school for unprivileged of Lusibari. Kanai comes to know about his 
childhood friend Kusum, she has been abandoned by her mother, who is one of the subaltern in that 
island. She has been married to Ragen but he died in a train accident and Fokir is their son. Kanai 
gets the journal written by his uncle from his aunt, he goes through the note. 
 Ghosh often use some form of note or letter to narrate the past events, here he uses the letter 
written by Nirmal to narrate the history of downtrodden people. This note narrates the Morichjhapi 
incident. Kusum a helpless woman is one of the affected ones in that incident. Kanai knows her 
as a teenage girl. By reading Nirmal’s notebook Kanai comes to know that Kusum is dead in that 
incident. Morichjhapi incident refers to historical event that happened in West Bengal  where the 
Bangladeshi refugees are forcibly evicted from the island. After the partition in 1947 Bangladeshi 
Hindu people settled in Sundarbans.
 The left parties who are the opposite party request the government to accept the and to provide 
them shelter. During this time forty thousand refugees settled in Morichjhapi ,Sundarbans a part 
of the protected island under Reserve Forest Act. So government asked the refugees to leave the 
island. But they refused, so West Bengal government imposed economic blockade on them. They 
stopped the supply of food and water to them. Settlers attacked the police camp and police fired 
on them. One of the settlers crossed the river and informed the press about the economic blockade 
becomes a big issue and Calcutta High Court has ordered the government to withdraw the economic 
blockade. Then government started the forcible eviction and many people died in the incident, they 
prevented the press from entering in to the island. 
 Ghosh tries to portray this incident in this novel through the character of Kusum, she is depicted 
as a woman died in that incident. Kusum is a girl from Satleja her father has been killed by the tiger 
and her mother abandoned her. Because her mother doesn’t get any help from the government and 
she has to earn money by some means. A land owner has sold her to a brothel house in the name of 
a job. He tries the same with Kusum at that time Horen saves her and takes her to the women’s trust 
of Nilima. Then Kusum marries Ragen, they have a son named Fokir. They find Kusum’s mother 
in a pathetic situation in the brothel house, they rescues her from there. But she dies within three 
months. 
 Rajen dies in a train accident leaving Kusum and Fokir alone. Then she comes to know that a 
group of people are moving towards the east along the Railway track, she joins them and settles 
in Morichjhapi. When government tries to evict them she actively participates in the movement. 
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During the economic blockade she suffers a lot, the worst thing is hunger and thirst. At the end of 
the struggle she sends Fokir with Horen ,at the last day many including women are raped and killed 
and has been thrown in to the water. Kusum is one among them. Ghosh narrates all this events in 
the form a note written by Nirmal. When he comes to know about the refugees he feels pity on them 
and often visits the island. He tries to help them, he stayed with them. After that tragedy he wants 
to reveal it to the world, so he writes the incidents in his notebook and gives it to Horen and asks 
him to give that to Kanai and no one else. Because of the effect of the incident he dies. 
 As the media and press are banned from the island, the incident is not known to the world. The 
number of deaths according to official record is two but the news presented by the newspapers at 
that time says that it is up to one thousand. 
 The migrants of Morichjhapi island are outside the hegemony that is without any political 
leadership. They are helpless and voiceless and they fall under subaltern category. Fokir is one 
of the subaltern who helps the visitors. He accompanies Piya in her search for dolphins. They are 
stranded in a storm, there Fokir loses his life in his attempt to save Piya. Kanai and Piya decides to 
settle in the island and to help the downtrodden people of Lusibari.  Morichjhapi incident is a pubic 
history, to present that Ghosh has used the private history of Kusum, through this he tries to reveal 
that incident to the world. Here Ghosh has used Nirmal’s notebook as a device to narrate the private 
history of Kusum. 
 Ghosh tries to bring out the silenced voice of the migrants of Morichjhapi, and he gives voice 
to the subaltern people like Kusum. Through this novel The Hungry Tide Ghosh shows social, 
political, economic and cultural issues of subaltern people. Tiger killing Kusum’s father, Fokir’s 
vulnerability towards state officials depicts the subaltern and marginalized people that is neglected 
people of Sundarbans. This novel shows the Ghosh’s concern for the downtrodden people, his 
subaltern consciousness is compared to the subaltern consciousness of Nirmal.
 Kanai at beginning of the novel stands outside detaching himself from the story but later he 
enters the scenario after reading his uncle’s notebook. Nirmal represents a poet who have interest 
in subaltern people, Fokir represents their faith in a supportive force beyond a destructive force. 
Ghosh is more focused on the personal lives of people than on the massive historical sweep that 
serves as the backdrop. As he argues, he tries to bring out the voice of subaltern to the ears of 
public, through the characters like Kusum and Fokir.
 Kusum struggles through out her life, her father, mother abandons her she lives in a trust but 
without peace, she fights for her rights and dies without gaining anything. Even Fokir doesn’t get 
that rights and dies in an attempt to save Piya, this shows the kindness of subaltern people. Even 
though they suffer they try to help others. 
 The voice of subaltern is hided from the public ears by some authorities in Morichjhapi, Ghosh 
tries to bring that voice out to the ears of public. Subaltern can given voice through such contribution. 
In this novel The Hungry Tide Ghosh tries to portray the life  and struggles of subaltern people of 
Morichjhapi village who has come from Bangladesh after the partition. These refugees are affected 
by the caste system and political dominance. 
 Abolition of caste system and preventing such political dominance can give relief to subaltern. 
The government which is a dominant power should try to use it’s power in a constructive manner. 
Thus Ghosh depicts the life and struggles of subaltern in his novel The Hungry Tide. 
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Humiliation and Exploitation 
in Mulkraj Anands Novel 
Untouchable

E.Sumithra                                               
II- MA English, Pachamuthu College of Arts and Science for Women, Dharmapuri
 
Introduction
 Mulkraj anand  is an Indian writer in English.He was best known 
for his depiction of the lives of the poorer castes in the Indian society. 
One of the pioneers of Indo-Anglican fiction. He was the first writer 
to incorporate Punjabi and Hindustani idioms in English. he was 
honored  with the padma Bhushan, Indian’s third highest civilian 
award in 1967 for his vast contributions towards the field of literature. 
He joined India’s freedom struggle and fought with the republicans 
in the Spanish  civil war. He was acclaimed as the Charles dickens of 
Indian  writing.
 The novel “untouchable” shows the event of a single day in the 
life of the lower caste boy Bakha who lives in the town of  Bulashah 
which is an imaginary place given by the author. As the novel opens, 
Bakha seems to be abused by his father to do his daily routine of 
sweeping the street and of cleaning the latrines as stated,

Get up, ohe,you Bakhya, ohe son of pig!
Are you up? Get up, you illegally begotten -Lakha,p.23

 Bakha had interest in studies.the higher caste people afraid that if 
the untouchable acquires knowledge they become more smarter than 
them.so, they deprived education to the lower- caste people.
 Bakha faces humiliation and he was ill- treated by the upper 
class society. While on his way to the temple courtyard bought some 
candies even the shopkeeper cheated him, and treated him low by 
throwing the candies at his hands. It is because if he touches him it 
becames polluted.Next,  he thought of the English lesson that he had 
arranged it to get from the babu’s son. Accidentally he touched the 
higher- caste man,who suddenly shouts at him as stated,

“Keep to the side of the road, you low-caste vermin! Do you 
know you have touched me and deflied me, cock- eyed son of 
a bow- legged scorpion now I will have to go and take a bath  
to purify myself”   - Higher caste man p-45.

 Bakha even apoloĝized to the man but having no pity on his heart, 
he slapped him. It becomes a traumatic experience. The higher- caste 
man thought the touching of untouchables as malediction. After 
this experience,  Bakha went to sweep the temple courtyard. The 
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untouchables were not allowed to enter into the temple, he had the desire to see the god but he 
knew that when he entered  into temple it will be polluted as according to the belief of higher caste 
people.He creeped slowly into temple without any hesitation .He saw the beautiful image of god 
and he worshipped.
 Bakha’s sister  sohini  also underwent certain problems in her life. As being untouchable, the 
basic necessity of water was not provided  to them which was even poured by higher- caste people 
because if they touch the water it becomes polluted as to their belief. The washer woman Gulabo 
feels jealousy towards sohini. She spoke derogatory words towards sohini  and even tried to attack 
her but the weavers wife waziro stopped her from hitting her. sohini  was exploited in terms of her 
caste community.
 An upper caste priest pandit kalinath tried to molest sohini. Because of her protestation, he was 
afraid of being caught. He had shouted ‘polluted’, polluted ,polluted’.when this incident happened  
bakha was also in that same place ,where the crowd gathered and shouted at him for defiling their 
whole community. He went to the courtyard where his sister was there, the priest claimed that “he 
had been defiled by contact”. Sohini explained the truth to her brother. The people of the crowd 
supported the priest and sympathize with him without knowing the truth. His blood boiled with 
anger in his heart. He felt that whether he had not been the son of a latrine cleaner, he would have 
killed him. He cannot bear someone casting a dirty glance at his sister but he has to keep all his 
frustration and anger within him because of the boundaries that society sets upon them ,as he was 
a poor underdog. Both bakha and sohini couldn’t do anything but felt helpless over their status and 
console each other.
 The basic necessity of human being was water, food, shelter but in the case of life of untouchable 
even the basic needs were not fulfilled. For food, they have to depend on the upper class people. 
Here in this novel, the protagonist  bakha  inorder to get food he sweeps and cleaned the latrine. 
After he had done his core duties, a woman named sadhu who ill-treated him by throwing  a piece 
of bread which was like throwing a bone to a dog. It was a dehumanizing form, there was no 
humanism among the upper class society .Even in one incident when he saved a child, his mother 
battered that he was the root cause of that grievance, she  degraded,  instead of appreciating him.
 Colonel Hutchinson who belongs to the party of Christian salvation army tried to make bakha 
to converse into the chritianity. Bakha was fond of Englishman so he listened to him .colonels wife 
delineate him as ‘blackie’ . Every one blames him even if he had not done any mistake due to his 
community and his job as lavatory cleaner. 
 Mahatma Gandhi  addressed a speech to eradicate the evils of untouchability from the society. 
Bakha heared his speech, that he spoke  of the flush system will be soon to arrive in our country. 
Bakha felt happy when hearing of it . He awaits for the  arrival of new dawn with hope .

Conclusion
 Anand  had  portayed  the reality of suffering which he eye- wittenessed during his childhood 
experience. His main concern has always been for ‘the creatures  in the lower depths of Indian 
society who had no way to articulate their anguish against the oppressors’. He  had contributed 
through his novels. 
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From Silence to Supremacy: A 
Subaltern Critique of  
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 Subaltern literature is a literary phenomenon of the late twentieth 
century which has attracted scholars from diverse discipline and has 
emerged to establish a separate sphere of its own in the early twenty 
first century. Post colonialism spreads its wings superficially in all 
domains of academic discipline. Subaltern study is the sub-set of 
post colonial study. 
 Gramsci, an Italian Marxist used the term “Subaltern” in a 
euphemistic way, he weaved his views in his Prison Notebook, 
(1929 and 1935) when he was behind the bars because of Mussolini, 
and to escape from his admonitions he applied the term “subaltern” 
in the non-military aspect or Marxist ideology. Etymologically the 
word means “inferior in rank”. But gradually it becomes the most 
contradictory term articulating the voices of the voiceless. The 
Marxist term “subaltern” brought to focus by Antonio Gramsci 
since 1960’s has underwent various trials and tribulations and has 
gained the present status of diverse interpretation. The term emerged 
from the backdrop of post colonialism has the strong undercurrent 
of cultural imperialism, sociological hegemony, power politics,  
psychological trauma, economical enigma and so on. Though the 
subaltern study started its journey as social science, in today’s world 
it has spread its roots in literature, cultural studies, anthropology, 
history, geography, psychology, sociology and economy and many 
other fields of study. The primary focus of subalternity started with 
peasants’ insurgency and slowly it voices the collective feelings 
of suppression and thereby enabling, emancipating and exploring 
the subdued or evaded identity. In the present day, subaltern is the 
catch- all term for all suppressed groups including: the proletariat, 
labourers, peasants, women, tribes, all oppressed. 
 Subaltern study deals with “history from below”. In the post 
colonial sense, anything that is subservient is given legroom to utter 
and register the dialogic discourses. The theorists who supported 
subaltern include: Gramsci. Ranajith Guha, Homi. K. Bhabha, 
Gayathri Spivak, etc. The subaltern voice is the discourses to rewrite 
history or it evolves as a “counter history”. It reinvents, re-records 
and rewinds colonial consistency, nationalist narratives, orientalist 
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images, hegemony, ethnic stereotypes, elitism and majoritarianism. Vladimir Nabokov’s words 
in his “Lecture on Literature” aptly apply to subaltern studies, he says, “curiously enough, one 
cannot “read” a book: one can only reread it. A good reader, a major reader, a major reader, an 
active reader and creative reader is a re reader” as said by him,  re- reading all the written concepts 
with the spectacle of subaltern would provide the profound vision of proliferation and critiquing 
everything that is subordinate. Every reading is re-reading, in subaltern perspective such reading 
enables and inspires deconstructing and reconstructing the notions of hegemony in all aspects. It 
gives room for the affected to critique the problematised misrepresentation of the so called “others” 
in the historiographies and literatures. 
 The subaltern adopted the wide spectrum of post colonial studies. The Subaltern Studies Group 
of 1980’s deserves mention, which was headed by Ranjith Guha and includes Shahid Amin, David 
Arnold, Partha Chaterjee, David Hardiman, Dipesh Chakravarthy and Gyanendra Pandey. The 
contribution of five volumes of eighty five essays on history, politics, economics, and sociology of 
subalternity voiced the elitist’s injustice on oppressed. The seminal work of this group is Selected 
Subaltern Essay (1988) which is edited by Guha and Spivak, with a foreword by Edward Said. In 
addition Spivaks’s Can the Subaltern Speak is the root text for subaltern study.
 Literature with subaltern underpinnings has close interrelations with postcolonial dialectics 
because social perils like, racism, communal disharmony, slavery, labour issues, discrimination, 
denial of humanitarian values, enforced subjugation, ill-treatment of tribes, gender disparity and 
clans by the colonial powers are focused in the investigated and interpretative texts of scholars of 
subaltern study.
 Gramscian – inspired notion of subalternity enumerates the distinction between dominant and 
dominated, women and men, master and slave, capitalist and labourers, colonizer and colonised, 
elitist and marginals, peasants and government etc., The deconstructed end of subaltern study 
with the work of Spivak’s Can the Subaltern Speak saw the emergence of diverse interlocutors 
discussing discourses of power in terms of feminism.
 The present paper aims to present literary representation of subaltern issues with a wide focus 
on gender issues. The lately bloomed subaltern study has attracted the academicians in different 
disciplines and it incessantly triggers literature written by scholars, social reformists, political 
scientists, literary critics and political economists. 
 Feminism owes much to Spivakian subalternity as she has included gender discrimination into 
subaltern study with her ground breaking publication of Can the Subaltern Speak. She took the 
feminist study into complex debate, until then subaltern is concerned with peasant insurgency, 
workers problem, proletariats, socio-political issues and historiography. The antagonist living style 
of women prompted Spivak to open up discourses dealing with the issues of gender and feminism. 
Her subaltern theory for feminism created controversy, criticism and complexities to patriarchal 
communities. Her theory created ripples amidst many Indian female novelists who volunteer to 
challenge the disparities in women’s world in any form created in the present century.  
 Anita Nair has been frequently associated with subaltern study and she is acclaimed as the most 
celebrated writer for women. She is born in Kerala. Her novels are The Better Man, Ladies Coupe, 
Mistress, Lessons in Forgetting, Cut like Wound, and Idris: keeper of the light.  Among these 
novels, Ladies Coupe has received appreciation and it has been translated into 21 languages.
 Nair’s women character never tussle between the polarities of tradition and modernity, they 
live in their world.  By analyzing each of these characters through a combination of theoretical 
lenses including Feminism and Post-colonialism, the dialogic nuances are developed to interpret 
the novel Ladies Coupe  which is sensitive to the subaltern issues—such as institutionalized 
discrimination and sexism—that leave the characters with limited access to social mobility. The 
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purpose of this paper is to explore and intersect on gender, and socio-economic issues, and the 
critical exploration of the novel shows the ways to unravel the systems of oppression in India. The 
analysis recognizes and addresses injustice in and out with the lenses of subalternism, and develops 
a sense of understanding of the feminist subalternity.
 Spivak questions, Can the subaltern speak? Anita Nair puts forth an ever unanswered question 
through the character Akhila “Can a woman live by herself” (21). This is not a simple question 
asked by an individual; rather it is a question of average women who stands in the crossroads of 
confusion and indecisiveness. Sunita Sinha says, “Nair’s India suffers from a patriarchal system 
which has tried in many ways to repress, humiliate and debase women. The question she poses in 
the novel not only shakes the ideological ground of man’s patriarchal role in our traditional society 
but also imply the existence of an alternative reality” (149).
 Ladies Coupe is a suggestive title which can be interpreted in subaltern perspective. It implies 
the marginal space given for women. In India, women are subaltern to man with limited space 
like the coupe in a train which restricts the space of being. Women are allocated separate queue, 
ladies compartments, etc., which means that they cannot survive in male dominated society. The 
society is unsure of the safety of a woman even amidst highly educated community, which clearly 
reveals the plight of women in the society. The coupe is counterpart to a cell which imprisons 
women folk of Indian community in the name of culture, tradition and convention. The Coupe in 
the present novel symbolizes the circumscribed space that women are offered within the society. 
The restricted space for women warrants safety and security for Indian women but it is a cell in 
disguise. Ironically Nair purports that life of women is at the stake, in the subaltern society, because 
men are considered as support system for women and they are treated as the other. A woman cannot 
live her life in this biased world, which is highly partial, cruel, and malicious.
 Akhila, the protagonist of the novel is a forty five year old spinster, who is working as an officer 
in income tax department. She has a sense of subalternity within her because of the hegemony and 
power exercised on women in general and her self in particular. She is torn between the typical 
Indian woman and modern woman. In her attempt to search her identity she takes a one way 
ticket to Kanya kumari, a place in Tamilnadu, where the goddess Kanya is an unmarried woman 
and stands alone without male counterpart, which metaphorically implies the state of Akhila. She 
determines to escape all that is conservative and bound her, she starts coming to her own being at 
the age of forty five. “So this then is Akhila. Forty five years old. Sans rose - coloured spectacles. 
Sans husband, children, home and family. Dreaming of escape and space. Hungry for life and 
experience. Aching to connect”. (02) 
 Akhila journey to Kanyakumari with one-way ticket is the mark of beginning of a journey 
towards self-discovery. On her way she meets six women who are in a way affected by subalternity. 
The novel is a perfect example for male hegemony in all angles of women’s sphere. Akhila asks a 
problematic question to them, “can a woman stay single and be happy?” To answer her question, 
everybody starts narrating their own story. Through their stories, Nair has sympathetically 
explained the woman’s agonies, endurance, sufferings, anticipations, etc. The novel is about 
the sudden encounter of six women from different age, class, and experience- Akhilandeshwari, 
Janaki Prabhakar, Margaret Paulraj, Sheela Vasudevan, Praba Devi and Marikolanthu in the Ladies 
Coupe, a second class compartment of Indian Railways. 
 One among them is Janaki, the oldest of six is an obedient daughter, loyal wife and doting 
mother. She is a typical Indian woman cared first by her father and brother and then by her husband 
and the future would be cared by her son. Her suppressed sparks of discontents take the shape of 
violent rage on seeing her domineering husband who controls his son. She protests her husband 
Prabhakar, “You just want to control him. You want to control everybody. You want everyone to 
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do your bidding.” (Ibid, 30) She transforms herself from a silent subaltern image of womanhood to 
a lady of protest. 
 Sheela is the fourteen year old girl, a victim of child abuse, when her friend’s father Nazar who 
advances her in an attempt to seduce her. “One Sunday afternoon when Sheela went to their house, 
rushing in from the heat with a line of sweat beading her upper lip, Nazar had reached forward and 
wiped it with his forefinger. The touch of his finger tingled on her skin for a long time.” (66). The 
heartening plight of girl children and sex mongers’ foul intention on female body irrespective of 
age, education, ethics,  money, maturity, status, and fear depicts the current scenario of the world 
where every now and then girl children’s lives are under sinister threat. Nair brings to the surface 
the sexual abuse of girl children by adult men. Men are man eater from cradle to grave is evident 
by the inhumane behavior of Nazar. By skillful art of narration, Nair projects women are sexually 
subaltern.
 Margaret Shanthi, a chemistry teacher, embroils in an unhappy marriage with Ebenezer Paulraj, 
an obnoxious headmaster of the same school.  She marries Ebenezer Paulraj at her own choice. He 
is dominating, mean and almost perverse. He is the worst example of male chauvinism in the novel. 
He is intensive, self-absorbed and indifferent in his attitude towards his wife. Margaret possesses 
brilliant academic capabilities and she is a dynamic personality which are curbed and made a silent 
spectator.  Having been withheld by the social constructs she finds it difficult to free herself by a 
divorce.  The unenduring situation in Margaret’s life happens when she aborts her first pregnancy. 
As a measure of punishment and in an unconscious compulsion she yearns to teach him a lesson to 
curtail his egoistic attitude by over feeding him. She feeds him oily food and makes him a fall a dull 
person.  Her self esteem is manifested by eroding Ebe’s self esteem. She rises from silent onlooker 
to emancipated women at the later stage of her life.
 The other passenger is Prabha devi, born into a family which considers “daughters as a bloody 
nuisance”. She is forced into marriage life to a wealthy husband Jagadesh. Household chores made 
her life machinery. All through her life she waits for someone in life, first for her husband then for 
her sons. Altogether she finds no time to think of her own self. The impact of subalternity is clearly 
visible in Prabha’s life. Her life has been spent in being a good wife, a good daughter in law, and a 
good mother. Late realization of her lost identity gives her a spark to live a life of her own and so 
she decides to learn swimming. But the conservative husband refuses to give permission. She finds 
swimming as a recluse for her problematised self and learns it on her own and thereby floating In 
water she finds her self and a balance for her deceased self.
 Marikolanthu is the miserable portrayal and the more focus on her reveals that she is truly 
subaltern and poignant of all six women. She represents the lower class and rural subaltern. She is 
speechless in the compartment because of the language which is used as tool by colonizer to silent the 
natives. Language of the colonizer plays a significant role in considering the status of a person. The 
native languages are losing prominence because of hegemony. Since Marikolanthu doesn’t know 
English she cannot talk to other ladies. Her silence is symbol of insecurity of minority community. 
After her father’s death she works as a maid in Chettiyar’s house, where Sujatha Akka’s love fills 
her with happiness, but she is also a typical example for subaltern woman in Indian society. One of 
the relative of Chettiyar’s house Murugesan a wicked and baleful man seduced her. She becomes 
untimely mother of illegitimate child Muthu. As quoted by Simone De Beauvoir in The Second 
Sex, “Motherhood in particular is respected only in the married woman; the unwed mother remains 
an object of scandal, and a child is a severe handicap for her.” (Beauvoir 508).  Deserted by her 
family she joins a mission hospital as a helper. She defines her as an independent woman. Thus 
finally, she empowers herself and proves to the world that she can lead a good life. In the end she 
decided to measure her  happiness and identity as the mother of Muthu’s 
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 Karpagam, apart from women in the coupe is Akhila’s childhood friend who is a femisnist 
in true sense. As a widow she violates all stigma of the society. She survived the social infringement. 
She says “I live alone. I have for many years now. We are strong Akhi. Whatever you think you 
want to live alone, Build a life for yourself where your needs come first” (202).
 Thus listening to the lives of various women in the coupe, Akhila reached Kanyakumari as an 
empowered woman and had clear perception of her ‘self’. She comes to the conclusion to live her 
life. Ultimately, she breaks the chain of patriarchy which has haunted her for nearly a decade. She 
empowers herself and calls Hari, her past lover to turn a new leaf in her life. 
 Nair compares her novel to The Prologue to Canterbury Tales, in the similar vein the plot is 
about a collection of stories. It is the narration of life of six women in Indian context.  Doubts and 
confusions centering round her initial question gets dissolved at the end and she gets a solution 
to her problems. Her train journey is much more than a journey it is the symbolic journey of self 
realization. It is the evolutionary journey which renders self confidence over her doubtful and 
confusing situation and she becomes an empowered woman.
 We cannot claim that we are living in a world free from slavery. But it appears as if we live in 
the liberated land but in reality mankind encounters various hardships and infringement in social, 
political, economical and cultural criteria.  Thus men are victims of poverty, exploitation, unjust 
disparities, inhumane atrocities, psycho- physical abuse, and socio-economic injustice, the world 
around us is inflicted with war, communal violence, imperial onslaught and geopolitical turbulence. 
Hence the application of subaltern studies becomes relevant in recent times as well. The subaltern 
approach defends all subalterns and serves as spokesperson for those who are struggling with 
insignificance and injustices. 
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Mahasweta Devi’s Mother of 1084: 
A Subaltern Reading

Celestene Theres Philip
III BA, Christ College of Science and Management, Malur

 The play “Mother of 1084” was written by the prominent Bengali 
literary figure Mahasweta Devi. This work was written at the 
period when the Naxalite movement was waving across the country 
specially in the north-eastern parts of India. The focus of the drama 
is rivaling the brutality of the government towards the youth who 
follow the Naxalite ideology which is considered as the offshoot of 
communism. As the focus falls on the murder of the younger son 
Brati of Sujatha Chatterjee, we can see that he is the representative of 
a vast young rebels who were brutally murdered by the government. 
As the play begins Sujata, mother of four children is married to 
Dibyanath, a chartered accountant and she thinks that all her children 
are happy in their married life. But, the happily married forever was 
just a mask. They were not really enjoying life and she also realizes 
that her marriage was also a lie. Sujata realizes it when she finds 
out that her son was murdered and it is changing her role from a 
typical mother to apolitical mother. Then she followed the path of 
her favorite son’s paths to find out what exactly happened with him. 
The lady who led an ordinary life of a house wife is turning into a 
great follower of her son’s ideologies and thereby discovers her own 
identity. When she met the people, who use to be with Brati during 
the campaigns she was inspired by his revolutionary ideas and also 
turns against the political dictatorship.
 The elements of subaltern are clear in this drama because the 
Naxalite revolutionary ideas were all about the empowerment of 
the tribal people and remove the class and religious orientations that 
could be used by the politicians. The movement was very violent in 
Orissa, Bengal, Bihar, and Andhra Pradesh. It is obvious that this 
Naxalite movement was strong at this pace due to the people were 
at these places were suffering because of the feudal system and the 
predominant agricultural economy. The Naxalite movement was 
started by the armed peasants of the naxalbari a small village in west 
Bengal in 1967. The attacks that happened during this time lead the 
Naxalites  to become the enemies with the government. When we 
examine the incidents in this drama we can see that Brati was also a 
victim of this incident because we see Brati as a person with some 
revolutionary ideas as well as one who is against the feudal system 
that made the life of the tribal as well as the life of the peasants very 
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difficult. The political disturbance for the people of Bengal is mainly by the conflicts between 
Naxalites and the ruling government policies. We can see this period as the time when the tribes, 
the peasants and the marginalized people being criminalized by the government and then made 
rebels. Then when we examine the character Brati, we can see that he is a person who is exactly 
like Sujatha, with no attraction for the luxuries and the rich offerings, rather he was aware of the 
oppressed minority society by economic deficiency and the exploitation. He fights against the 
irrational ethics and all those promise that were made by the politicians about the reestablishment 
of the tribes which excited all those peasants and lead the politicians and the landlords to take 
advantage of the poor peasants. Even after the family members of Brati became corrupted, Sujatha 
was a broad minded revolutionist who had a great dream for the empowerment of the tribes as 
well as the peasants. The protagonist in this drama Sujatha, she is a suppressed mother who is 
a representative of the conservative upper-class families run by male dominance. We can see in 
many scenes where she is emotionally suppressed and the conflict in the view of her and her family 
members. We can also see the courage of her to be a rebel and go against her family when she 
finds out that her family is not much bothered about the murder of Brati. The death of her favorite 
son leads her to be stronger in her ideologies. This lead her to gain the courage to go against the 
political system and the feudalism which killed her son. We see a mother who is mourning for the 
loss of her son on one side, whereas, on the other hand she is becoming a strongest woman to fulfill 
the dreams of her son to make her sons revolutionary ideologies into practicality. We can see her 
transformation to a political personality by breaking all the rules of the ideal noble womanhood.
 Thus we see that the class exploitation in India during 1967 where the people were treated 
unequally, even after farming in their places, the peasants did not have the right to own the lands 
because of the feudal system that prevailed in India at that time. When we look at the subaltern 
literary works we can see this was among one of the major concerns in those writings. What 
makes this drama different is the Naxalite revolutionary ideas that is obtained from the communist 
ideologies which is mentioned as the abolishment of the feudalism and the class exploitation though 
the Naxalite movement. Then when we observe Sujatha again, we can see that the self-realization 
that she gained due to the search of his son’s death lead her to be misunderstood as a psychological 
issue by others. This play is like one incident happened in 1975-1977 at the time of emergency 
period. 
 It is clear that this drama is a representation of the real incidents that happened at the period of 
1967. It shows the subaltern conflicts that the people faced, especially the youth and the mothers. 
At the end of the drama we see that Naxalite movement originated due to the issues such as identity 
crises, feudalism, irrational ethics and the class exploitation. Another major concern that the drama 
reflects is the political disturbance that the people faced during that period, the Naxalite movement 
emerged because of this reason as well, to prevent the dictatorship of the government (Indira 
Gandhi government) which was weighing heavily on the agricultural economy.
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Mahasweta Devi’s Short Story, 
The Breast Giver as a Female 
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Voice of Wet-Nurse: Questioning 
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Workforce, Post-Retirement 
Health & Life Benefits

Aparna Lakshmi
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Introduction
 Mahasweta Devi, the communist commentator, born into the clan 
of patrons of art, literatures and culture and constructed by the fibers 
of communism, unfailingly articulates the subjugated voice and 
images of the marginalized subaltern sections of society like tribal, 
laborers, women and lower caste.,  Her stories dances the tunes of 
the folk puppets, sings the political–economic ballads, paints the 
hues of feminist imaginations, weaves the threads of socio-political 
commentaries, eats the traditional delicacies of real-life experience, 
murmurs the forest music of the environments, blots the ink of 
progressive ideologies of literacy and floats with the leaves of raw 
humane emotions.  She challenges and colonizes spaces of caste, 
class, gender, sex, race, ethnicity, culture, society, humanity, identity, 
body, heritage, agency, power and autonomy.  Her writing style fishes 
out the readers, hooking their psyche by making the invisible visible, 
ignored recognized, exploited empowered, imprisoned liberated and 
voiceless voiced – the pristine author who spearheaded the liberal 
revolution of the subaltern and gender politics.
 ‘Breast-giver’ is the second in the triple circular series of stories 
that constitute Mahasweta Devi’s book ‘Breast stories’ translated 
by Gayatri Chakravarty Spivak, with other sister stories namely, 
‘Draupadi’ and ‘Behind the Bodice’.  ‘Breast Giver’ is an alive 
cyclic reality of pre-partition, partition, post- partition, and pseudo- 
modern India reciting the life documentary of “silent subaltern” and 
“professional mother”, Jashoda, the passive voluptuous Brahmin wife 
interpellated by the ideology of self-abnegating motherhood.  The 
life tale of Jashoda , the milk-mother martyr who is circumstantially 
compelled to serve as a wet-nurse, angled by the tragic shift due to 
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economic survival intensified by poverty as a result of her husband Kangali marred and handicapped 
by the rich elder Mr. Haldar’s youngest son’s whims of joy riding a Studebaker car.
 Mr. Haldar mortified by impending of Brahmin curse, Kangali was rushed to the hospital and 
double assured with clutches due to his crippled legs and promised to set a new dry fruit sweet 
shop for Kangali’s livelihood.  Due to the untimely demise of Mr. Haldar not only endangered the 
survival of Kangali- Jashoda’s family but also inaugurated the protracted saga of exploitation by 
the new proprietor of Haldar properties, his wife, Mrs. Haldar, a.k.a., Mistress and the succeeding 
Haldar generations.  It articulates the struggle of adaptation, deification, and renunciation of the 
breast cancer- affected “Mother of All”, Jashoda who is cremated by an untouchable funeral 
ghat cremator, simile of Shiva, also a “Holy child” of the “Divine Mother”.  This “Mother of the 
World’s” corpse was unaccompanied by none to the ghat  – not even her husband, own children, 
milk-sons or even the other Haldar family members.  No funeral rites, no commemoration, no tears 
– the price she received for fifty-five and additional years of service as a wet-nurse to the whole 
clan of her own womb and Haldar women’s wombs.
 Marxism illustrates how history and society are remodeled by the class struggle for power, 
based on the means of production, the power-source possessed by the bourgeois who purchase 
the labour in terms of wages from the proletariats or the working class, thus, power politics 
depends on material production.  The dominant class formulates and circulates their ideologies as 
universal through self- evident, given, and persuasive cultural representation which the proletariat 
adopts and gives consent, naturalizing the cycle of exploitation and economic inequality.  Thus, 
hegemony, “the war of maneuver” (Gramsci)  is maintained by the exercises of civil and political 
societies. Hegemony, class division, and capitalism are strengthened by “ideology interpellates 
individuals as subjects.  It hails and interpellates them all: There is no escaping ideological 
subjection.” (Althusser).  The laborer is reified into a commodity calculated in terms of profit and 
loss, dehumanizing the human being, and thus cease to be human.  In any means of production, 
the four- tiers of alienation manifests where the laborer is alienated from the object he produced; 
from the process of production; from himself; and from the community. Commodity gains more 
importance than the worker’ labour power and skill, directing towards commodity fetishism.
 “Subaltern cannot speak.  There is no virtue in global laundry list with woman as a pious.  
Representation has not withered away.  The female intellectual has a circumscribed task which she 
must not disown with a flourish” (Spivak, 308).  The “silent subaltern” or “other” is “the history 
told from below”, that had been strangled by, centuries–old “epistemic violence” and “hegemonic 
discourse”, constituted with the marginalized subaltern group like women, lower castes and class, 
ethnic minorities, queer communities, and laborers.  
 The history of wet-nursing pre-dates back to ancient civilizations of Egypt, Indus, Maya, Celtic 
cultures. Imprinting archaeological and mythological evidence in Roman, Hinduism, Christianity, 
Greek, 17th c. France, 17th c.& 18th c. Britains, 19th c. Spain, and universally.  Wet-nursing shares 
ulterior roots with slavery and slave trade yet history romanticize the arcane exercise of slavery as  
‘the white man’s burden’ (Kipling).  A common, practice of childcare tracing back to monarchies, 
nobility, aristocracy, middle class, and lower sectors, as for the elite women breastfeeding was 
time-consuming, unfashionable, beauty eroding and confining task.  “ In effect, wealthy parents 
frequently ‘bought’, the life of their infant for the life of another” (Valerie Fildes).  Acquisition of 
wet-nurse is justified by reasons like adoption, poor-health of biological mother, maternal mortality, 
lack of breast milk, miscarriage, surrogacy, twins or quadruplets or more, beauty, illegitimacy 
and infant abuse, malnutrition, teenage pregnancies, abusive child care, breast implant, military 
or working mothers, same-sex parents, etc.  The idiosyncratic relationship between wet-nurse, 
baby and families vary according to variegated conditions of formalities, boundaries, salaries, 
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healthy balance, necessities and time balance.  The social, psychological, and  cultural attitudes and 
acceptance defines the dignity procured by the wet-nurse’s service, sometimes they are subjected to 
antipathy, discretion abuse, sexual misbehaviors, and low wages culminating into tales of archival 
silence, health poverty, and legally vulnerability.

Proletarian – Bourgeoisie Hegemonic Relationship – Subaltern Struggle with Men and Other 
Women
 According to Mariarosa Dalla Costa  and Selma James, a women’s work is never done when 
entrapped in the isolation of “angel in the house” (Patmore), complemented by the “unpaid 
domestic work” force resulting in lack of social experience and knowledge; powerless degradation 
as “personal servants” without social power; and unequal labour division in spite of being the 
vital producers of capitalism. Hidden capitalist exploitation is observed in nullifying saleable 
commodity like “ability to work” and “unpaid surplus labour power”. Professional women find 
agency and empowerment but soon disempowered by unequal wage relations where the “ class 
society” orbits around power point, man, creating “the myth of female incapacity”. The bourgeois 
“buys with wages the right to use” the only thing “the worker has to sell, his or her ability to work”, 
transforming “community as a productive center and thus a center of subversion” where women 
“carry out domestic labour without a wage”, strike, and pension, “but also because they always 
receive back into the home all those who are periodically expelled from their jobs by economic 
crisis. The family, this maternal cradle always ready to help and protect in time of need”, creating 
inflation, subordination, and exploitation of women in working-class struggle. Heidi Hartmann, 
equates women as the less-paid proletariat in the public space and wage less domestic slave in the 
private space, double marginalized as a subaltern by both capitalism and patriarchy, and men and 
women intensified further by gender, race, ethnicity, caste, class etc. And Engels observes marriage 
as a proletarian (women) – bourgeoisie (men) exploitive relationship. Kangali, Nabin, and Haldar 
men agree to the proletarian-Bourgeoise terms consuming the wives, especially Jashoda as domestic 
commodities exploited at will denying their identity, and autonomy. Kangali’s infidelity, family 
abandonment, and abuse of children question the alternative and exploited benefits of Jashoda’s 
labour power. Verbal abuse, medical negligence; inhuman maltreatment; commercialised over-
exploited profits derived from Jashoda’s sole work tool, breast,  and sexist job; taunts on Jashoda’s 
family; exchange of employer’s responsibilities; aversive neglect of undivided service and self-
abnegation of Jashoda; disregard to one’s employee’s workplace health and safety; insecurity of 
job under succession of employers; devaluation of the wet-nurse to lowest range of servant;  sexual 
harassment on maidservants; no post-retirement insurance and benefits; contempt of employment 
rights, policies, terms, and payment of workforce in cash; and denial of obligation to attend the 
funeral rites of milk-mothers – all demonstrates the exploitation of economic struggle of the 
subaltern proletariat. Haldar family did not maintain strict guidelines against sexual harassment, 
workforce, bullying and equal wages for labour. “There was a mingling of male and female spaces 
and practices. The sharing opened up possibilities for the reordering of gender relations.” (Tanika 
Sarkar). On Mistress recommendation Kangali “took charge of the cooking of the homemade the 
children his assistants” considering the double labour Jashoda would have to toil by breastfeeding 
a line of babies and then do household works. The neorealist change of gender role did not find 
an excuse to his habitual sex but the pre-ancient century notions of gender role laid by Haldar 
men were unbendable even by the Mistress. Kangali lazied in his new comfort zone without 
any voluntary toll to be employed by utilizing Jashoda as an ATM machine, thus alienating and 
substituting his wife and her labour. The subaltern milk-mother undividedly coaxed death in the 
funeral pyre fanned by “the untouchable”, the synonymous milk- son, neither did the subaltern wet-
nurse oppressed or spoke anymore.
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Medical negligence- Medical poverty- Medical Gender Gap- Sexual Healthcare- Medical 
Inequality- Lack of Medical Awareness- Workplace Health- Women’s Sexual, Reproductive, 
and Maternal Health- Childcare- Adolescent Health- Nutrition- Mental and Breast Health- 
Hygiene– Mortality- Vaccinations– STDS- Contraceptive Awareness- Birth Control- Family 
Planning
 The tale though set in pre-and-post independence India, still vocalizes wide medical and 
sexual inequality, gender gap and medical illiteracy, Mahasweta Devi wittily hints some medical 
reality and factors.  Jashoda was married off at a tender age before even developing basic lucid 
memories and hints how she may have been subjected to an irresponsible child custody, lack of 
formal education, social experience, and awareness of healthcare.  Motherhood is the sole addictive 
definition of her lifespan suffixed by her carnal husband’s habitual sex rituals, incessant recreation 
and lactation, morning sickness, stillbirths– probably have started as an adolescent mother herself.  
Same documentation is viewed inside the chambers of Halder family women- beautiful seductress, 
countless pregnancies, and lack of power to voice ‘No’, almanac’s astrology is more important 
than sexual equality and reproductive sexual health.  Mistress’s statement of men going to brothels 
or other women to quench their carnal pleasures stealthily suggests the possibility of unsafe sex, 
sexually transmitted diseases (STD), and denial of use of contraceptives, and potential risk for own 
families.  It also calculate the health and mental risk, these women including the raped maidservant 
have to tolerant with or without the hideous boundaries of marital rape and molestation.               
 Haldar house’s ground floor transformed as a maternity ward-cum-nursery reek with the blended 
odors of Johnson’s baby powder, baby food, and disinfectants to prevent “constant epidemic”, 
assisted by a lady doctor and a midwife.  Men and women are equally illiterate of sexual health, 
maternal health, hygiene, family planning, mortality, STD and contraceptives.  To escape the 
Brahmin curse, Kangali received all medical aid, care, compensations, and assistance when he met 
the accident while Jasoda’s lifespan of undivided motherhood is nullified, and medically ignored 
during her initial stage of cancer symptoms.  Jashoda’s illiteracy limits her awareness of changes 
within her body.  But foreign – educated desi Haldar babus and their women believed that only 
lower caste people developed disease, not Brahmin Jasoda, so they settled with an  Ayurvedic 
ointment, paraben chemical soap, and finally the responsibility of Jashoda’s health care was 
shuttled to Kangali to mitigate the liability to perform  Brahmin’s death penance ritual in their 
house.  Haldar men’s colonial English education withers with their pre-amphibious ideologies 
renouncing vaccinations for babies,  the health of women, attentive medical care in the initial stage 
of diagnosis of Jashoda’s cancer, and medical behavioral illiteracy strangled by guilt,  disconnecting 
the telephone to ignorance the duty towards their “milk–mother’s” death.  Kangali and Jashoda’s 
medical care exposes the medical gender gap and inequality.  Medical poverty is the sister cause 
due to economic wage division, Jashoda was never paid in cash, thus the old illiterate mother drew 
the lines of internal and external medical inclusion because of no retirement money, no money of 
her own and no one to even help.  Many women are also restricted from having nutritious food, 
especially, Mistress and Jashoda.  In selecting a wet-nurse, the Mistress conditions are objectified 
‘mammal projection’ of Jashoda and her weaning-coaxing skills but fail to consider medical tests 
and screening to detect breastmilk-transmitted diseases like HIV, Hepatitis B& C, HPV, Cholera, 
Herpes, Tuberculosis, syphilis, etc. One of the Haldar son noticed Jashoda’s strange fatigue, and 
his mother, the elder daughter–in-law notice Jashoda’s left breast swelled like “flaming red” rock 
and armpit swelled like a seed.  A doctor came to check one of the Halder grandsons and was 
requested to consult Jashoda’s case too.  The attitude of traditional women’s ancient knowledge 
and healing skills “would liberate Indians from the expensive futile and ultimately fatal trap of 
western cure – which kills rather than heals.”(Tanika Sarkar) Jashoda’s own prejudice towards 
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the hospital and the male doctor is core imprinted from Kangali’s accident.  He diagnosed it as 
breast cancer and requested the family to accompany Jashoda to hospital but they negotiated its 
impossibility with caste and ambiguous age-calculation of their milk mother by the numeric of her 
pregnancies and eldest offspring’s age.
 The untreated lump outgrew, felt like flame and fume until her ‘skin broke in many places 
and sores appeared’ neither can she wear sari properly nor can she bear the aching mass.  She 
succumbed to hospital-bed, “her bare left breast, thick with running sores” gaped like “open 
wound” with a “sharp smell of putrefying flesh” reeked in the room “like incense smoke” and “ the 
sores on her breast kept mocking her with a hundred mouth, a hundred eyes’.  All that soothed her 
pain were “painkiller, sedative injection, antibiotics, drip glucose, gauze drenched in “antiseptic 
lotion”, and two more– a secondary stage malignant growth and Arun doctor.  A forgetting guilt 
clouded the Haldar mother and her son, he said: “when Arun doctor said she had cancer, she might 
have survived if treated then”.  His mother added, “what an active body she had, milk leaped out 
of her, we never thought she would have this disease”.  Kangali’s mind “seeing Jashoda’s broken, 
thin, suffering  form”, his selfish “ belly-centered consciousness” reminisced the past of his “milk 
filled bosom of his faithful wife” is now “pained, aged, cracked” sore that immediately erased all 
lust, “There’s no use going anymore.  She doesn’t know us, doesn’t open her eyes, doesn’t realize 
anything.  The doctor is doing what he can”, added Kangali .  But “one patient’s cancer means 
the patients death and the defeat of science and of course of the doctor”, a then followed notion 
of infant India after independence.  The “Mother of All” spirals into the cobweb of approaching 
death bid farewell by an unanswerable delirium, “who is looking?  Are these her own people?  The 
people whom she suckled because she carried them, or those she suckled for a living?”.  And she 
died alone, only to be cremated in the funeral ghat by another subaltern, an untouchable.

Motherhood Amidst the Subaltern Politics 
 “Mothering- feelings of identification, lack of separateness or differentiation”(Gomick and 
Moran, 133-146).  A mother  invests all her energies in children bonding an outlet for emotional 
need, and fulfillment. Image of Motherhood is ordered to efface all identity, power, and autonomy, 
and impregnates self-sacrificing virtues exhibiting the imaginary and symbolic order.  Jashoda, 
equates an analogous metaphor of “Mother India”, sacred cows, Krishna’s foster mother Jashoda, 
Lion-seated Goddess and fruitful mother Earth.  
 “The process of deification is essentially a process of self-estrangement, of fetishisation ”. 
(Tanika Sarkar).  Lion-seated Goddess becomes Jashoda’s sole confidante, refuge, and survival 
instincts.  Jashoda fast for the safety of Kangali at “mother’s temple”.  The symbolic dream of the 
arrival of Goddess as a midwife, “she creates as mother and preserves as midwife”, culminates 
as Mother’s will of being employed as a wet-nurse.  Turn of Goddess idol, Mistress death, loss 
of job, infidelity of husband, bowing down at idol’s feet,  three days fast, and silent powerless 
transition of devotion to the icon of life to the image of death, Shiva.  She is monikered as “Mother 
of World”, “Cow Mother”, “Professional mother”, “milk filled faithful wife”, “Divine Mother”, 
“earth” with a “fulsome’ harvest”, “Cow of Fulfilment”, “Object of the reverence”, etc.  “Return to 
mother, a reversing to the womb, to state of innocence’, of pleasure”.  (Tanika Sarkar).  Jashoda’s 
personifies herself as the “Divine mother” who preserves the progenies while all men assume 
both as “Brahma”, creator of life and “Holy child” in bed.  With a perpetual maternal identity and 
ambiguous age estimated by twenty children, including stillbirths suffixed by generations of Haldar 
“milk-offspring” crossing thirty.  “Motherhood was always her way of living” – procreation, 
nurturing, lactating, wearing, morning sickness.  Conceived incessantly without any chance of 
counting days and “no child in her womb” articulates the professional elite-amateur motherhood 
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binary.  She blossomed into harvest full earth for the survival of her family – whims, and abuses 
of own children for foods and jobless crippled husband.  Thus, her milk-flowing bosom becomes 
her sole survival tool, adored by maternal plentitude, maternal holiness, and prophetic lactation.  
Jashoda’s daughters are married off to established families as a faithful daughters-in-law, while 
sons and husband amassed wealth by fishing out devotees.  Jashoda is revered in marriages and 
baby showers as a symbol of nourishment, even worshipped by the wanton saint like Nabin as 
“Mother”.  But the ultimate suckling of last Halder offspring parched the last of her breast milk, 
maternity concluded with “pained, aged cracked, milk-less breast” and when the money ceased she 
conjured the truth of infidel corrupted husband who lived on his “wife’s carcass”.  Kangali’s “sons 
are his sons.  Their mother had become a distant person for a long time.  The person lying in the 
hospital is someone else, not their mother.”  The mother who self-effaced herself for the sake of 
children, was cremated as an orphan corpse by an untouchable milk-son.  Arun doctor said, “she 
sees her milk-sons all over the world” and thinks him also as one of her Haldar milk-sons.  The 
Haldar couples married twice for record procreation; their wives wore a European-cut blouse, and 
also be mothers when they have their own personal wet-nurse working like a machine.  Nutritious 
food and delicacies are shared by only pregnant women.  The new generations of daughters-in-
law broke the procreation protocol unlike their precursors.  The shift of power to the last reigning 
Haldar daughter–in-law, and her son are infiltrated By guilt of ignoring their social-emotional duty 
of their “milk- Mother for whom motherhood was an addiction”.  “To be borne and reared a child 
is to have done that thing which patriarchy joins with physiology to render into the definition of 
femaleness.” (Adrienne Rich, 37)

Class and Caste as Marginalised Subaltern Politics
 The marginalised women are represented as passive, quiet, powerless, and “silent subaltern” 
due to multi-levels of exploitative oppressions executed by class-based oppression, caste-based 
oppression, caste and class-based gender oppression by all men, and caste and class-based oppression 
by other women. “Hence, identity politics dismisses feminist homogeneity due to the notions of 
gender or sexual difference, or ever patriarchy which cannot be applied universally and cross-
culturally.”(Chandra Talpade Mohanty, 21). Subaltern studies evaluate the new terminologies of 
motherhood, patriarchy, religion, culture, society, identity, sexuality, body, race, ethnicity, colour, 
politics, nation, family, history, health, poverty, gender, and others by redrawing the dominant 
bourgeois master as colonizer and subaltern as colonized. The fresh veins of the Bengal Partition 
rekindle through multiple hatred and stereotypes. Mr. Haldarbabu is a man of British Divide and 
Rule era, imprinted with prejudges towards East Bengali from then Dhaka but Eastern origin 
Kangali’s sacred thread of caste label demanded respect rather than the Brahmin curse. He does 
not trust anyone – not a “Panjabi-Oriya-Bihari-Gujarati-Marathi-Muslim”, his kindness flowed 
only in the Western direction. The shop owner is enraged to see the unmannerly act of his employee 
Kangali’s stealing samosas and sweets from his sweetshop exemplifying economic class struggle. 
“Higher education was the opium of the Indians, especially the middle-class babus.” (Tanika 
Sarkar). A literacy divide and inaccessibility to learning create illiterate-literate power division 
justified through the exploitative relationship between Doctors and Haldar members, and people 
like Jashoda, Kangali, Nanbin etc. The untouchable subaltern grave cremator, a simile of Shiva, 
The unknown universal milk-son is the only human witnesses the transition of the soul. Mistress 
and Haldar women envied and objectified Jashoda’s bosom locking it as a million-dollar deal 
which exposes the economic divide as the partition of feminist sisterhood. Haldar’s young son’s 
unchecked whims of raping the maidservant and falsely accusing her of robbery, soon escalates to 
destructive aggression of stealing and joy riding, all his victims including Kangali’s voice and lives 
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are bought by his family money, a catalogue of ‘silent subaltern’ circled the economic politics. The 
variegated approach towards Kangali’s medical attention and Jashoda’s medical rejection by the 
Haldar family can be sketched as the gender politics. Prolonged exploitation of Jashoda as wet-
nurse is based on gender and economic politics. The question of duties and time balance for own 
children by a professional mother or working women is arcanely challenged. The story forms an 
in-build multi-dimensions of identity politics.

Mercurial notions of Beauty and Politics of ‘Beauty Myth’
 “The Beauty myth is always actually prescribing behaviour and not appearance”, “a culture 
fixated on female thinness is not an obsession about female beauty, but an obsession about female 
obedience.” (Naomi Wolf). All women are subjected to the beauty myth to satisfy their men’s 
illusion of perfection. Jashoda’s voluptuous bosom is the fetish obsession of Kangali’s “filial 
inclination” of his habitual sexual rites. His adultery propagates in the absence of Jashoda’s body 
substituting her with Gopali-auntie. Nabin’s wanton desire manifests while dreaming of Jashoda’s 
breast like her husband Kangali is embittered by the price of beauty, “open wound” reeking of 
putrified smell. These men’s fantasies are fractures by the reality of the human body and beauty. 
Mistress mitigates Jashoda to be categorized as a wet-nurse because of her bosom revealing the 
sexist employment selection criteria and objectification of body image. Men of Haldar family are 
in a dilemma to choose between wives’ bodily perfection and child rearing. Mistress second son’s 
million-dollar saving scheme to save his wife and his European ideal of beauty costs a subaltern 
like  Jashoda’s life and health. The wives would clad in European-cut blouse, and be their sensual 
fantasies without damaging their body shape while lactating babies – beauty formula to combine 
multiple pregnancies and beauty “so they do not have to go out” to satisfy their carnal lust. Now 
their wives would not have an excuse of ‘no’ – a basic right to sexual equality. These women 
including Jashoda are yet proud of their beauty charms. Halder men’s male gazing of  other women 
exposes the insatiability of beauty illusion. All that matters is almanacs’ astrology and “fair skin, 
beautiful face and body, expertise in domestic chores retain their old importance” (Tanika Sarkar). 
Even the archetypal image of heavy breasted lion-seated Goddess serves the sexually innocent 
image of “domesticated gentle feminity”, (Tanika Sarkar) and thereby serves as an alternative self-
image of Jashoda herself.

Body, Identity and Sexuality
 Woman’s identity is formulated by the structure she inhabits and women are labeled as object or 
commodity consumed as a tool and trophy by the consumer – men. Thematic indicators of constant 
fear of castration in men is represented by Kangali’s legs, sole means of livelihood. While women 
are strangled by lack indicates how sex is biological structure while gender is a social construct, 
and both infiltrate the norms of ethnicity. “Depiction of the homeland as a female body whose 
violation by foreigners requires its citizen and allies to rush to her defence” (Andrew Parker, 6). 
Body is consistently fore bodied to validate the centrality of the female body in terms of labour tool, 
reproductive womb, and anatomical functionality, a re-reading of the consciousness of the breast-
giver. Female body assimilates the idea of preserved purity and any usurpation that eventually 
culminate in surrender and destruction. Female body and sexuality are defined in terms of cultural 
war zone strategies rather than as biological and psychological discussions, forcing the focus on 
the individual, not on the body. The reproductive body part, breast transforms into core matrix of 
body image, identify politics, and sexual gender roles. The marginalisation of Jashoda with only 
a surname and “milk filled” bosom, conflicts with identity formation and sexual equality. None of 
the women have the basic sexual right of choice of sexual intercourse, no right to say ‘No’. Body is 
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commercialised beyond the limits of human anatomical structuring. Most female characters except 
Jashoda and her daughters are without a formed identity, name, and existence, constituting into the 
anonymous female mass labeled by patriarchy. 

Conclusion
 Hence, Mahasweta Devi’s ‘Breast Giver’ lulls the readers with the thematic lullabies of subaltern 
struggle, holy motherhood, maternal plentitude, Sati-Savithri syndrome, imaginary and symbolic 
orders, male desire and castration fear, gender-class encounters, hegemonic discourses, patriarchy, 
capitalism, self-effacement, survival instincts, commodity-consumer illusion of Beauty and 
dilemma of employment rights and guidelines. Jashoda, “ the subaltern is not similarly privileged, 
and does not speak in a vocabulary that will get a hearing in institutional locations of power”. 
(Spivak, 2125).
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Interpretation and Discussion
 Karukku is an autobiographical work written by a Roman 
Catholic woman from Tamil Nadu. She writes her works under 
the pen name Bama. This is an autobiography which raised from 
a personal crisis in the authors life because of the oppression she 
underwent due to her religion and caste. This book gets its shape 
and polemic from the authors drive to gain integrity as a Dalit and 
Christian. This autobiography isn’t a conventional one, it is not 
simple or in chronological order but had different perspectives, 
different themes and reflection of different life events. This book 
provides us the details of how the Church influenced her and the 
lives of other Dalit Catholics. Other than the religious life which she 
discovers, she also finds out through the process of self-education the 
meaning of untouchability. Her re-reading of the Christian scriptures 
enables her to spread hope to the other Dalits. She emphasises on the 
revolutionary aspects of Christianity, the values of equality, social 
justice and love for all. Her life experiences drive her to actively 
engage in the upliftment of the oppressed. After she becomes a nun 
she has a little hope that she will be able to put these ambitions 
into effect. Through this journey she discovers how her perspective 
differs from that of the convent and the Church. This conflict makes 
the core theme of the book Karukku.
 Karukku mainly focuses on a single issue which is caste 
oppression in Catholic Church and the journey of her lonely self-
discovery. The other conflict Bama faces is between herself and the 
community, she leaves one community (religious woman) to join 
another (Dalit woman). Bama’s parents were converted Christians, 
who converted way back in the 18th century. The main essential 
aspects of this story are caste and religion that caused pain in the 
authors life. Christianity was considered a way of liberty to her, it 
is freedom which is specifically concentrated to the Dalit. When she 
was young her life was filled with festivities and rituals of her family 
and community, but when she started going to the outside world, first 
school and then the convent, is when she understood the rudimentary 
life. 
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 “Dalit life is excruciatingly painful, charred by experiences. Experiences that did not manage to 
find room in literary creations”. In the authors life this pain is doubled due to her religion as well. 
In Tamil Nadu, Dalits are influenced by the church and its activities irrespective of the fact that 
they are Christians or not. She describes the caste prejudice in the society which was worse from 
before. She feels betrayed by the freedom and dignity which is supposed to be offered to every 
Indian regardless of their caste, religion, race or creed. She is also disgusted by the betrayal by the 
convent and the church. She tells us about her journey of her spiritual growth as a Catholic child to 
the realisation of herself as a Dalit. 
 “What did it mean when they called us ‘Paraiya’? had the name become that obscene? But we 
too are human beings. Our people should never run these petty errands for these fellows. We should 
work in their fields, take home our wages, and leave it at that”. Since the incident of her finding 
out the situation of the community which she lives in, which regarded them as untouchables, she 
started finding means for the upliftment of her kind. Her elder brothers words inspired her to study 
hard and prove herself to the society. She would constantly be reminded of her caste wherever she 
studied. After completing her B.Ed. she joins as a teacher in a convent and finds out that the nuns 
working there constantly oppress the Dalit children. This incident reminds Bama of an occurrence 
in her own life. When she was in eight grade studying in a convent she would often her the nuns 
commenting on the Dalit children. She would often scold these children for no reason and those 
who were a little more on the plump side they would get even more. She would often say that those 
children would not get anything to eat at home and fill their stomachs here, when they return from 
their houses they are just skin and bone but in the hostel they are like potatoes. 
 Bama enjoyed teaching in the convent as most of the children were Dalit. After looking at 
the oppression of Dalit children and teachers by the nuns, Bama decides to become a nun herself 
and sacrifice her life to help those children. The nuns could not stand poor or low caste people. 
Bama then works in a Christian religious congregation in which Tamil nuns are treated inferior, 
especially the Dalit Tamil nuns, they were considered to be the lowest of the lowest. Bama started 
noticing the casteism in the convent. She could deal with this discrimination in the society but 
not in the convent. The Dalit nuns were not given any higher positions in the Church. She had to 
pretend there to survive. They did not consider Dalit Christians as human beings. Even though the 
circumstances of the convent was like that she continued working there for the betterment of the 
poor and Dalit children. The other nuns taking training under Bama were also curious about her 
caste and she would tell them without any fear and hesitation. Even the religious congregation had 
a separate reservation for Harijan women. The sisters would often say that there will be a different 
religious order for the Harijan women somewhere. 
 Despite all she faces, Bama decides to become a nun and serve the poor and lower caste children. 
She soon replaces the fear of God with the love for him. “The fear (bhayam), that I felt towards 
God gradually left me, and love (paasam), grew. I tried to the best of my ability to pray at all times; 
to go to Jesus, look at him, and talk to him frequently; not to behave in a way that would cause 
him pain; not to commit sinful deeds; to be good…when I finished my exams after the tenth class, 
I told one of the sisters about my wish. But she told me that I should only be considered after I 
had finished my college education.” Despite all the hardships she has faced in school and college 
and the insults she gets on a daily basis, she has faith in the Christian religion and God. She wants 
to spread love and brotherhood. But her experience in the convent shatter her belief about the 
religion she believed in. The nuns themselves were not treated equally. They were treated on the 
basis of caste, language and economic status. She doesn’t lose faith in God but loses faith in the 
religious practices. She believed that God showed greatest compassion toward the oppressed and 
he associates himself with the poor. The Jesus in the bible is different and the Jesus who is known 
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in the daily prayer is different. She then could not continue pretending in the religious order and 
resigns. She realises that there is no connection between the “convent God” and the poor. 

Conclusion
 Religion has a great impact on Bama’s work “Karukku”. Christianity was a way of freedom 
for the Dalit people but in the convents and churches the situation was completely different. The 
Dalit nuns were never given equal importance in the church and were always given menial jobs 
unlike the upper caste nuns. Christianity stands for love, support and service for others. Convents 
are usually service oriented but this service changes according to the social status of the people. 
The convent Bama worked in could not admit Dalit students in their school as their standards will 
fall. They marginalised the lower caste as poor quality. The nuns even spoke about the Dalits in a 
very scornful manner and didn’t even consider them as humans. Religion in this work has a great 
position as it shouldn’t discriminate people on the basis of their caste or social status. God is equal 
to all is what the preaching of most religions are but what is followed is completely different. 
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Introduction
 The novels of Nayantara Sahgal concentrates the sufferings of 
women in the society before and after independence. Saghal wants 
to bring out the real position and freedom of woman. She reveals 
these things through characters of Rashmi, Nita and Mira. The 
inner feelings of these characters cannot be accepted by all even is 
selecting their life partners. The story revolves around these major 
female characters and some male characters, Rakesh, Kalyan Sinha 
and Arjun Mitra. Rachel Bari comments Saghal characters in his 
Gender and Politics, Nayantara Sahgal’s women are of the view that 
they should move with the time or not compromise with the issue of 
their individual freedom in our male dominated society. (48)
 In India, arrange marriage is quite common. In this regard, Parents 
has selected suitor for their daughters. Here, the opinion and dream of 
woman’s marriage life has been killed by the name of tradition.B.P. 
Sinha comments on Indian marriage in his Feminist Concept A study 
of Nayantara Sahgal’s Fiction,
 In childhood a female should be dependent on her father and 
in youth on her husband and after the death of her husband on her 
children. If she has no sons or the near the kinsmen of her husband. … 
In Indian classical literature a woman is always shown in relationship 
to man. (30)  
 Rashmi is a daughter of Kailash Urind and Mira. Kailash has 
followed non-violence and lover of Gandhi. However, he never 
thinks to place the opinion of his wife. Mira is a traditional Indian 
wife. She feels happy to participate or to support her husband’s views. 
He never considers her as his equal. Rashmi is married to Dalip 
but misunderstanding between them make them to be separated. 
Then, Rashmi decides to get divorce from Dalip. Because he never 
considers her as his life partner. Nayantara Sahgal says in her, In 
Women: Person or Possessions Nayantara Sahgal says,
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 When I heard someone remark: we never allow our daughters to go out ‘or’ I can’t do that, my 
husband would not like it, it sounded a very peculiar, alien jargon. As if I thought, women were 
property, not persons. (1)
 When this divorce heard by Mira, she has burst out. Because she is a traditional Indian wife 
of being with her husband at any kind of situation. Being a woman, she is not tolerable with the 
decision of Rashmi and says,
 She had not tried to talk Rashmi out of her decision but her very withdrawal had been an 
accusation of Rashmi, a charge that the moral order was degenerating, that the old virtues were no 
longer honoured. …Mira was not reconciled to Rashmi’s attitude, but she could concede it. (224)
 Woman like Mira think of themselves as subaltern to man in all ways. The background and 
tradition make them to be slaves of it. She never has different opinion of her husband. He says 
about Indians, “Indians are no more peace loving than anyone else”. (26) Kailas had always been 
grateful for Mira’s quite housekeeping. Mira often worries about Rashmi that she cannot lead her 
whole life alone apart from the rules and regulation of the society. Neil explains peace and conflict 
in marriage to Rashmi as,
 Peace is a necessity, like bread and water, he said. ‘I don’t think it ought to be dramatized. Have 
you noticed it never had been? Tolstoy said happy marriages are all alike and no one has written 
plays novels about them because there is no drama without conflict. (192)
 Another important character is Nita. She is never allowed to go out without her parents. As 
per parents, Mr and Mrs. Narang, she does not smoke and drink but she likes to do it. But she is 
strictly prohibited to do certain things because she is a female. So she should be virgin in all types 
of behaviours. Rakesh has come to call Nita to the party. B.P.Sinha  says about these characters,
 Nita is not quite certain what she wants from life she does want to find it for herself, not have it 
thrust upon her. Then there is Rashmi who with an unhappy behind her is slowly groping her way 
back of disillusionment. (Sinha 119) 
 Her mother says, “But don’t keep Nita out too late. Her father hardly ever allows her to go out 
to these club dances. He’s ever so strict…of course we don’t allow Nita to go out alone. Her father 
would not hear of it”. (38) But Mr. Narang is lover of going to clubs and for drinking, smoking etc. 
Rachel Bari says about Nita’s father as,
 Nita is the young, beautiful daughter of Dr. Narang, who is a queer blend of Eastern and Western 
culture. Western life – style is a part of Narang’s culture but when it comes to his daughter, he 
would act in the most traditional manner, imposing severe restrictions on the movement of his 
ambitious daughter. (Bari 49)
 Nita is something different from other female characters of Sahgal. B.P. Sinha comments on her 
in his, Social and Political Concerns in the novels of Nayantara Sahgal,
 Nita wants a job of her own and resents the idea of an arranged marriage to perhaps one of the 
‘putty faced’ men whose family regard her as a catch. Nita feels that the emotional content of such 
a marriage would be over shadowed by the material concerns, by the stocks and shares, ‘money 
and clothes’. And she wonders what about her body and its desires… the body that pulsated for 
something with an urgency she had never known. (119)
 The wife of Arjun Mitra is described by Neil Berenson very badly. Uma is a nineteen-year-old 
girl with beauty. He describes her as, “The woman with the breasts – he could not describe her 
frank sexuality any other way- was than her husband and aware of it. The green and gold saree 
that looked like layers of net was nonetheless too girlish for her” (27) Neil Berenson sees her and 
judges her with her physical beauty not with her real own feelings. Here, he shows his chauvinistic 
attitude. Arjun Mitra marries Uma without the wish of her. He marries her for the sake of his 
parents and their wish. Her opinion is not considered as important because he is thirty-three-year-
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old man and she is just nineteen. She feels alone in the house. Mitra never consider her as his equal 
and a life partner. To him,
 As far he was concerned Uma was dead. As for the world was concerned he continued to give 
food, shelter and the protection of his name to the woman he had had the misfortune to marry. He 
would have done as much had his wife become insane or incurably ill. (34)
 Always he feels satisfied to stay with books. He asks her to chat with neighbours to pass her 
time. But he never tries to understand her and he always blame her. Women are considered as 
subaltern even in economically. Their wages are lower than the males. However, they are dare 
enough to face the problems. Rachel Bari comments on Uma thus,
 What more could you expect from Uma, a young girl with only marriage as the goal? Or  
 is it? In fact, there are no instances of a woman with a career in the novel. There are women who 
work but not as in career. And even if they do, it always in the position of subordination. (Bari 40)
 The bold and modern woman, Nita is offered a job by the minister Kalyan Sinha. The job is 
offered by a minister so their parents could not refuse it. Nita becomes happy to become a working 
woman. Here, Kalyan pretends to be respectable man towards young educated woman. But when 
he was in abroad he cheated and murdered two women like objects for his need. There Kalyan had 
started the Centre in 1935 to encourage public opinion in favour of India’s freedom. He became the 
president of it. A girl who was studying at Radcliffe, Leela. She calls Rakesh as Rakesh Bhai,
 It touched him that she called him Rakesh Bhai, as though clinging to the shred of emotional 
security this gave her. But gradually like of them she was drawn to Kalyan and began to turn to him 
when she needed advice. (79)
 She visited Kalyan often. But at times reduced. Rakesh never see her again. She said goodbye 
by saying goodbye to him and informed that she would go for NewYork. Then Rakesh had enjoyed 
his vacation offered by the University. That came to an end with the inquiry of the police,
 The vacation was coming to an end when he got a message from the police station to identify the 
body of an Indian girl found in the Charles river. The police concluded after questioning those who 
had known Leela best that her pregnancy had been too great … she was not, as far as you knew, 
about to be married? He had been asked. (103)
 Rakesh knew that Kalyan is the seducer and the murderer of Leela. He also spoils the life of 
Celia too. 
 
Conclusion
 The world has grown up in many ways. However, it lacks few things like equality of women 
and a woman cannot go out even in the day time. Because many brutal tortures for women happen 
in the world. Here, the women characters have suffered because of the sexual harassment of sadist 
like Kalyan Sinha finish the life of the woman. This is the slight example of reflection of the world. 
So women have to aware of certain things in the world.   
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Objectives 
• To provide a glimpse into the representation of the unheard  

women  subaltern within the patriarchal  culture.
• To revisit, relocate and reflect upon the image of the female 

subaltern as presented hitherto in the select literary texts.
• To explore and analyse the changing configurations and 

shifting paradigms in the literary presentation of the image of 
women subaltern .

• To highlight the need to identify and appreciate the emerging 
trends on the portrayal of female subaltern in Indian English 
Literature.

Methodology 
 This paper has been designed within the theoretical  framework 
of Subaltern Studies, examining, discussing the secondary data 
collected through Books, Internet, Websites.   Apart from explaining 
briefly the emergence of the Subaltern Literature, as elaborated by 
Gramci, Spivak and the Subaltern Group of Historians, the paper 
makes an attempt to trace the literary tradition in the representation 
of women subaltern with the select illustrations from the Indian 
English Literature.

Introduction 
 Meaning – The word ‘Subaltern’ denotes a person holding a 
subordinate or an inferior position. ’Subaltern Studies’ gained 
momentum in the last part of the 20th century. Antonio Gramci, ( 
1891-1937)  an Italian Marxist , thinker adopted the term  ‘Subaltern’ 
in a sense of ‘inferior rank’, to refer to those working class people 
in Soviet Union, who were subjected to the hegemony of the ruling 
class. The working class includes peasants and workers who were 
denied of hegemonic power. The term ‘Subaltern’ has been adopted 
by a team of historians who are known as the ‘Subaltern Studies 
Group’ who aimed at  promoting a discussion on Subaltern  themes. 
They used the term ‘Subaltern’ to refer to the prevailing subordination 
in terms of class, gender, race in the South Asian Society. The group 
consisted of such members as Ranjith Guha, Dipesh Chakrabarty 
and Gyanendra Pandey.etc. The concept of ‘Subaltern’ gained more 
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prominence and currency with Gayatri Spivak’s essay “Can the Subaltern speak?” (1985). In this 
essay, Gayatri Spivak an Indian literary critic, a practical Marxist feminist, focuses on some of the 
problems of the Third World Women. Her opinion is that if in the context of colonial production 
the Subaltern has no history and cannot speak, the Subaltern as a female is even more deeply in 
shadow.  To Spivak, Subaltern women, are subjected to oppression more than Subaltern men; 
they do not have proper representation and are not able to voice their opinion. Spivak’s writings 
reflect the background of women’s struggle and oppression in the third world countries. These 
problems have never been mentioned nor discussed in the third world countries. Spivak expresses  
with anguish that female subalterns have  become ghosts in society. Robert J. C. Young in his 
commentary on Spivak observes that Subaltern woman has her identity within the patriarchal and 
imperial discourse. 

Representation of the Women Subaltern in the Select Texts from Indian English Literature
 From the time immemorial the orthodox, conservative, tradition bound, biased Indian society has 
always considered women inferior, and incapable of any serious thinking and action, irrespective 
of the period of time they belong to. More or less the same sort of perception and sex-stereotyping 
is expressed through language and literature. Many literary texts have portrayed women as the 
‘Subaltern’, as the ‘Other’, so, as the marginalized, the silenced, and the oppressed. Portrayal 
of the female characters as Draupadi, Kunthi and Sita in the Indian epics throws light upon the 
mechanism of patriarchy and reveals the attitude of the society towards women.The early novels 
of Kamala Markandeya, Babani Bhattacharya and even Mulk Raj Anand , R. K. Narayan, Raja 
Rao etc.  depict the suffering of women caused by infidelity, childlessness, harsh mother-in –law. 
They also illustrate the limited roles women are assigned as they were not allowed to think, decide 
and act independently. Women have been portrayed by these novelists as being submissive, meek, 
gentle, docile, silent  patient and treated as the ‘Other’. As De Beauvoir  observes “ …She is 
not regarded as an autonomous being. She is defined and differentiated with reference to men….
She is called the sex…He is the subject. He is the absolute, She is the other.”  Portrayal of the 
image of women in literature explain how women under patriarchal dominance are controlled and 
conditioned to play the stereotypical roles perpetuated through centuries.

Post-Colonial Period 
 Women writers in the Post-Colonial India have portrayed the image of the women who have 
consciously accepted the supremacy of the patriarchal value system and surrendered meekly to 
their traditionally assigned roles and allowed themselves to be dominated. Writers like Kamala 
Markandeya,  Anita Desai, Shashi Deshpande, Bharati Mukherjee ,Shobha De, have depicted 
women’s problems  and express their concern in their novels. Kamala Markandeya , who 
introduced the sub-genre of feminist writing in India, advocated the concept of feminine autonomy. 
Ruth Prawar Jhabvala’s novels have the themes of clash between traditional codes and modern 
aspirations. Describing the plight of women in the Patriarchal society NayanTara Sahgal explains 
how man  plays the role of the master of woman’s life and the creator of destiny,  and regrets that 
a divorced woman becomes stigmatized in this society. Mahasweta Devi  is  regarded as the voice 
of the Subaltern and her female protagonists struggle to cope with the discriminatory practices  
in order to survive  with dignity. In her novels Arundhati Roy portrays the doubly marginalized 
women subaltern as they are oppressed by the native cultural and the dominant forces of patriarchy.

Shifting Paradigms
 The next generation of Indian women novelists like Gita Hariharan, Anita Nair, Namitha 
Gokhale, Manju Kapur focus their attention on the predicament of the contemporary women who 
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strive for emancipation and liberation from the dominant patriarchal system. Indian women today, 
are exposed to the new set of values with education, employment and awareness. This has put them 
in a conflicting state and are caught between their desire for more freedom and their traditional 
role. Many women novelists have portrayed women caught in this dilemma and have anticipated 
changing configurations. The novels of two contemporary novelists – Sudha Murthy and Jahnvi 
Barua can be cited as examples in this regard. The female protagonists of the two novels – ‘Rebirth’ 
(written by Jahnvi Barua) and ‘Gently Falls the Bakula’  (written by Sudha Murthy) are educated, 
cultured, modest and strong enough to tolerate silently the unkind treatment meted out to them, but 
walkout of their marriage when they realize the worthlessness and meaninglessness of their marital 
relationships. The patient await for the desired change ends with the awakening and realization that 
the life they are gifted with is more precious than subservience. 

Implications and Recommendations
 The study of the representation of women in the select texts of Indian English Literature conveys 
the message that there has been a substantial change in the status of women, but at the same time 
they are still under represented and under estimated in many domains of the society. Education 
and economic independence may have empowered women to meet the challenges of life, to earn 
a respectable status, to live a life of self respect and dignity, but still at some point an invisible 
discrimination persists in a subtle way. At present, women may have freedom but with restrains. 
Many have been relieved of the drudgeries and hardships they have been subjected to at different 
levels, may have also been enjoying a respectable status, position; but the kind of inexplicable 
torture and harassment continues to oppress her even in today’s context. Many feminists consider 
sex based discrimination as one of the oldest worst forms of apartheid in the history of humanity. 
Hence, there is a need for changes within language and culture to bring about a paradigmatical shift 
in our thinking habits, our collective consciousness and value system related to Women Subaltern. 
Society’s mindset needs to be changed to encourage, to motivate, to treat women with respect and 
assign the status they really deserve.          

Conclusion 
 Literature is the best tool for representing any issue related to mankind of every period of 
time. In the post independent India, especially in the past two or three decades women writers 
have shunned all inhibitions and bravely projected, delineated and discussed the real status of 
contemporary Indian women. In the wake of the shifting paradigms which is a continuous process 
the women’s Subaltern are getting empowered through the influence of education, economic 
freedom and western culture. They are progressive and conscious of their rights and at the same 
time they have not forgotten their care, concern and responsibility towards the welfare of their 
family. Time and again, the contemporary Indian women writers in English have been successfully 
trying to represent the changing configurations in the image of Women Subaltern. 
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 Bama hailed as a first Dalit women writer in India. She portrays 
the sufferings of Dalit people through her novel Karukku (1992). An 
autobiographical work depicts the difficulties and challenges faced 
by her in different stages of her life. Karukku refers to a double- 
edged stem of the palm leaf that represents the life of Dalits in 
Indian society. Karukku, she describes the subjugated Dalit people 
and the disgrace faced by the domination of the upper class. Dalit 
people are exploited both politically and economically and also 
been discriminated and brutalized by the upper caste society. Dalits 
are considered as ‘outcastes.’ Dalit women face discrimination, 
and abuse like sexual abuse by upper caste men and even shown 
discrimination in employment and wages. They were treated merely 
like slaves to the upper class. Discrimination by caste in Indian 
society is considered as vulnerable to oppression and suffering. 
Karukku is an elegy to the community she belongs, and she writes 
humorous incidents from her childhood. She says about how women 
and Dalit people are marginalized, hegemonized and downgraded. 
She wants Dalit women to awake and rise for their rights. This paper 
focuses on the humiliation, discrimination, exploitation faced by 
women based on caste, religion, gender and the perilous situation of 
Dalit community. 
 Dalit literature deals about the Dalits oppression in the Indian 
caste system. The term Dalit originated in Sanskrit ‘Dalita’ meaning 
oppressed. Dalit literature is measured as a very crucial part of Indian 
literature. Dalit narrations have seen from 11th century portraying 
Dalit women as naked and sexually exploitable. Dalit literature came 
to prominence from 1960 in various languages such as Marathi, 
Kannada, Telugu and Tamil in the form of poems, short stories and 
autobiographies. It was realism and contribution for Dalit people. 
Dalit literatures are noted as a rebellion against the suppression, 
humiliations by Dalits in past and sufferings continuing even in the 
present scenario. A perfect work of Dalit literature can produce only 
when Dalit life would present from Dalit point of view. The motive 
of Dalit literature is the liberations of Dalits and the stories seen in 
Dalit literatures are purely experienced based. The writers in their 
work present the exact truth of the life of subjugated society and also 
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under advantaged in the Indian society. Their shame, anger, sorrow, suppression, strapping hope 
became a strong hand for Dalit literature.
 Marginalization happens in the society for various reasons like caste, gender, colour, money, 
and complexion. People were marginalized based on their class and considered as ‘Untouchables’. 
They are marginalized by the upper class people. In our society especially the Dalit people were 
marginalized, suppressed and dominated for several years. After tolerating all these suffering they 
were started raising their voice for their rights. Henceforth, Dalit literature appeared as a voice of 
Dalit people and their rights.  It is a revolt against social injustice, and their need is a society for 
them devoid of discrimination. Bama after being marginalized by upper caste she burst out with 
anger and breaks her silence, raises her voice in her novel Karukku. She bravely strikes out the ill-
treatment of upper caste towards out castes.
 Faustina Mary Bama was born into a Christian family in 1956, Puthupatty near Madurai. She 
stood as a voice for the hardships of Dalit people especially ‘Paraiyas’. She is considered as a 
first Dalit women writers who was widely recognized and also first black literary writer in Tamil 
literature. Her autobiographical work Karukku got raised its world-wide reorganization only after 
the translation of Lakshmi Holmstrom in English at 2000. It won the crossword book award in 
2000. It deals with the violent oppression unleashed on Dalits. She also says how the caste system 
can play a major role in human life. It is her childhood memoir describes the sufferings and sorrows 
of the Dalit people. The upper castes such as Naicker, Chettiyar, Asari, Thevar, Nadir and Udaiyar 
never come to the areas of lower caste people. Living with lower caste people was considered as 
a sin to upper-class people. Koravar, Chakkilar, Kusavan, Pallar and Parayar were considered as 
lower caste people and untouchables by the upper class. Even the offices, schools, shops, milk 
depot, and the church will be situated only in the upper caste areas. Bama’s village is closely the 
same.
 I don’t know how it came about the upper-caste communities and the lower caste communities 
were separated like this into different parts of the village. But they kept themselves to their part of 
the village, and we stayed in ours. We only went to their side if we had worked to do there. But they 
never, ever, came to our parts. The post-office, the panchayat board, the milk-depot, the big shops, 
the church, and the schools- all these stood in their streets. So why would they need to come to our 
area? Besides there was a big school in the naicker street which was meant only for the upper caste 
children. (Karukku 7)
 Karukku majorly focuses on the caste and religion. Many incidents in her childhood made her 
feel shame for her birth in the Parayar community. She is aggravated with the evil treatment of 
upper class towards the lower class people. She realized the dominations right from her childhood. 
She recollects her childhood incidents like playing with her friends both boys and girls. The boys 
will act as Naickers and the girls as Pannayars. Boys will keep shops and girls would go and buy 
the groceries. The boys as Priests and the girls as Sisters. The Boys will go to work and girls 
used to cook food. After recollecting all these incidents, she thinks that even in games Dalit girls 
were given the subordinate position. The girls are shown as passive, powerless. Even to do small 
things and they are used to get afraid of upper class like fetching water in the pond, food, fishing, 
searching for earthworms to get fried up for a meal.
 Dalit children were treated different compared to other children in school. Bama faced caste 
discrimination in school many times. She later realized, recognized and felt humiliated for being 
born in an untouchable caste when she was in the third standard. Untouchability practice of 
dominant class remains a long-lasting scar on the Dalit people. Dalit people starved for their basic 
needs. They started working for upper caste, but they offered lower jobs to them like driving cattle, 
protecting grains from stray and firewood, etc. Dalit children suffered a lot, they were not provided 
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clothes the children wandered in the streets with bare bottomed. All these incidents depict the 
wretched conditions of Dalit children who suffer for their basic needs. “They could live what the 
cheapest they would get”. (Karukku,2)
 Bama recollects another confrontation of her childhood. Once in a school Bama was playing 
with other students in the evening. Bama climbed up to touch the coconut palm tip as a part of the 
game, while she was playing, unfortunately, the coconut fall and the children who were playing 
ran away with fear. The next day morning the head master insults Bama using her caste name in 
the assembly and treats her badly. She felt ashamed and insulted in front of all the children, and she 
also got suspended from school. She was crying the whole day, and finally, the teachers insist her 
to meet the church priest and ask for an apology. She finally meets the priest to get the letter from 
him to get admitted again in class. The priest instead of giving an apology letter started criticizing 
her saying that “After all you are from Cheri. You might have done it. You must have done it”. (19)
 Bama felt the act of untouchability in her childhood when she was studying the third standard. 
When she was returning from the school, she notices a person holding the snack packet tied in 
a string. Bama unable to control her laughter seeing that later, she came to know that the snack 
packet was bought to the Naicker. The Naickers were upper-class people, and they should not 
touch the Parayas who were lower class. Bama many times used to think that why the upper-class 
people call us as “Paraya”, why do these people dominate and suppress us. Bama says that God 
has created everyone the same but why this ill-treatment and discrimination occurs with the lower 
strata. 
 Bama has countless instances that state about the caste discrimination and humiliations right 
from her childhood. Caste and religion both cause many sufferings in the life of Bama. In many 
places, she felt much humiliated because of her birth in the outcaste community. Bama after facing 
many struggles in her life she wants to strive hard for the upliftment of herself and her community 
from this evilness. Meanwhile, her elder brother encourages her and says about the power of 
education which could change vast changes in the life and through that she could also attain the 
equal rights for herself and to her community. Her brother also says that education could give her 
dignity. After her talk with her brother, she felt much encouragement and self- confidence. She 
decides to work hard and concentrated her studies much seriously and stood first in class. After 
her success in studies, many people became her friends though she was from the downtrodden 
community.
 Bama stood exceptional in education and with a lot of effort, she completes her under graduation 
and B.Ed. She decides to become a teacher and works in a convent. Even in her working place she 
could see the nuns ill-treating and commenting the Dalit children. Bama feels much happy teaching 
the children in the convent because most of the children studying in the convent were Dalit children. 
After seeing the suppression of nuns in the convent, she decides to help the Dalit children by 
becoming herself a nun. She decides herself to sacrifice her life for the upliftment of Dalit children 
and her community. The nuns in the convent used to criticize and mock at Dalit people and think as 
poor quality people. Karukku is considered as trifold as it focuses on three things about Bama as a 
Dalit, Christian, and women. Bama is the witness for all the violent incidents happened in different 
stages of her life.
 Bama’s grandmothers worked as a servant in Naicker families under worst conditions. Even 
the small child of Naicker family would call her grandmother by their name, and they were treated 
merely as slaves to them. The children of Naicker family were taught to disobey the Dalits right 
from their childhood. All these incidents went into the inner sight of Bama. Without losing self-
confidence she stood for the upliftment of Dalit people. As a little girl she can’t do anything over 
the insult of her grandmother. She buried the spark of anger in her mind and kept quiet, and later it 
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burst out into an explosive:
 One day I went with paatti to the naicker house. After she had finished all her filthy chores, 
paatti placed the vessel that she had brought with her, by the side of the drain. The Naicker lady 
came out with her leftovers, leaned out from some distance and tipped them into paatti’s vessel, 
and went away. Her vessel, it seemed, must not touch paatti’s; it would be polluted… these people 
are the maharajas who feed us our rice. Without them, how will we survive? Have not they been 
upper-caste from generation to generation, and  have not we been lower-caste? Can we change 
this? (Karukku 14)
 Naickers in her village do not recognize and respect any Dalit even they are educated. Bama and 
her brother faced a lot of sufferings in spite of being educated. Her brother was a university student 
went to the library in search of books during holidays. One day Naicker men asked about him and 
he replied to infuriate the upper caste man only because he happened to talk with a Dalit man. 
Bama too faced one such incident while travelling by the bus. A Naicker woman was sitting beside 
her in the bus. The women suddenly moved to another seat after hearing about Bama’s residence in 
Cheri street. Cheri street is where the Dalit people reside. The women were afraid of being polluted 
by an untouchable. During that moment she felt that, “If u are born into a low caste, every moment 
of your life is a moment of struggle”. (27) In different stage of her life Bama felt embarrassed for 
her birth in low class community. 
 Bama advises all the people of her community to fight for their rights. Instead of being passive 
she calls them to work hard to get back their respect they deserve as humans. Bama after tolerating 
lot of efforts she courageously fight for her rights and equality among the people without caste and 
creed. She compares herself as a bird which has very strong wings to fly higher and higher similarly 
she could also achieve her goal through her writings. After her writings for her community people 
get some awareness and got self- realization of themselves and started focusing on getting equality 
for their community. 
 Bama wants all the people of her community to join hands and think about their rights and 
battle for themselves. Dalit people first do not understand the power of education but later bama 
made them realize the true value of education and started understanding the true worth of education 
which could bring their dignity and self-respect. Bama stands as a representative of her entire 
community. Bama describes her pain and sorrow as,
 Now, many thoughts come crowding to me I am like a bird whose wings were broken. After its 
wings have been broken it is protected only if it stays within its cage, but if it comes out it can only 
flap its wings uselessly unable to fly. And that is the state in which I am now. I don’t know when 
my wings will heal and gain enough strength so that I too will be able to fly again. Just as people 
throw sticks and stones to wound a wingless bird, many people have wounded me with their words 
and deeds. Yet I know I am moving forward slowly step by step. (Karukku 104)
 Bama not only marginalized as a Dalit, as a women and as a Christian. After being insulted 
and subjugated from upper class she makes it clear that no one will take effort to fight for her 
community. With the help of his brother’s positive advise she used the most powerful tool 
‘education’ to overcome all her pain and sufferings. After reaching the success she fought for her 
community and got victory in her battle through her outstanding novels. Dalits started fighting 
for their rights in Taminadu with more violence than another state in India. Bama also says about 
the police atrocities on Dalit people. They were massacred and beaten up by police officers. Dalit 
people suffered a lot both physically and mentally. They are tortured and forced to eat excrement.
 Bama points out that the sufferings of Dalit women and Dalit children were more than men. 
They were concealed even within their community and also outside the community. Dalit men 
dominate Dalit women within the community and they also felt all the sufferings outside the 
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community from the upper class people. Dalit women faced much violence and harassed by men 
and considered always as inferior to men. They are not paid properly for their work. Men were 
given much amount while women got meagre salary for the same work. Landlords raped Dalit 
women, scold them with unkind words and also kicked them. Tolerating all these evil actions they 
continued to work for their family and children. “women suffer more than men, even if they did the 
same work, men received one wage, women another.”(47)
 Bama emphasizes that Dalits should break free from the socially constructed prison in order 
to fight against the force of oppression and segregation. In karukku bama shows her anger about 
the unfulfilled hopes of Dalit people who are still in gloom of exploitation and discrimination. 
Dalits were marginalized and lived in the state of enslavement. Despite of their pain, sufferings, 
discrimination and struggles they should come up in future. Dalits have sought to redefine their 
social status and transform their character of Indian society. Bama stands up against the traditional 
hierarchy of caste prevalent in India. Bama worked hard to attain the identity through her writing. 
Bama’s Karukku thus portrays the marginalization and subjugation of Dalit people at a social, 
political, economical and cultural level in India.
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 Marginalization is the powerlessness and outlaw by a group 
who experienced, resulting from inequality of control of resources 
and power structures within society. Feminism argues that woman 
is marginalized due to the patriarchal society. Most of the women 
faced numerous disputes and chaotic problems in India. In today 
scenario some of the major challenges that woman who faced 
gender discrimination and marginalization. Despite various sounds 
by human rights activists and non-governmental organizations 
to eliminate and get rid of discrimination and marginalization of 
women. Indian society which gave numerous reports that indicate 
women are highly marginalized in the present personification. It also 
looks at the negative impacts that marginalization has caused on the 
victims of domestic violence. Due to this assumption, women who 
might be more qualified than their male counterparts in most of the 
organizations or other inferior beings. 
 Under different economic conditions, and under the influence 
of specific historical, cultural, legal and religious factors, that 
marginalization is one of the keys to manifestations of gender 
inequality. In general, they are always marginalized relative to men, 
in every country and culture. Gender discrimination is one of the 
major problems in India. Right from the ‘Vedas’ period most of 
the human attributed to the only son and not to daughters. From the 
earlier period of Vedic age woman have been the subjects of sarcastic 
comment. All we know both man and woman is the essential part 
of creation, but somewhere she is marginalized by society, family 
relationship and by the husband. In the twentieth century increases 
the number of female fetal death because of gender discrimination. 
Our society who treated that woman is treated as a subsidiary or 
secondary beings. Women are all oppression and suppression is 
being thrown gradually to the margins by the marginalization.
 In the contemporary Indian patriarchal society not opposes a new 
global change. They adopt all the new life style, new laws to improve 
their standard of living. Marginalized people are social, political, 
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cultural and legal deprived of their ‘rights’ as human beings in every sphere of life and society. 
Male suppressions and most of the females are considered as a marginal entity in the society. Only 
by their literary writing and their expression through the society, the female writers shows that 
breaking down existing social power structures and create or invent a new place for herself. They 
can step forward into the world of male domination. The women writer could reform her obtainable 
marginalized position and accept her rightful role as a significant part of our society. By writing 
their own, the woman writer could challenge the patriarchal, gender discrimination and accepted 
notion of feminine mystique. She only redrafts her opinion.
 A woman’s attempt to self-discovery leads to interrogate that she has not been only born as a 
woman, but she becomes one as she is hardly a product of the socio-cultured environment in the 
making of which she has any part. Her true identity is expressed more softened by the omnipresent, 
all-pervasive, too dominant and to oppressive patriarchal culture. She pushes into dominated and 
assigns her a place away from the centre to the periphery to a margin of existence. To define and 
salvage herself, to find out whom she is and what she has lost to break the fetters of servility. Her 
sufferings become imperative that she opens up; she ventilates to unleash her innermost pangs 
of guilt, misery, fears, doubts and anxieties to reinstate her experience as woman. So that she 
can acquire autonomy over her being and discover her true self. This realization triggers off a 
journey into the recesses of her being and she strives to rise to be born. It is this struggle of 
self-realization that becomes the text of an autobiography in most women writers. The woman 
writer was constructed to be breaking social mores due to the valorization of silence as a desirable 
“feminine” attribute.
 The binary opposition engendered by a woman writer’s autobiography call for a disinterring 
and accepted for phallocentric schemata. As a foremost writer Kamala Das who is best-known in 
her poems in the twentieth century. She made the enormous contribution to nurture of Indian poetry 
in English. Das writes poetry as only a woman can write. Kamala Das, who emerges from her 
writing taking versatile forms to fascinate and charm, to tease and torment, to hold and enthrall, and 
to reveal her new world of a woman in Indian society. Her poetry and writings are revolved around 
a multitude woman’s issues, from sexuality to childbirth. Critics labeled her a feminist write and 
the “the mother of modern English Indian poetry,” but she never accepted the former. Inspired by 
her real-life, Kamala wrote ‘My Story’ in English, and later ‘Ente Katha’ in Malayalam. Kamala 
got candid about her emotionally fragmented family, an unfulfilling marriage, sexual yearnings, 
suicidal thoughts and many more.
 Kamala attributed the part to the strength of exploration in the love-theme that it also follows 
her compulsions to articulate and understand the workings of the feminine consciousness. Her best-
known poem in this category, ‘An Introduction’ is concerned with the question of human identity, 
but it effectively uses the confessional and the rhetorical modes in order to focus on woman identity 
in English. The female autobiographies is viewed as radical and subversive when she writes the self 
and hence the diffidence and confusion that attends women’s writing. There are two other factors 
that are often brought up to demean the woman personal experience who expressed in their writing 
style. A biography as mere personal hysteria supported by Freud, and other one is an autobiography 
as a fictional construct. She projects herself as a passive female, powerless of action and relapses 
into panic and she becomes intolerable personality. 
 Despite the emphasis on autobiography and the aspects of personal confusion by Das, one is 
also aware of the work’s fictional element. The very title itself-‘My Story’ gives us an indication 
of the fictional work. It is well in keeping with psychoanalytic theories of autobiography. As she 
writes in My Story:
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 Poets die many times their deaths. They die especially repeatedly in the obituaries. They live 
again, so they not when their poems are printed after their deaths. (1)
 Uniqueness and individuality of each woman’s preoccupations, there is a common ground upon 
which women could share their views and express their opinions, whether good or bad. There 
are dangers inherent in the mere exploration of the female self. Her autobiography indicates the 
feminist problems by drawing up new dimension and change entirely different structural framework 
for woman writing. Das’s quest for identity is directly the progeny of an old social set up, oriented 
towards the annihilation of the feminine personality.
 Matriliny certainly for grounded the position of women by tracing descent from a female ancestor 
or passing on property through the female line. This was in direct opposition to the marginalization 
of women in major societies all over the world. Colonization was largely responsible for depriving 
Kerala of its matriarchal position. In Kerala the Nayar youths grew ashamed of their time honoured 
woman-centred society and rushed to pay homage to the patriarchal institutions of their colonial 
masters. In the 1810’s, the British disarmed the Nayars all over Kerala, and the matrilineal joint-
family was forced to cope with peace- an entirely new situation for them. From the 1890’s, 
legislative attempts to reform matriliny began. 
 The breakdown of matrilineal institutions was an indirect consequence of colonial depredation. 
In the process of writing, the self in this work, the poet, herself a victim of colonial depredation, 
repeatedly resorts to a sort of idealized representation of her tharavad. One can consider the 
autobiography of Kerala’s bilingual woman writer Kamala Das alias Madhavikutty, who wrote 
stories in her native Malayalam. She is a member of the colonizers and matrilineages f Kerala, 
under the Nayars tharavad. Her autobiography provides a epigrammatic account of the changing 
social conditions within the narrow preview of thravad, the Nalapat House. In her attractive 
autobiography. ‘My Story’ as;
 My Story is my autobiography which I began writing during my first serious illness about her 
heart disease. The doctor thought that writing would destruct my mind from the fear of a sudden 
death and besides there was all hospital bills to be taken care off. I sent a telegram to an editor who 
had been after me to write such a book to be used as a serial in his Journal. He arrived after a day 
bringing with him the total remuneration for the serial. He was taking a risk as I was then very ill 
and it did not seem likely that I want to be able to write more than a few chapters. (17)
 The opening chapters depict a colonized childhood, resonant with theme of oppressed 
womanhood. The father, a Rolls Royce and Bentley salesperson, stood as a mediator between the 
British corporation and the Indian upper class. Das similarly showed the characteristics alienation 
of being suspended between indigenous and colonized cultures. ‘My Story’ is a collection of her 
suffering hysteria and the image of woman has undergone a change in the last three decades. 
Throughout this period, woman writers have moved away from traditional enduring. She has 
portrayed instead of Self-sacrificing woman, towards conflicted and searching for her own identity. 
This autobiography is remarkable because it presents a new consent of woman and the self before 
us like Gandhi, Kamala Das has shown her courage in revealing truths before us. 
 Women writers focus on the conflicts in a man-woman relationship and the female psych 
conditioning it to survive the oppressive forces. The post- independence India woman is aware 
of her rights, virtues, and duties and of convention. Social obligations and moral responsibilities 
have conditioned her. Women are socially and culturally tuned to “fit in” and adjust to tradition 
and practice. Hence, they organize themselves as the sole torchbearers of familial and social honor. 
Das hints that submergence of male ego, through feminine tactics and sexual gratification paved 
the way for the female independence. ‘My Story’ shows a rare type of vigor, strength, dedication 
and revelation of her true self quite successfully. Divorce, or separation, which was at one time a 
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simple and easy procedure-merely a question to be decided between the individuals concerned and 
the elders of the family now became a societal matter. Though the fact that Kamala Das’s marriage 
had “flopped” was obvious, it was not possible for her to initiate measures towards separation 
for fear of public disapproval. Remarriage and divorce were not impossible; the whole procedure 
would not have the social sanction in earlier times.
 The elementary family was torn by two descent groups- that of the husband and that of the 
wife and children. Yet the prognosis was not as hopeless as the initial implications suggest. 
Education had given the womenfolk of the matrilineal society a foothold in society that could not 
be underplayed. From the above account, it is clear that matriliny provided the basic framework 
for the uniquely superior position of women in Kerala. The breakdown of the matrilineal structures 
in the twentieth century altered this position of authority. Yet the structure gave her security and a 
certain measure or freedom- of choice and action but not available to women in patriarchal society 
all over the world. Over this basic framework they could act using their personal initiative and vast 
resources of creative energy entered into new world and new dreams. 
 The language used by Kamala Das evolves out of her relationship with her family, relatives, 
husband and the society. Her language is sometimes pornographic and domestic. The resources of 
her language and fiction are taken from her own situations as a wife and as a poet.  She wants to 
point out the helplessness and passivity of women in the male dominated society. She assigns the 
subject positions to the male, woman is assigned the object position or she makes use of passive 
forms of the verb free verse to suit her situations and ample freedom. The striking point of the 
autobiography is that Kamala Das has pointed her husband in dark shoot. De facto she was tender 
and deeply emotional and desired for a better and more sympathetic and considerate conjugal life 
by an unfeeling husband. She has tarnished his image. According to her, he was well versed in sex, 
having had sex with many of the maidservants of his family. The sense of loss, depravity, alienation 
and superficiality get submerged her inner feeling. She feels repelled against the existence under 
the burden of sickening experiences of her later life. She often feels that love is a hollow word as 
the male dominated society, shows no understanding of a woman’s aspirations. 
 Kamala Das disturbed about her freedom that her husband accessible her, when she got married. 
But his ways with them were brusque and brutal and he attempted the same clumsy raping mating 
technique with her, which she resisted. She charges him with a sexual relationship with an old 
friend of his, which he continued even after he married her. My Story leads us to a romantic world, 
where she puts on a mask to show us the inner life of a woman hidden in her. She revealed woman’s 
identity and hysteria through autobiography. Without by-passing or reducing belittling individual 
experiences, women’s autobiography could help map out a new world of female space. In the post-
colonial world any such effort should also take into consideration the subaltern structures of family 
hierarchy where the woman often occupied a position of prime importance. 
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 Mahasweta Devi was a discriminate writer in Bengali language. 
She was born on 14 January 1926 in Dhaka, Bangladesh. Her father 
was a remarkable poet and novelist whereas her mother was a writer 
and social worker. Mahasweta Devi showed her interest in social and 
political activity in an early age. She was graduated from Santiniketan 
in 1946 later she did her Masters in English from Santiniketan in 
1967. Devi’s work represents two hundred years struggle of tribal 
people for human dignity is seen through her various fiction and non- 
fictional works. Her works such fiction, essays, plays, Journalistic 
writings showed the themes of caste inequalities, class contradictions, 
and gender discrimination. Mahasweta Devi writes in The Hindu 
“There is so much unrest in India because so many millions below 
the poverty line, including the tribal have been cruelly neglected”. 
The term subaltern was first used by an Italian essential thinker, 
Antonio Gramsci. The word subaltern means the groups who are 
subjected to the domination of the ruling classes. They do not have 
political power and therefore no voice. “The only subalterns of this 
country are the tribals. (G. N. Devy ) The word was taken up by 
postcolonial studies from the subaltern studies group of histories who 
discussed to promote a subaltern themes in  South Asian studies.  The 
group consists of  Ranajit Guha and  Shaheed Amin, David Arnold, 
Partha Chatterjee, David Hardiman and Gyan Pandey. 

As Jaganmohana Chari refers
“One can credit Mahasweta Devi with the clarity of Vision 
which comes to an historically informed realist with a concern 
for the marginalized people in the world, the indigenous and 
disenfranchised or the disprivileged”.  
(Jaganmohana Chari 12)

 The Outcast: Four Stories is the anthology of Four short story of  
four subjugated women, who are  the main protagonist of the story. 
The story revolves around the four women such Dhouli, Shanichari, 
Josmina, Chinta. The first story is named, Dhouli. She is the main 
protagonist of the first story. Dhouli is a 19 years fair and young 
widow and beautiful girl. She is a Dusad’s daughter. Dusad means 
low caste untouchable. 
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 Misrilal is a 23 years Brahman boy Misrilal represents higher class. Whereas Dhouli represents 
the lower class, adivasi. The setting of the short story begins in northern part of India. In the 
beginning she hesitates to accept his love but Misrilal tries to convince her. Dhouli is pregnant, he 
is happy he informs his mother about Dhouli bearing his child. Shanichari played a minor role in 
Dhouli as medicine woman and also gossip mongers. “The men of our family have planted their 
seed in so many dusad and ganju girls. You’re a hot-blooded young man. Even Jhalo three sons by 
Kundan. 
 What will she do? She has sinned. She’ll suffer for it. They’ll both starve to death, mother and 
daughter. How is she to blame, Ma? It’s always the fault of the woman. For not considering a 
brahman’s honour, she’s even more to blame”. (Devi, Outcast, 13-14) Misrilal’s mother said these 
words to Misrilal because she wants her son to think that he is not first one who ruin the life of 
untouchable woman there are many others such Kundan,  elder brother of Misrilal. Kundan also 
ruin the life of many untouchable women’s life. Through this Misrilal’s mother represent higher 
class community.      
 At some position Misrilal’s family forced  Misrilal to leave the village Taharr, he goes to 
Dhanbad.  Misrilal is in love with Dhouli, she is pregnant now they doesn’t need Dhouli to be their 
daughter in law, the  untouchable girl so they forced him to Dhanbad.   The sufferings of Dhouli 
started. Dhouli and her mother suffered in the hands of Brahman family.
 Dhouli expecting his arrival from Dhanbad. She even decided to swallow insecticide but she 
wants to see the traitor face at least once. Dhouli gives birth to a boy baby, since she becomes the 
mother of a child now there are three in a family it is very difficult to survive without money. Her 
mother goes to earn for their living. Dhouli’s mother gets only food not money. Mother  promised 
his son Misrilal that would  take care of the Dhouli family. They get food but not recognition. The 
sufferings of Dhouli made her into prostitute.
 The wretched condition of Dhouli is, sometimes they started to eat roots and tubers in order 
to lead their life. This is miserable condition of downtrodden people most of the people use them 
and throw them away these people forget to realize that they are also the human beings. Devi 
projects the sufferings of oppressed woman. These higher class people forget to value the lower 
class people as human beings. She is forced to accept the prostitution in order to survive in the 
dominant society. “The fate of such a woman in her own community depends on the attitude of the 
Brahmin family. If the Brahman family takes pity on the victim and hands out doles she is left in 
peace. Otherwise she is made an outcast and is compelled to become a whore”. ( M. Asaduddin, Of 
Rape and Marginalization, 238)   
 The story based on tribal people who are forced to migrate to Kolkatta. The second story is about 
Shanichari, she is 12 years old,  an Oraon girl from  Rata. She goes with her grandmother to Tohri 
she travelled by train to reach the destination. Her grandmother is Thakuma. She narrates some 
story to her granddaughter, Shanichari. On her way she sees a Hiralal he has a harmonium around 
his neck. The character called Gohuman Bibi is a strange character. The purpose of her visits in 
this village is to grab twenty thousand girls, each for twenty rupees. Malik is another character who 
is owner of brick kiln, as Gohuman uses all sugar coated words to take few girls from this village; 
she needs some people to work in rejas. Which means woman labourer, these girls have to work 
for Malik as a return they would get money, for four hours they would get 10 rupees and she gives 
50 rupees in advance to their parents. Gohuman is compared to cobra. Since cobra is very powerful 
and vermon snake. Likewise her character and cunning attitude is equal to cobra, the author said 
“She’s as poisonous as a cobra”. (39). That four girls never returned for the village. Years passed 
on Shanichari is 16.  
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 After few days Gohuman enters the village and planned to grabs some more girls. Shanichari 
is one omong them. Adivasis are driven to forest. They all suffered without food and shelter. 
Gohuman makes this pitiable plight of people as her vantage. The people with no other means to 
survive have become the victim of exploitation.  The author depicted the other side of the world, 
in one part people lives happily without any worries, atleast these people get food, shelter, and 
clothing and more over they are recognized as a human being. In other part people are marginalized 
by dominant society, and they haven’t recognized as human being. This is the  pitiable  condition 
of this second story. 
 The author project superstitions belief in the first story. This shows the plight of helpless women 
like Dhouli who suffers due to such false beliefs. “After becoming a widow, a randi, you were not 
supposed to look at yourself in the mirror. Not supposed to look at yourself. Not supposed to wear 
shellac bangles, a dot of sindoor on your forehead, ..”(7)   Dhouli goes to her home to polish their 
brass plate she sees her own reflection on the plate she has fear for her mother because in those days 
widow and prostitute are not allowed to see their face in the plate. There aren’t suppose to wear 
bangles, sindoor on their forehead and also anklets. As Mahasweta Devi says, big projects involve 
exploiting the landless poor and the tribal communities and the evicted tribals are on the increase 
“becoming rootless and swelling the number of migrant workers”. (The Hindustan Times 18)  In an 
interview with Minoli Salgado,she says that in the tribal people she has found “an endless source 
of ingredients for writing” 
 To terminate, Mahasweta Devi depicts the subject matter and style, story and structure in which 
she was portrayed as pioneer and path-breaker. She has taken common stories picturing with folk 
material, ballads and songs. This shows her individuality in world literature. This stories Outcast 
show the upper class domination towards the lower class.
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